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CHAPTER 1
OVERVIEW OF STUDY
Understanding the Problem
For fourteen years I served the Lord as senior pastor in the economically
depressed upstate New York town of Glens Falls. Throughout its sixty-year existence, the
church had experienced many ups and downs. When I arrived the church was perhaps at
its lowest point. Some five years before I arrived, the church had reached the zenith of its
strength. They had built a new building and had over one hundred people in attendance
each Sunday. At this point, the bottom seemed to fall out. First, the pastor who had been
there for nine years resigned abruptly. The church then began to search for a new pastor
settling on a man who was less than an ideal match for the church. In just over four years,
the church went from over 120 people in weekly attendance to around fifty.
On the second Sunday of my ministry, Pine Knolls Alliance had twenty-one in
weekly attendance, and on the third Sunday, our attendance was a grand total of fourteen.
After three weeks my wife and I wondered if we had somehow missed God’s will.
To our surprise and delight, the church in Glens Falls flourished from the time we
arrived. During the first year, the church grew to over one hundred people in attendance.
The second year it grew to nearly one hundred and fifty people. In each successive year
of my stay in Glens Falls, the church grew. The church today numbers nearly one
thousand in attendance. Several years ago the church was able to start a daughter
congregation in another community.
As the church grew over the fourteen years, pastors, laypeople, and district
officials inquired about the growth of the church. Usually when asked these questions, I
simply said, “The Holy Spirit engineered it,” or “It was God’s timing.” While I believe
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both statements are true, over the years I have begun to ask myself what factors
contributed to the turnaround in our church and whether our church did things that could
be helpful to other pastors in similar situations.
The conundrum of plateaued and declining churches may be one of the most
significant issues the church in America is facing today. George Barna and many others
have documented the issue extensively. Barna states that “the vast majority of Christian
churches in America are either stagnant or declining. Relatively few of the nation’s
300,000+ Protestant congregations are increasing the number of people (in attendance) by
at least 10 percent a year” (Barna Report 15). According to George G. Hunter, as many as
80 percent of churches in America today are plateaued and/or declining. In contrast
Hunter offers that of the other 20 percent, 19 percent or more are growing by transfer and
as little as 1 percent are actually growing by conversion (Personal interview).
In my own denomination, the Christian and Missionary Alliance, the issue of
plateaued and declining churches is a serious one. A study was conducted several years
ago concerning church starts and closures in the denomination over the past thirty years
(see Appendix A). In the first ten years of the study, the Alliance closed a total of fifteen
churches. This compares to the last ten years of the study in which the denomination
closed hundreds of churches. This dramatic increase is explained in part by a growing
emphasis on church plants and a renewed emphasis on church health (resulting in the
closure of the least healthy churches).
In 1987, the centennial year of the denomination, the Alliance started a campaign
known as “1,000 more by ’94,” designed to increase the number of church starts
dramatically by 1994. The emphasis peaked in 1994 when 152 new churches were
started. The statistics show, however, that in the very next year the number of church
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closures nearly equaled church starts. In the 1990s the number of annual church closures
in the Alliance actually exceeded church starts on occasion. Obviously, this trend does
not bode well for the denomination.
The problem of plateaued and declining churches is not limited to any particular
denomination or to any particular geographical area, and although considerable
documentation exists concerning the problem, the evidence suggests that rather than
receding, the problem is actually growing. As the number of plateaued and declining
churches continues to grow and as the age of these congregations increases, many North
American churches face extinction unless something changes. The Church must find a
way to address this issue as it enters the new millennium.
The question of what to do is important for the communities in which the
churches are located, for the churches and for the pastors who are being called to minister
in these congregations. Many young pastoral candidates are being told (as I was when I
graduated from seminary) that if they want to lead a “growing” congregation, they should
forget about plateaued or declining congregations and look to plant churches. As one of
my professors in seminary said to me somewhat facetiously, “It’s easier to give birth than
to raise the dead.” While I can appreciate the wisdom of planting new churches, I believe
hope exists for the multitude of churches that are plateaued and declining.
According to church consultant Lyle E. Schaller, a number of factors hinder
churches from growing including the increased complexity of the pastoral role, the
resemblance of religious institutions to other institutions with regard to change, the lack
of transformational leaders who can bring about change, the challenge of living in a
rapidly changing culture, the differences between various congregations that limit the
effectiveness of programs, and the increasing complexity of matching up pastors with
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congregations (Interventionist 11-12).
Christian A. Schwarz’s book Natural Church Development has helped me make
sense of what happened in my church in Glens Falls. I believe the growth experienced in
Glens Falls is a reflection of Schwarz’s “biotic church growth” model. Unwittingly, I
believe I applied many of the principles in Schwarz’s book throughout my ministry in
Glens Falls. As I considered these principles, I wanted to test to see if they could be
replicated in another setting.
Finally, I also wanted to determine if an outside consultant could effectively
intervene in such a situation. I believe so. In this project I hoped to demonstrate how.
Theological Foundations
In this study I examined the concept of shalom as it relates to God’s character and
to his people. Shalom has been defined as “peace, tranquility, completeness, soundness or
wholeness” (Brown, Driver, and Briggs 70). For the purpose of this study I defined
shalom as “wholeness, peace, functionality, and prosperity.”
Shalom in Scripture is seen to originate with God himself. Scripture makes clear
that God is the author of peace (Job 25:2; Ps. 147:14; Isa. 45:7). God’s desire is to
communicate his shalom to the entire world (Jer. 29:11), yet he is often frustrated in
doing so because of sin (Isa. 48:18). God’s intention to communicate his peace to the
world culminates in the life and ministry of Jesus who prays for all those who would
follow him that they might be one with the Father, just as he was one with him (John
17:21). The Bible indicates that wholeness and health come when one’s relationship with
the Father is reestablished.
In the Old Testament, God’s people were beneficiaries of covenant relationship
with the Father. The covenant they enjoyed was seen specifically as the “covenant of my
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peace” (Num. 25:12). As a result of their covenant with God, the people of Israel were
promised his peace and, according to Genesis 12, would become a source of peace
(shalom) to the surrounding nations.
In the New Testament, the Church becomes the channel of God’s peace. Biblical
shalom should characterize the people of God (Rom.14:17). The Church is a reflection of
biblical shalom as well as God’s chosen means of communicating peace to a lost world (1
Cor. 5:18).
Paul challenged the Church to “make every effort to keep the unity of the Spirit
through the bond of peace” (Eph. 4:3), recognizing that the essence of a healthy church is
peace or biblical shalom. Church health is a function of biblical shalom. In this study I
examined church health through the lens of shalom. More specifically, I examined how
church health is a function of biblical shalom and how biblical shalom is operationalized
in Christ’s body through Schwarz’s eight quality characteristics of a healthy church.
Purpose of Study and Research Questions
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the impact of the application of
Schwarz’s eight quality characteristics on three plateaued and/or declining Christian and
Missionary Alliance congregations. In addition, I examine the role of an outside
consultant’s in the process. With these purposes in mind, I developed four research
questions.
Research Question #1
What level of church health currently exists in three preselected churches as
measured by the Natural Church Development survey?
Research Question #2
What changes occur in each church’s health and growth as a result of using its
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current strengths to build up its weaknesses?
Research Question #3
What contextual factors appear to be associated with the observed changes in each
church’s health and growth?
Research Question #4
What role does outside intervention play in the application of Schwarz’s eight
principles?
Definition of Terms
In this study, certain principal terms need defining.
Natural Church Development (NCD) is an approach to church growth based on
the premise that God causes the growth and that all human endeavors should be focused
on releasing the “divine growth automatisms” by which God grows the Church. Christian
Schwarz developed this approach by conducting empirical research, by observing nature,
and by studying Scripture.
Schwarz identifies eight quality characteristics that when taken together can be
used to diagnose the health of a local church. The survey conducted by Christian
Schwarz’s Institute for Natural Church Development identifies these eight aspects as
empowering leadership, gift-oriented ministry, passionate spirituality, functional
structures, inspiring worship service, holistic small groups, need-oriented evangelism,
and loving relationships. Harmonious interplay among all of the eight quality
characteristics is the key to church growth.
A plateaued and/or declining church is one that has experienced either zero
increase or a decline in Sunday morning average attendance over the past five years and
has experienced few or no professions of faith over that same time period.
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Health is defined negatively as the lack of sickness or disease and positively as
the balance or “harmonious interplay” of Schwarz’s eight quality characteristics.
A consultant/coach is one who agrees to use his or her “expertise to help clients
narrow the gap between what they now have and what they want or need” (Bellman xvii).
Coaching in the context of the church is helping people listen and respond to the Holy
Spirit (Logan and Carlton 26).
Description of Project
In addition to my own church, two other plateaued/declining churches were
selected for this project. For purposes of this study the researcher served as an
interventionist/coach. During this time I explained the philosophy of Natural Church
Development and communicated the process of congregational change.
When I felt confident that the pastors and governing boards were ready, the
Natural Church Development questionnaire (NCDQ) was administered to measure each
church in each of the eight quality characteristics. Once the results were tabulated, I
worked with each pastor to raise the health quotient of the church by applying each
church’s strengths to its weakest areas. After a six-month period, the survey was
administered a second time to determine any changes in the eight quality characteristics.
Once these results were received, I repeated the process a second time. After the next six
months, the instrument was administered a third time to identify any further changes in
either church health or growth.
The entire study took place over approximately twelve months. As the experiment
proceeded, I kept a journal to record my own reactions as I worked with the pastors and
boards. I included my reactions in the findings of my project. Once each church received
the final results of the Natural Church Development survey, each pastor and a subset (not
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exceeding five) of the governing board was interviewed to determine their reaction to
Natural Church Development and my role as a consultant.
Methodology
This was an evaluative study conducted in the experimental mode utilizing a
quasi-experimental methodology. The Schwarz instrument was administered at the
beginning, midpoint, and end to create a “multiple group interrupted time series”
(Wiersma 149) quasi-experimental design diagrammed as follows:
Group A:

O

X

O

X

O

Group B:

O

X

O

X

O

Group C:

O

X

O

X

O

The “Os” represent the pre-, mid-, and posttesting of church health. The “Xs”
represent the time I spent working with pastors in a strategic effort to use strengths to
improve weaknesses. The aim of each survey was to ascertain the health of the church
according to the eight quality characteristics and to determine whether the strategic
application of each church’s weaknesses to its strengths made any significant difference.
These questionnaires were sent to NCD to be tabulated, and the results were
shared with each church. The results of the survey created a snapshot of the churches
sampled and their relative health. In response to the results, I met with each respective
pastor and board in order to devise a strategy that uses maximum factors to strengthen
minimum factors.
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Variables
The independent variable in this study is multiple interventions. These
interventions consisted of the actions I took as a coach and the actions each church took
to make improvements. The dependent variables in the study are the health of each
church and the change in each church’s growth rate.
Population and Sample
The subjects of this study were my church and two other plateaued and declining
churches. Each church was selected based on the desire of the governing board and pastor
to participate in the study as well as the following criteria. Each pastor was willing to
make a commitment to his or her respective church at least through the testing time. In
addition, each church must have been plateaued and/or declining in its numerical growth
for at least the past five years. Finally, I selected churches in close proximity to the
church I am serving as well as to one another in order to facilitate my interaction with
them and their interaction with one another.
Instrumentation
The primary instrument is the Natural Church Development questionnaire
developed by Christoph Shalk and Christian Schwarz. The survey contains over ninetyone questions on four pages. After the results of the last Church Development
questionnaire were received, a subset of the participants was interviewed to determine the
effectiveness of Natural Church Development, the importance of having an outside
consultant involved in the process and any contextual factors which may have effected
the study.
Data Collection
After arriving at my church, I contacted the local district superintendent to elicit
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his help in identifying churches and pastors who were good candidates to participate in
the process. I let the district superintendent know the criteria to be met for the churches to
be selected. I asked him for his recommendations for the study based on the criteria.
After ensuring that each church fits the criteria, I selected churches to participate in the
project. Once the churches were selected, each church was extensively analyzed to
determine growth patterns over the past five years. Once this data was collected and
analyzed, Christian Schwarz’s survey of church health was administered.
The NCDQ was administered to each church in a pre-, mid-, and posttest fashion.
A Natural Church Development consultant completed the scoring of the surveys. The
results were tabulated and returned with implementation suggestions based on the
portfolio developed for each church.
Following the initial analysis of the data, I acted as a consultant with each pastor
in order to assist in the implementation of Schwarz’s principles. After a six-month period,
the congregation was surveyed a second time. Again the pastor and I worked to apply
Schwarz’s principles, and after a second six-month period the test was administered a
third time. After receiving the results of this last survey, a subset of the leadership was
interviewed along with the pastor to comment on Schwarz’s principles and determine the
importance of having an outside consultant.
Delimitations and Generalizability
This study focused on a select group of either plateaued or declining churches. It
measured church health indicators rather than typical growth indicators by focusing on
Schwarz’s eight quality characteristics of church health. The expectation of this project
was that as Schwarz’s principles were applied, with the exception of extenuating
circumstances or unusual problems, each church would grow healthier and experience
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growth.
The survey tool was limited to a select, core group of people from each
congregation. Those selected were those deemed most knowledgeable about the health of
the church and had the greatest sense of ownership concerning each church’s future.
I believe these findings had a positive impact on each church that chose to
participate. My hope is that the study will have a positive impact on churches throughout
my particular district and quite possibly for the Church as a whole.
Overview
In Chapter 2, selected literature and pertinent research are reviewed. The biblical
concept of shalom is explored in relation to church health. Contemporary writings on
church health and systems theory are examined. The eight quality characteristics of
church health as identified by Natural Church Development are presented, and the
critiques of NCD research are explored. The process of institutional change is examined
as well as the role of an outside consultant in facilitating such change.
In Chapter 3, a detailed explanation regarding the design of the project, the
research methods, and the methods of data analysis is presented.
In Chapter 4, the findings of the study are presented.
In Chapter 5, the major findings of this study and practical applications that flow
out of these findings are reported. Suggestions for further inquiry are also offered.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
A study examining the impact of an outside consultant in moving a church toward
biblical shalom requires the exploration of several critical issues. In the church health
movement, a healthy (complete) church is described in terms of wholeness. In Scripture,
wholeness is rooted in the word shalom; therefore, the church is examined through the
lens of biblical shalom. In this section, I examined God as the source and sustainer of
shalom and the church, which is seen as God’s repository of shalom. In addition I briefly
scanned church history in regard to biblical shalom. Then, I briefly looked at the church
health movement, focusing specifically on Schwarz’s model.
Moving a church toward health in all likelihood involved some angst for the
churches involved in this project. I intend to look at the stresses change creates and
whether leadership can help congregations successfully negotiate change.
Finally, I want to look at the role the consultant has in the process of change. I
want to see how consultants/coaches can successfully work alongside a church in the
process. These issues will all be addressed.
Limits of the Literature Review
The concept of shalom is one of the most prominent concepts used in Scripture. In
this study, I concentrated on the concept of shalom primarily as wholeness, peace,
functionality, and prosperity.
A large and growing number of books and theories concerning the concept of
church health exist today. In order to remain focused, I restricted my attention to several
prominent models of church health. Church health authors to be discussed include
Christian A. Schwarz, Steven Macchia, Rick Warren, and Dan Spader and Gary Mayes.
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In this section I spent the majority of my time discussing Schwarz’s book Natural Church
Development with its eight quality characteristics as it is the focus of my study.
Considerable time was spent looking at the implications of Schwarz’s model.
A large and growing amount of contemporary information on organizational
change exists today. In this section, I included John Maxwell, Peter M. Senge, Lyle E.
Schaller, and James Herrington, Mike Bonem, and James Furr, but the majority of my
energy was focused on John P. Kotter’s book Leading Change since I believe it presents
the clearest and most concise model for organizational change today.
Finally, I looked at the role of the consultant in facilitating change. The authors I
considered in this section included Peter M. Senge, Edgar H. Schein, and Lyle E.
Schaller. Furthermore, Geoffrey Bellman’s book The Consultant’s Calling, Lyle E.
Schaller’s book The Interventionist, and Robert E. Logan and Sherilyn Carlton’s little
primer Coaching 101 were discussed.
Biblical Images of Shalom
Shalom is an ancient Semitic term that can be defined in many ways including
peace, wholeness, harmony, reconciliation, soundness, health and well-being in both the
spiritual and material realm (Brown, Driver, and Briggs 70). Shalom is often translated as
simply “peace” in English. Like the English word peace, shalom can mean much more
than the mere absence of war and can include general well-being (Keber 7). Shalom
conveys the concept of wholeness, which is completeness in every fashion, complete
functionality.
The idea of shalom is found throughout both the Old and New Testaments and is
used to describe the ideal for humanity both individually and communally (Atchemeier
1002). In this section I examined shalom as it unfolds particularly pertaining to God’s
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covenant people in the Old Testament and to Christ and the Church in the New
Testament.
Shalom in the Old Testament
Biblical shalom can refer to wholeness, health, completeness, soundness, safety,
or peace. The range of shalom, however, is even greater than the English word peace
(Keber 7). For the purposes of this study, I limited my discussion of shalom to the
concepts of wholeness, health, functionality, and prosperity.
The word shalom is used in a number of different ways in the Old Testament. The
word is used in relation to one’s individual well-being, prosperity, or physical health
(Gen. 29:6; Ps. 38:3). More generally, shalom can refer to a time of peace or an absence
of war (Eccl. 3:1, 8). It can also have a broader significance as evidenced by 2 Samuel
11:7 where David asked Joab “how Joab was, how the soldiers were, and how the war
was going.” Literally, these inquiries can be translated as “David inquired about the
shalom of Joab, and the shalom of the people, and the shalom of the war” (Keber 8).
Shalom is often translated as “peace be with you,” which is an inquiry about one’s
well-being (Jud. 6:23; 1 Sam. 10:4). When used this way, it contains the idea of health,
wholeness, welfare, and safety (Keber 8). According to Scripture, the righteous
experience the benefits of shalom, which include long life, but the wicked do not enjoy
the same blessings (Pro. 3:2).
In Genesis 15:15, God promises Abram that he will go to his fathers in “shalom,”
which is to say that he will die fulfilled (Keber 11); thus, shalom is probably the origin of
the concept “rest in peace.” A full life that ends in blessing is seen as complete in
Scripture.
Shalom is also used in a sacred sense in Scripture. In Numbers 6:24-26, shalom is
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used in the Aaronic blessing: “The Lord bless you and keep you; The Lord make his face
shine upon you and be gracious to you; the Lord turn his face toward you and give you
peace.” In these verses shalom is synonymous with blessing and prosperity for the people
of Israel (Keber 12).
The capacity of shalom to indicate the broadest dimensions of fulfillment in Israel
made it a fitting word to express salvation itself (Ps. 85). The conclusion of Psalm 85 is a
reminder that shalom is a gift that God gives to his people. Peace (shalom) is seen as a
benefit of being in relationship with God as he is the source of all peace (e.g., Mic. 4:5;
Ps. 35:27; 123:6). Avoiding evil and pursuing a relationship with God is seen as pursuing
shalom (Ps. 34:14). Since the people are in covenant with God and since God initiated the
covenant, they can expect him to grant his continuing shalom (Keber 12).
In Psalm 72:3, Solomon speaks of the “fruit of righteousness” as prosperity.
Shalom in this verse refers to a positive sense of well-being. In Psalm 85:8, the psalmist
receives assurance that the Lord “promises peace [shalom] to his people.” Faithful in
Hebrew is hasidayw, which can be translated loyal people, saints, or set-apart ones. In
Scripture, for the Israelites to remain in peace, they must be faithful. If, on the other hand,
they break covenant with God, shalom is lost (Jer. 30:5).
Biblical shalom is rooted in God himself. In Hosea 4:1-3 the prophet denounces
the Israelites for their unfaithfulness, unkindness, theft, and murder and is the cause of
the land’s unfruitfulness. In this Old Testament example, shalom is demonstrated not
only in relationship with God but in how one relates to others.
Because of shalom’s broadness of meaning, Scripture views it as a critical
component of salvation. Peace is a blessing of which God alone is the author (Job 25:2;
Ps. 147:14; Isa. 45:7). God is the only one who can give peace, and if the peace is lost he
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is the only one who can restore it. The suffering Messiah is seen by Isaiah as God’s move
to restore biblical peace (Isa. 53:5).
God’s desire for people is that they experience shalom, that they be whole,
complete, and lacking nothing. Shalom is a gift that God desires to impart to all people
(Jer. 29:11) but is often unable to give because of their sins (Jer. 4:10; Isa. 48:18).
The coming of the messiah (prince of peace) marks the renewal of relationship with God,
which also inaugurates the return of peace (Isa. 9:6).
Shalom results from an experiential knowledge of God, and manifests itself in
kindness and faithfulness. Shalom, therefore, is an outgrowth of relationship with God
and is expressed in relationship with others.
Shalom in creation. The concept of shalom can be seen in the creation account
itself. In Genesis 1:2 we are told that the “Spirit of God was hovering over the surface”
creating and forming life. When he was done, God declared creation to be “good” (Gen.
1:10,12,18). “Every living thing created by God is intended to full bloom and bear fruit
for His glory. From the moment of conception we are destined for growth in every
dimension of our existence: physically, emotionally, mentally, socially, and spiritually”
(Anderson 14). The garden was characterized by biblical shalom. Creation was complete,
whole, having all that was needed to survive and procreate.
Genesis 1:27 refers to the creation of mankind. In Genesis 1:28 Scripture
indicates that God blessed mankind and told them to “Be fruitful and increase in number;
fill the earth and subdue it.” In the garden people enjoyed perfect shalom.
That people were created “in God’s image” emphasizes the relational aspect of
people in the garden. People enjoyed shalom in relationship with God. Relationship with
God and shalom were linked from the very beginning.
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When people disobeyed God, shalom was disrupted. Once shalom was lost,
humanity had to earn a living “by the sweat of their brow” in Genesis 3:19 and “with pain
you will give birth to children” according to Genesis 3:16. Along with sin came various
other problems, including the shame Adam and Eve experienced concerning their own
bodies. From the beginning God’s intention was to restore mankind to wholeness and
fruitfulness (Gen. 3:15; Eph. 1:4).
Shalom and God’s covenant people. After humanity fell, God’s desire to bring
shalom to the world did not change. In Genesis 12, God initiates a covenant relationship
with Abraham, making clear his desire to give shalom to all people. According to the
Bible, God gave Abraham these instructions:
Leave your country, your people and your father’s household and go to the
land I will show you. I will make you into a great nation and I will bless
you; I will make your name great, and you will be a blessing. I will bless
those who bless you, and whoever curses you I will curse; and all peoples
on earth will be blessed through you. (Gen. 12:1-3)
In return for Abraham’s obedience is a promise from God assures Abraham of
continued blessing and prosperity (shalom). In addition, God promises Abraham to bring
prosperity (shalom) to all the peoples of the earth through him.
In Scripture shalom flows out of the relationship between God and Abraham. The
Hebrew word berith is translated “covenant” or “testament.” Though its original meaning
was to “share a meal,” it came to mean a “relation or connection effected by the sharing
of a meal. Thus, it came to mean an alliance, mutual obligation, or arrangement” (Payne
78-79). The components of covenant are then relationship establishment, stipulations,
responsibilities, and expectations, and then, finally, blessings if the covenant is honored
and curses when violated.
In the Sinaitic covenant in Deuteronomy, God clarifies his covenant expectations
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with the people of Israel. He reminds them not to behave like those who worship other
gods (Deut. 14:2). Moses, on behalf of God, exhorts the people to live distinctly from the
nations around them. “The Lord will establish you as his holy people, as he promised you
on oath, if you keep the commands of the Lord you God and walk in his ways” (Deut.
28:9). Clearly, God’s special relationship with his people was based on Israel’s conduct
(Berkouwer 319).
Later, in Deuteronomy 28, Moses summarizes the laws of the Lord, telling the
people in verses 1-14 the blessings they can expect as a result of living by God’s laws. In
return for their obedience the Israelites can expect their businesses to succeed and their
wives to have many children. They can expect biblical shalom.
If, on the other hand, they fail to live in holiness, if they disobey God’s commands
and violate their covenant with God, he will curse them. Moses’ comments about the
curses are more extensive than his comments on the blessings. “The Lord will strike you
with wasting disease, with fever and inflammation, with scorching heat and drought, with
blight and mildew, which will plague you until you perish” (Deut. 28:22). As a result of
disobedience (lack of separateness), the Israelites will suffer physically, emotionally, and
spiritually. In addition, he tells them that the health of their livestock, crops, and personal
well-being depends upon their living out God’s command to “be separate” from the
nations around them. In Deuteronomy 30 God promises that if after they are cursed by
God Israel repents of her sin and comes back into relationship with him, she will again be
blessed.
Following the promises and curses of chapter 28, Moses challenges Israelites to
make a choice:
See, I set before you today life and prosperity, death and destruction. For I
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command you today to love the Lord your God, to walk in his ways, and
to keep his commands, decrees and laws; then you will live and increase,
and the Lord your God will bless you in the land you are entering to
possess. (Deut. 30:15-16)
Scripture reveals that God’s promise to Israel of health and wholeness (biblical
shalom) depended upon her living faithfully to the covenant with God.
In Deuteronomy 28, God summarizes why such requirements were necessary.
Israel would be a lighthouse for the entire world (Deut. 28:10). The mission of Israel was
critical. The Israelites were to live in covenant relationship with God in order to
communicate shalom to the rest of the world (Deut. 28:1-10).
When God’s people violated the covenant and were taken into exile, the prophet
Jeremiah exhorted them to “seek the peace and prosperity [shalom] of the city to which I
have carried you into exile. Pray to the Lord for it, because if it prospers [shalom], you
too will prosper [shalom]” (Jer. 29:7). God promised shalom to his covenant people even
in exile because he was committed to using his people to promote shalom among the
peoples of the world.
Shalom in the New Testament
In both the Septuagint and the New Testament, the Greek word for shalom is
eirene. In the New Testament, the word eirene (like shalom) has both a secular and a
sacred meaning. In the secular, the word indicates not only the absence of war but also
future prosperity, wealth, and the opportunity for happiness.
The word is further used to indicate peace as a feeling, as a state of reconciliation
with God, or as the salvation of the whole person in an eschatological sense (Kittel 412).
God is seen in the New Testament as the “God of peace” who is the author and bestower
of all blessing (Rom. 15:33; 16:20; Phil. 4:9).
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In Galatians 1:3 Paul writes, “Grace and peace [eirene] be yours from God our
Father and from the Lord Jesus Christ.” In this verse eirene is seen as the “state of favor
and well-being into which men are brought by Christ’s death on the cross and in which
they are kept by persevering grace” (Gaebelein).
Eirene at its deepest level has to do with the wholeness received through Jesus
Christ (Rom. 5:1; Gal. 5:22). Jesus desired to see all humankind experience peace (Luke
19:42; John 14:27). At his first appearance to the disciples he declared “peace with you”
(Luke 24:36; John 20:19, 21, 26). He made this pronouncement a second time and then
said, “As the Father has sent me, so I send you,” indicating that the mission of his
followers is to stand among the people and proclaim God’s peace (shalom) to lost and
broken humanity.
The concept of shalom, however, goes beyond the word eirene. The root word for
salvation (Greek sozo) also communicates the idea of wholeness or health. To be “saved”
is to be reconciled with God, set free from the things that keep one from being all that
God would want them to be and experiencing biblical shalom.
In John 5, Jesus heals a man at the pool of the Bethesda. After the man is healed
Jesus found him in the temple and Jesus said, “See you are well again. Stop sinning, or
something worse may happen to you” (John. 5:14). Again, Jesus reinforces the
connection between relationship with God and personal well-being or shalom.
In 1 Corinthians 11:30, Paul challenges the Corinthians with regard to the Lord’s
table. Apparently, they were celebrating the table in a sinful manner. As a result of their
misuse of the supper, many Corinthians were “weak and sick, and a number of you have
fallen asleep.” The sense in this passage is that the entire church body in Corinth was
suffering because of their sinful practices as they approached the Lord’s table. As a result
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of their sin at the Lord’s table, the Corinthians forfeited God’s shalom.
In the New Testament, peace is also an absence of confusion (Rom. 14:17; 1 Cor.
7:15). Paul indicates to the Ephesians that if the Christians are to walk worthy of their
calling their members must walk in a unity that is shaped by love: “Be completely
humble and gentle; be patient, bearing with one another in love. Make every effort to
keep the unity of the Spirit through the bond of peace. There is one body, one Spirit”
(Eph. 4:2-4). In these verses shalom is defined in terms of relationship with other
Christians.
Shalom is seen metaphorically as peace of mind or tranquility that arises from
reconciliation with God (Rom. 5:1; Phil 4:7). Shalom, most significantly, is spiritual
wholeness, which the recipient experiences through Christ. Jesus warns that his message
of shalom may not come peacefully (Luke 12:51). Scripture records that families may be
divided as not everyone embraces the message of shalom.
Finally, an “already but not yet” sense exists in the New Testament concerning
shalom. Through Christ one is able to experience a foretaste of biblical shalom, and yet
its full realization is still to come. The full manifestation awaits the final consummation
of the world in Christ. It will be perfectly realized when the new earth and new heavens
have been established and all creation comes beneath the Lordship of Christ himself
(Rev. 21:3-27).
Shalom in Christ. The nation of Israel often failed in its responsibility as God’s
covenant people, therefore, God sent Jesus Christ to establish a new covenant. The
ministry and life of Jesus revolved around the communication and demonstration of
biblical shalom.
In Luke 2:14, in his account of Jesus’ birth, Luke records the angels as saying,
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“Glory to God in the highest, and on earth peace to all men on whom his favor rests.”
These verses refer to Jesus as the “Prince of Peace” (Isa. 9:6). Jesus was viewed by the
New Testament writers as the source of God’s peace for people today (Eph. 1:2). Paul
goes on to say that God has blessed his followers “with every spiritual blessing in Christ”
(Eph. 1:3). Every blessing in heaven is available to God’s children through Jesus Christ,
according to the Apostle Paul.
Jesus is seen throughout the New Testament as the one who would restore peace.
Jesus expressed his mission this way:
The Spirit of the Lord is one me, because he has anointed me to preach
good news to the poor. He has sent me to proclaim freedom for the
prisoners and recovery of sight for the blind, to release the oppressed, to
proclaim the year of the Lord’s favor. (Luke 4:18-19)
In these verses Jesus refers to Isaiah 61 where the prophet foresees the restoration
of Israel. Jesus quotes this passage in reference to his own ministry. He saw the gospel as
having a redemptive, restorative impact not only people’s spiritual lives but also on their
entire lives. The gospel is designed to bring wholeness to life and society.
The work of Christ was to restore the broken relationship between God and
people, which is the essence of shalom: peace between God and people. As a result of the
life, death, and resurrection of Jesus, humanity can enter into relationship with God and
experience true shalom (Eph. 1:6). The gift of shalom is the renewal of relationship with
God (Rom. 5:1). In the relationship Christians now enjoy (because of Christ), they are
justified or made right in the eyes of God (Rom. 5:9)
Just like the Old Covenant, the New Covenant contains a number of expectations.
Christians are admonished to “make every effort to live in peace with all men and to be
holy; without holiness no one will see the Lord” (Heb. 12:14). The New Covenant has
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ethical/moral expectations associated with it. In addition, under the New Covenant, the
Church is to preserve the unity that is the essence of shalom and communicate the gospel
of shalom to all humanity (Matt. 28:18-20).
The blessings of shalom that Christ brings include living in right relationship with
God by forgiveness (Rom. 5:1-11), everlasting life (John 3:15-16), abundant life (John
10:10), the gift of the Holy Spirit, and the accompanying fruit of the Spirit (Gal. 5:22 ff.).
The coming of the Holy Spirit is seen as the firstfruits of the age to come. Gordon
D. Fee writes, “The visitation of God through the Spirit establishes believers as a
thoroughly eschatological people, who live the life of the future in the present as they
await the consummation” (49). According to Fee an “already but not yet” state exists
concerning the blessings of the new covenant, which will not be completely realized until
the perfect has come (50).
Shalom in the Church. Jesus himself is the source of peace in the Church.
Through Christ the Church experiences reconciliation with God (Eph. 2:14-17). The call
of the Church is to be an instrument of God’s shalom in the world. Throughout the New
Testament, the Church is challenged to preserve the unity in order to reflect God’s
shalom to the world (Rom. 14:19).
Scripture uses a variety of descriptive metaphors for the Church. The Church is
referred to as the people of God (Eph. 2:19), God’s field, God’s building (1 Cor. 3:9), the
marriage bride of Christ (Eph. 5:25), and most commonly as the “body of Christ” (1 Cor.
12:21-30). In each description the Church is described in systemic terms. In addition, the
Church is linked with God himself, manifesting shalom.
The Church is a “life-pulsating people who are animated by the indwelling
presence of God” (Ogden 29). At the most fundamental level, the Church is not an
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institution but an organism (Schwarz, Natural Church 10; Ogden 9). According to 1
Corinthians 12 the Church is equated to a body having many parts. Just like the human
body, no part is more important than the other, and all parts are essential to the
functioning of a healthy person (1 Cor.12:12-27). Paul writes that the head of the body is
Christ himself.
Spader and Mayes, in their book Growing a Healthy Church, identify several
distinct roles the Church is called to play. First, the Church’s responsibility is to share the
good news of the gospel (biblical shalom) with those who have yet to hear in order to
bring them into the community of the Church. Paul writes to Timothy that he must never
be ashamed to tell others the good news (2 Tim. 1:8). Secondly, the Church is to build up
(disciple) its members in order to bring them to full maturity. Paul wrote that his goal was
“that we may present everyone perfect in Christ” (Col. 1:28). Thirdly, the Church is to
pray and equip people who can communicate the Good News to others who can then
share the message with others (2 Tim. 2:2). A church in which shalom is present gives
equal attention to each of these critical roles.
Churches that demonstrate shalom are increasingly holy churches. Concerning the
holiness of the Church, Thomas C. Oden remarks, “Because Christ is one, the church
seeks to embody that oneness. Because Christ is holy, the church seeks to reflect that
holiness” (298). What is true for individuals is also true for the Church body. Biblical
shalom depends upon the strength of the Church’s relationship to God himself.
Therefore, within this shalom community, the ability exists to recognize and
repent of the sin of its own members (Oden 322). The Church stays connected to God
through repentance, which paradoxically develops as the Church recognizes its own
unholiness (322). Oden states, “The repentance leading to faith in the Word is a
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recurring, defining act of this community” (322).
The level of shalom in the church depends upon its being Spirit led and Spirit
driven. Oden states, “The Spirit enables the responsiveness of each member or part of the
organism, just as the life of the body enlivens every member and cell of the body” (286).
Scripture indicates that the Church’s life comes from the Holy Spirit. The Spirit
communicates shalom to the church as its people walk in holiness.
Shalom is both a reflection and a function of the communal life of the church.
Paul writes, “Make every effort to keep the unity of the Spirit through the bond of peace”
(Eph. 4:2). Shalom involves restoration of relationship with God and with one another.
Shalom in the Church is a function of the connectedness of the body to the head,
who is Christ himself. The Church cannot find wholeness apart from Christ himself.
The Congregation and Shalom
Health occurs when the body’s systems run smoothly and energy is able to
circulate. This balancing act of healthy systems, however, is only temporary. Health will
vary over time. The health of an organism is fragile. In addition in all living organisms a
tendency exists to decay (Lee 36). In an imperfect world wholeness is not achievable
(Steinke, Healthy Congregations 16). To the Corinthians Paul writes, “Now we see but a
poor reflection” (1 Cor. 13:12). When out of balance, the body seeks to restore balance.
This process, called homeostasis, refers to the body’s tendency to work to maintain
balance.
The health of a congregation is not a state but rather a manifestation of processes.
A healthy system consists of the interactions, information, and influence that the body
has toward the goal of the system. When dealing with living systems, one is dealing with
processes not substance (Steinke, Healthy Congregations 4). How an organism handles
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health and illness depends upon the functionality of the system as a whole.
Healthy systems are able to adapt to changing environments (Steinke, Healthy
Congregations 68-69). Disease is the body’s way of saying that it is unable to adapt to
change (76). Healthy systems are creative, imaginative, and flexible, while diseased
systems are rigid, noncreative, and lacking in imagination (108). According to Steinke,
information flows freely in healthy systems (9).
In shalom a balance exists between God, human beings, and the Church. As it
seeks to accomplish its mission, the Church must do so with a sense of balance between
these competing forces (Kinder 16). The Church is an organism. When healthy the
Church is a learning organization that is able to adapt and change to a changing
environment. When diseased it lacks the flexibility needed to adapt. For the Church to
convey shalom to a broken world, it must itself experience the shalom God has promised.
Shalom Conclusion
The principle of shalom can be seen throughout the Scriptures. Shalom is seen as
part of God’s character (Lev. 26:6; 2 Cor. 13:11). God is a God of shalom (1 Cor. 14:33).
In Scripture one sees that God is not only the God of shalom but wants to communicate
his shalom to others (Gen. 15:15; Isa. 45:7).
Peace has the same meaning in the New Testament except that shalom is now
focused in Jesus. The call of the Church is to walk in shalom and then be an instrument of
shalom in the world. Shalom cannot be divorced from relationship with God. He is the
author of shalom (Job 25:2) and chooses to bestow shalom only on those that are in right
relationship with him (Isa. 48:18).
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Historically, a number of church renewal movements have arisen in order to
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increase the level of shalom in the church. In his ministry in Georgia, John Wesley’s
“zeal for holiness became a burning desire to revitalize the church and build a model
Anglican community in one parish” (Baker 52). Wesley’s goal was not to begin a new
denomination, but to move the established Church toward greater shalom by restoring
people’s relationship with God.
The founder of the Christian and Missionary Alliance, A. B. Simpson, had similar
intentions. When the Christian Alliance was organized in the summer of 1887 at Old
Orchard, Maine, it was established “for the purpose of uniting in Christian fellowship and
testimony in a purely fraternal Alliance, the large number of consecrated Christians in the
various evangelical churches who believe in the Lord as savior, sanctifier, healer and
coming Lord” (Thompson 128). It was not designed to be an ecclesiastical body in any
sense but a collection of Christians from diverse economic and church backgrounds.
Initially, the meetings were not organized, nor were Christians asked to leave their
respective churches. As Simpson says, “There is no antagonism to any of the evangelical
churches, but a desire to help them in every proper way to promote the interest of Christ’s
kingdom” (qtd. in Thompson 128-29).
Simpson’s original purpose was not to create a denomination but a missionsminded movement. In addition Simpson wanted “to lead God’s hungry children to know
their full inheritance of privilege and blessing for spirit, soul and body” (Thompson 134).
In these early statements, Simpson made clear his desire to see the Alliance come
alongside other churches in order to promote spiritual renewal or biblical shalom among
the members. A. B. Simpson writes, “It is one thing to have the Lord touch us until we
are delivered from our infirmities but it is another thing to have him possess us with his
life, and our life become his life manifest in our mortal flesh” (89-90). Simpson held a
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strong belief in divine healing and an even stronger belief in divine health (shalom). He
believed that living under the control of the Holy Spirit would allow the individual
believer and, in turn, the Church, increasingly to experience the life of God as a whole.
Simpson “wanted the Alliance to be a spiritual association of believers who
hungered to know the fullness of the blessing of the Gospel of Christ, working
concertedly for the speedy evangelization of the world” (Tozer 103). In his original
vision, Simpson saw the Alliance as a fellowship of Christians who experienced the
fullness of God’s shalom and then took the message of shalom to a lost and dying world.
What began as a desire to bring Christians from varying traditions together
eventually became a movement of churches known as the Christian and Missionary
Alliance.
Increasingly, however, evidence suggests that the momentum enjoyed at the
outset by the Alliance is diminishing (see Appendix A). In the past several general
councils, the current president of the denomination has challenged the constituency to
return to the roots of the movement. Restoring this once vital group to shalom however
must start at the “grass roots” level, which means the renewal of health to the numerous
plateaued and declining Christian and Missionary Alliance churches.
Church Health Movement
The church health movement is on some level a reaction to the church growth
movement. Church health leaders themselves admit that the church health movement is in
part a response to the technocratic church growth movement (Schwarz, Natural Church 7;
Macchia 14). Regardless of its origins, the church health movement has garnered a great
deal of interest and support in a relatively short period of time.
For church health advocates, health is wholeness (shalom). Church health occurs
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when all of the various components are working together to maintain balance (Steinke,
Healthy Congregations vii). For church health advocates, the Church is an organic system
where all parts are interrelated.
Schwarz points out that church health begins by viewing the church as a spiritual
organism (Natural Church 10). Schwarz looks at the church through the lens of the
biblical body metaphor. Over thirty-seven times this metaphor is used in the New
Testament in reference to the Church.
Within the church growth movement, numerically growing churches are generally
considered to be “good” or healthy churches. Not necessarily so says Schwarz. According
to him a church can be growing (numerically) and yet still be unhealthy (Natural Church
46-47). On the other hand health does not always necessitate growth. According to
Schwarz a church can be healthy and yet not growing. At times health is manifested by
growth in size; at other times it manifests itself in sheer maintenance (Steinke, Healthy
Congregations viii). Genuine church health, rather than being tied strictly to “numbers,”
is a factor of several different (internal) characteristics.
Peter L. Steinke believes that health begins by viewing the church as a system. All
things are connected within the system. Changing one element has a ripple effect on the
entire organism (How Your Church Family Works 3). Rather than seeing the Church as
various components that need to be managed individually, church health advocates
believe the Church must be viewed as a whole unit and must be managed as a whole (5).
Healthy churches are more committed to health goals than numerical goals.
Healthy churches (like healthy organisms) are flexible, imaginative, and able to handle
difficult situations (Steinke, Healthy Congregations 108).
Perhaps no one has popularized the concept of church health more than Rick Warren. His
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book, The Purpose Driven Church, has been a bestseller for the past several years and has
served as an introduction to many people (including myself) to the concept of church
health.
In 1 Corinthians 3:6-9, the Apostle Paul makes this statement:
I planted the seed, Apollos watered it, but God made it grow. So neither he
who plants nor he who waters is anything, but only God, who makes
things grow. The man who plants and the man who waters have one
purpose, and each will be rewarded according to his own labor. For we are
God’s fellow workers; you are God’s field, God’s building.
For Warren verses such as these are critical with regard to church growth and
health. Warren asserts that “the sovereignty of God is a factor overlooked in almost all
current church-growth literature” (14). Concerning church health he goes on to say that
“our job as church leaders, like experienced surfers, is to recognize a wave of God’s spirit
and ride it” (14).
For Warren the Church is a living organism and, like any other healthy organism,
should grow. Healthy churches do not need “gimmicks” to grow Warren asserts, but
grow naturally (17). According to Warren, many people start with the wrong question
when it comes to church growth. According to Warren what people need to ask is, “What
is keeping our church from growing?” (15). The church, in Warren’s estimation, needs to
look carefully for those things that may be limiting its growth. In his opinion growth
occurs in the Church when a healthy interplay occurs between the five purposes of the
Church: worship, ministry, evangelism, fellowship, and discipleship (107).
My own denomination has embraced the approach advocated by Spader and
Mayes. For Spader and Mayes church health is a factor of three distinct qualities. Healthy
churches “build, win and equip” (17). Systemic health is achieved as the Church gives
equal emphasis to building, winning and equipping. The model for the healthy church
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comes from the ministry of Jesus in the gospels (17).
Macchia advocates a third approach to church health. Macchia’s book, Becoming
a Healthy Church: Ten Characteristics, lists ten qualities as necessary for a healthy
church: God’s empowering presence, God-exalting worship, spiritual disciplines,
learning and growing in community, a commitment to loving/caring, servant-leadership
development, outward focus, wise administration and accountability, networking within
the body of Christ, stewardship, and generosity.
While each of these models has much to be commended, the model on which I
wish to focus for this project is the Natural Church Development model advocated by
Christian Schwarz.
Natural Church Development Model
German theologian, researcher, and consultant Schwarz believes that the focus of
the Church should be on church health rather than church growth. Through extensive
research Schwarz has identified a connection between church health and growth.
Schwarz refers in his book to what he calls “growth automatisms” (Natural
Church 12). A healthy organism, Schwarz maintains, will grow “all by itself” (12). This
concept is illustrated best in Mark 4:26-29. In the parable of the sower, the farmer casts
the seed and goes to bed; the seed sprouts and grows—how, the sower does not know.
The earth appears to produce the crop by itself. The key Greek term is automate, literally
meaning “automatic.” Schwarz applies this idea to the life of a congregation by saying
that it indicates that certain developments appear to happen “all by themselves” or
“automatically” (12).
By focusing on eight universal principles Schwarz maintains that the Church can
release its “biotic potential.” These six biotic principles are reflections of nature itself and
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include (1) interdependence, (2) multiplication, (3) energy transformation, (4)
multiusage, (5) symbiosis, and (6) functionality (64-77).
Schwarz’s research project, which took place in one thousand churches in thirtytwo countries on six continents identified eight quality characteristics that, when taken
together, appeared universally in healthy churches. When all of these vital signs are
positive, Schwarz discovered that they are accurate predictors of church health and
church growth. The eight (universal) characteristics include
1. Empowering leadership,
2. Gift-oriented ministry,
3. Passionate spirituality,
4. Functional structures,
5. Inspiring worship services,
6. Holistic small groups,
7. Need-oriented evangelism, and
8. Loving relationships (Natural Church 79).
Schwarz’s study revealed that church health, rather than being an outcome of
simply one or even a combination of several of the characteristics, was a result of the
interplay of all the various characteristics.
What he discovered was that weakness in even a single factor would act as a
limitation on a church’s health and its growth. Schwarz refers to this weakness as the
“minimum factor.” Just as a barrel holds no more water than the lowest stave allows, so
churches cannot contain new believers without all eight characteristics functioning at
appropriate levels. When a church is weak in a single area, strengthening the church in
other areas has minimal impact upon the church’s health because of the limitations the
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one weak characteristic places on the church. Churches should use their area of strength
(regardless of what it may be) to strengthen the weakest area. Schwarz refers to this
emphasis on the weakest by utilizing the strengths of the church as the “minimum
strategy” (Natural Church 50).
Schwarz along with Christoph Schalk went on to develop a tool that could help a
church identify the level of quality in each of the eight areas. The Natural Church
Development survey allows a church to examine the level of strength it has in each area
and (in theory) make adjustments accordingly.
Empowering Leadership
Schwarz and others point out that the level of contentment in a congregation can
be traced to the level of involvement people have in the congregation. People who are
involved in their churches, using their gifts and depending upon the Holy Spirit, have a
higher level of contentment than those who do not (Natural Church 24). Leaders who
help people identify their gifts and get involved in ministry are not only promoting
service but are actually raising the level of shalom in their congregations.
In his book The Fifth Discipline, Senge speaks of the importance of the “learning
organization, organizations where people continually expand their capacity to create the
results they desire” (3). Most people want to participate in such an organization and yet
few people, he notes, are working to build such an organization (xv). According to Senge
the reason many organizations lack such an ethos is “leadership” (339).
Many, including Dale Galloway and others, have written that the key to church
growth is the pastor. As the pastor is empowered by God, he or she is able to empower
others to carry out ministry. Empowering leaders have a strong sense of God’s calling on
their lives. They minister out of a sense of fullness (shalom) rather than emptiness (2
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Tim. 1:6-7).
“Empowering leadership” refers to the fact that the leader guides, equips, and
releases others to realize their full potential and accomplish their God-given calls. Robert
E. Logan and Thomas T. Clegg identify empowering leaders as those who are walking
with God, experiencing ongoing personal growth, cultivating mentoring relationships for
themselves, removing personal blockages, and are making disciples of others through
authentic relationships. They also identify modeling, vision casting, mobilizing,
coaching, and multiplying as visible priorities for growing leaders.
Empowering leaders cast vision effectively. Dale Galloway writes, “Vision⎯the
place where tomorrow is shaped-motivates ministry and determines achievement. Vision
unleashes creativity and helps a body of believers visualize a magnificent future” (11).
Many others (e.g., Maxwell; Wagner; Hybels; Senge; Kotter) mention the importance of
visionary leadership.
Galloway suggests that vision “is an ability or God-given gift” to see things that
do not yet exist (13). Senge makes the following assertion:
A shared vision is not an idea. It is not even an important idea such as
freedom. It is, rather, a force in people’s hearts, a force of impressive
future…. Few, if any, forces in human affairs are as powerful as a shared
vision. (206)
For a vision to be truly “shared,” it must not come down simply as a “command,”
but must be something that “many people are truly committed to, because it reflects their
own personal vision” (Senge 206). For people to own a vision however, they must be
empowered. They must know that their ideas count and that they are working alongside
leadership to help the vision become a reality.
Empowering leaders do a good job of mentoring people. In their book, Robert
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Clinton and Paul Stanley mention Barnabas who risked his own reputation in order to
recommend Paul to the Jerusalem base of Christianity (2-10). Mentors, they suggest
empower others by giving them resources (advice, tapes, tracts, and counsel), sponsoring
younger leaders at the risk of their own reputation, modeling for other leaders, exposing
leaders to resources needed for their development and co-ministering with young leaders
in order to increase their confidence, status, and credibility (2-11).
Gift-Oriented Ministry
In healthy churches people minister according to their God-ordained gifting rather
than out of obligation or duty according to Schwarz. As Schwarz states, “This giftoriented approach reflects the conviction that God sovereignly determines which
Christians should best assume which ministries” (Natural Church 24). The Greek word
for “gifts” is charismata, from which the word charismatic originates. The root of this
word is charis, which means “grace.” Greg Ogden states that “charismata are ‘gracegifts’ that come with the package of salvation. I like to look at spiritual gifts as the
tangible, manifest expression of God’s love for us” (41). In this comment Ogden touches
on the wonder of spiritual gifts and hints at the joy when believers experience them first
hand.
In his research Schwarz discovered that the happiest Christians are the ones who
are actively functioning within their giftedness. Congregations that have a high degree of
shalom are those in which people are discovering and functioning according to their
giftedness (Natural Church 14-15).
Ogden laments the low self-esteem that exists in culture and within the church
today. He writes, “The remedy to the disease of low self-esteem lies in helping each
member discover the unique gifts given to him or her by the Spirit for building up the
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body” (39). Gordon Crosby makes the following assertion concerning the uniqueness of
each individual.
Christ makes each of us something unlike any other creation fashioned by
God⎯something wonderful, exciting, unique; something specifically
needed in the total body of Christ. This uniqueness, this very self that is so
hard to describe, this charismatic person is the gift of the Holy Spirit. It is
the primary gift we bring to the Body, and without it the Body is
immeasurably impoverished. (72)
In the book of Ephesians, the apostle Paul states, “It was he who gave some to be
apostles, some to be prophets, some to be evangelists, and some to be pastors and
teachers to prepare God’s people for works of service” (Eph. 4:11-12). Scripture
mandates that church leaders help people discover their gifts and get involved in service.
Biblical shalom is expressed when individuals in the Church subordinate themselves to
the larger purpose of building up the body.
A variety of tools can be used in helping people discover their spiritual gifts. At
Willow Creek Community Church, Bruce Bugbee, Don Cousins, and Bill Hybels have
developed a tool referred to as “Network.” Network helps people identify not only their
spiritual gifts but their passion, experience, and personality in order to help people find
the right “fit” in ministry. Another tool developed by the Saddleback Church is known as
“S.H.A.P.E.” Shape is an acronym Warren developed that stands for spiritual gifts, heart,
ability, personality, and experience (369). Both tools are designed to help people find
where they fit in the body of Christ.
To this day very few Christians seem to know their spiritual gift or gifts. In his
research, Schwarz discovered that as many as 80 percent could not identify their spiritual
gift (Natural Church 24). Many, including Schwarz and Ogden, believe that this, more
than any other single reason, explains why the “priesthood of believers” has never been
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achieved since the Reformation.
For the body to function in a healthy way, in a way that reflects biblical shalom,
each individual in the Church needs to discover his or her gifts and put them to use (1
Cor. 12:1-31). In churches of high quality, Schwarz discovered that a strong emphasis
was put on matching people to ministries by their gifting and then giving people ongoing
training in that area of ministry (Natural Church 24).
Passionate Spirituality
This element, according to Schwarz, is not “dependent on spiritual persuasions
(such as charismatic or noncharismatic) nor on specific spiritual practices (such as
liturgical prayers or ‘spiritual warfare’) which are cited by some groups” (Natural Church
26). The issue here has to do with the spiritual life of the Church. Passionately spiritual
Christians are enthusiastic about their faith according to Schwarz (27) In passionately
spiritual congregations people are growing in their faith and holiness.
In his book The New Reformation, Ogden makes this statement:
The church is absolutely dependent on Jesus Christ for its life. It has not
life in it itself. It is on life support. Like a patient clinging to life by tubes
and machines, the church dies when its lifelines are disconnected. This is
Jesus’ point (in John 15:1-11) where he said “Abide in me, and I in you.
As the branch cannot bear fruit by itself, unless it abides in the vine,
neither can you, unless you abide in me. I am the vine, you are the
branches. He who abides in me, and I in him, he it is that bears much fruit,
for apart from me you can do nothing [original emphasis]”. (33)
Jesus himself is the power source. In churches where shalom is expressed, people
openly depend upon the Holy Spirit’s empowerment. Neil T. Anderson and Robert L.
Saucy refer to the creation of humanity:
Fearfully and wonderfully He made this new creation which he had
planned from the beginning of time. But He wasn’t done. Something was
missing. The clay had no life. So he breathed into this earthen pot the
breath of life and it became a living being. This fusion of divine life and
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earthly clay would make this new creation different from all other created
beings. What appeared to be common was indeed holy, and set apart to do
his will. (7)
What Anderson and Saucy say about Adam’s body might also be said about the
body of Christ. Jesus is the source of life for the Church. Whole or healthy churches
understand that their vitality comes from Christ.
Passionate spirituality in the church can be assessed, in part, by the prayer lives of
people. In churches where prayer was seen as inspirational and essential, Schwarz
discovered greater health (Natural Church 26). This dynamic reflects the Church in the
early book of Acts, which had a sense of God’s empowerment. “Everyone was filled with
awe, and many wonders and miraculous signs were done by the apostles” (Acts 2:43).
The vitality (shalom) the early Church experienced not only impacted the Church but
influenced the entire world.
Flexible and Functional Structures
The fourth quality characteristic Schwarz identified concerns the structure of the
Church itself. Schwarz’s research “confirmed for the first time an extremely negative
relationship between traditionalism and both growth and quality within the church”
(Natural Church 28). Healthy churches are not overburdened by programs that consume
the Church and its leadership in maintenance. Instead, healthy churches have a relatively
streamlined structure, which allows leaders not only to lead but to multiply themselves in
other leaders. Barna states the principle this way:
Although successful churches did not utilize a common structure, they did
subscribe to a common philosophy: the ministry is not called to fit the
church’s structure; the structure exists to further effective ministry. These
churches had a keen sense of direction and purpose. Their top priority was
to achieve their ministry goals. If the organizational charts and structural
procedures inhibited such ministry, they would cautiously but willingly
work around the barriers. They were not about to let a man-made system
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hinder their ability to take advantage of a God-given opportunity to
change lives for the Kingdom. The structures they used had been
developed, accepted, implemented, reevaluated and upgraded. At all
times, the focus was upon ministry, not structure. (User Friendly Churches
137)
Warren observes that most churches wear people out. “Instead of concentrating as
Paul did, they dabble in forty different things and miss being good at any of them” (89).
As churches get older, typically they add more and more programs to the agenda without
removing anything. The result is that churches become heavy laden with programs and
unable to concentrate on the ministries of greatest importance. While many churches
“generate a lot of activity, there is little productivity” (90).
Healthy churches are places where the “new wine” of the Spirit is put in “fresh
wineskins,” structures of all sorts, which enhance rather than hinder the Spirit’s work
(Adams 76). In Luke’s Gospel Jesus talks about the “new wine” of the Spirit.
No one puts new wine into old wineskins. If he does he will have torn the
new garment, and the patch from the new will not match the old. And no
one pours new wine into old wineskins. If he does, the new wine will burst
the skins, the wine will run out and the wineskins will be ruined. No, new
wine must be poured into new wineskins. (Luke 5:36-38)
Regardless of the specific ministry or governance, structures must be kept simple
and remain servants of the mission rather than missions unto themselves.
Inspiring Worship Services
One of the essentials to church health is inspiring worship (George; Jenson and
Stevens; Warren). According to Schwarz inspiring worship has less to do with the form
of worship (i.e., liturgical, traditional, contemporary) as the inspirational quality of the
service itself. For Schwarz this is significant as many assume that only a “seeker” format
can effectively reach unbelievers (Natural Church 30).
Worship “involves the recognition of worth in God, and the offering of our honor,
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praise, and adoration to the One who is altogether worthy” (Jenson and Stevens 33).
Worship brings people before God through the sacraments, the Word of God, through
preaching, through testimony and through fellowship. In churches where biblical shalom
is evident, God is worshipped enthusiastically and joyfully as the giver of every good gift
(Jas. 1:3,18).
Worship in healthy churches is a celebration of God and his love. Worshippers in
these churches leave feeling challenged and inspired. Inspiration, according to Schwarz,
is less a “fun” thing than simply a “Holy Spirit” thing (Natural Church 31). People in
healthy churches attend not out of duty but rather to experience the living God.
William Hendricks made this statement concerning the importance of worship:
It is a serious matter because the question, Where is God?—the doctrine of
God’s imminence—lies at the heart of why people come to church. They
expect to find God there. And why not? If you can’t find God in a church,
then where can you find him? (265)
In a recent poll, Barna asked regular church attenders how often their services brought
them into God’s presence. According to his findings, 27 percent responded always while
12 percent responded usually. Barna discovered, however, that 27 percent said rarely, or
did not know and 34 percent said they never sensed God’s presence in worship (Barna
Report 59).
In Psalm 27:4 David expresses the heart desire of a real worshipper:
One thing I ask of the Lord, This is what I seek:
That I may dwell in the house of the Lord
All the days of my life
To gaze upon the beauty of the Lord
And to seek him in his temple.
For David worship was a high priority. In churches that are characterized by
biblical shalom, people worship in order to celebrate the life they now enjoy through
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Christ (Rom. 5:1; 15:13). Therefore, much time is spent in healthy churches prayerfully
planning services that bring people into God’s presence.
Sally Morgenthaler outlines a number of critical aspects of corporate worship
including nearness—a sense of God’s presence; knowledge—worship centered on Christ;
vulnerability—opening up to God; and, interaction—participation in a relationship with
God and others (97-117).
Holistic Small Groups
In his research Schwarz discovered that holistic small groups, groups that seek to
apply the Bible in a relevant way, characterize healthy churches (Natural Church 32).
Gilbert Bilezikian expresses people’s essential need for community:
The silent churning at the core of our being is the tormenting need to know
and to be known, to understand and to be understood, to possess and to be
possessed, to belong unconditionally and forever without fear of loss,
betrayal or rejection. (15)
The need for fellowship highlighted in the fact that “Adam” is not only the name
of the first human but is also the name for humankind. All humans are both corporate and
personal. He is incomplete (lacking in shalom) apart from relationship (Gen. 2:18).
Human beings were created for relationship, and yet because of sin their ability to relate
to one another and God has been seriously damaged.
Relationships are significant in congregations where shalom is evident. In these
churches people understand that the “one anothers” of the New Testament cannot be
experienced apart from authentic biblical community. Essential to healthy congregations
is God-honoring, small groups. These groups are essential to establishing, nurturing and
enhancing shalom as they help repair damaged relationships with God and one another.
By “holistic” Schwarz is referring to the fact that groups must do more than
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simply discuss and apply Bible study passages. They must also provide opportunity for
members to be able to bring up personal concerns (Natural Church 32). In holistic small
groups people learn to serve one another both in and outside the group by using their
spiritual gifts. In the context of the small group, members learn the meaning of
“discipleship.” In holistic small groups, people experience the “transfer of life” not just
concepts (32). In addition, Schwarz discovered that the larger a church becomes, the
more important small groups are for the health of the church.
Church leaders all over the world are recognizing the importance of small groups
in the life of the church (Warren; George; Galloway). Carl George’s metachurch model
emphasizes the large group celebration and the small group as the building blocks of the
church in the future. In the smaller (cell) group people meet for prayer, Bible study,
support, and service.
Warren and others have noted that small groups allow a church to grow larger and
smaller at the same time (326). Warren also emphasizes that the larger a church grows the
more important it becomes to have a strong small group ministry (327).
Need-Oriented Evangelism
In his first appearance to the disciples, Jesus pronounced, “Peace be with you!”
(John 20:21). Later, he pronounces peace a second time and then he exhorts the disciples,
“As the Father has sent me, I am sending you” (John 20:12-23). In these verses Jesus
challenges the disciples to follow his example and pronounce the message of biblical
shalom to everyone. In churches where biblical shalom is present, people understand the
importance of sharing the good news of God’s peace to the lost.
Evangelism is on some level the responsibility of every Christian, and yet Wagner
has determined that only about 10 percent of Christians actually have the gift of
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evangelism (Schwarz, Natural Church 34). Healthy churches are creative in reaching
their communities. In healthy churches evangelism is accomplished through something
called “need-meeting” ministries. In these churches, Christians are encouraged to “use his
or her gifts to serve non-Christians with whom one has a personal relationship, to see to it
that they hear the gospel, and to encourage contact with the local church” (35). Perhaps
the best example of this approach in America is the Vineyard church in Cincinnati where
people are challenged to something called “servant evangelism.” In servant evangelism
Christians “demonstrate the kindness of God by offering to do some act of humble
service with no strings attached” (Sjogren 17-18). Acts of service include car washes,
free drinks, cleaning bathrooms in public facilities and many other things. In its history
the Vineyard church has touched thousands of people in Cincinnati with the love of God
in practical ways.
Other need-meeting ministries that can be seen in churches include recovery
ministries where people are encouraged to allow God to minister his grace to their inner
hurts and experience healing in their relationships with God and others (shalom). At the
Saddleback Valley Community Church in California, they have a ministry entitled
“Celebrate Recovery” where weekly, hundreds of people come with their brokenness,
addictions, and hidden shame for healing through the power of the gospel. In the context
of Saddleback’s groups, people experience shalom as they enter into relationship with
God through Christ (Warren 222).
The key to this principle is for people to use “already existing” (oikos)
relationships as contacts for evangelism. In the churches Schwarz surveyed, he
discovered that most people have enough relationships (to cultivate) outside the church
without emphasizing any new relationships with the unchurched (Natural Church 35).
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Evangelism is closely linked with biblical shalom. Churches that are mission
focused experience a high degree of harmony and growth. Evangelism attracts
worshippers, brings in people to disciple, unifies believers around mission, generates
other mission-minded Christians, and most importantly, honors Christ, according to Mark
Mittleberg (367-68).
Loving Relationships
Needless to say, the church has not always been known for loving relationships.
Loving relationships however, are one of the key indicators of biblical shalom according
to Schwarz (Natural Church 36). Howard A. Snyder writes, “Christians are kingdom
people when, having found peace with God through Jesus, they build a peaceful
community and become agents of Gods’ shalom in the world” (22).
In the New Testament, Jesus taught that the sum of one’s experience of biblical
shalom is one’s love for God and neighbor (Matt. 22:37-40). Loving others begins with
one receiving and experiencing God’s love. “Dear friends, let us love one another, for
love comes from God” (1 John 4:7). If people genuinely understand God’s love for them,
they will love others the way he does. Jesus says, “A new command I give you: love one
another. As I have loved you, so you must love one another. By this all men will know
that you are my disciples, if you love one another” (John. 13:34-35). In these verses Jesus
states that the Church’s testimony is determined by the level of biblical shalom
demonstrated by its love and devotion to one another.
Churches, in which biblical shalom is present, are characterized by a high degree
of unity and love. Paul admonishes the Ephesians to “make every effort to keep the unity
of the Spirit through the bond of peace” (Eph. 4:3). Shalom is seen as the glue that unifies
healthy churches. Whatever else they may think of themselves, churches that lack love
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lack biblical shalom.
In healthy churches members are known for their love for one another as well as
their love for those outside the fellowship. People in these churches enjoy being with one
another outside of officially sanctioned church activities. According to Schwarz perhaps
the most significant evidence of this quality is that there’s a great deal of laughter in these
churches (Natural Church 36).
In the 1980s Win Arn, Carroll Nyquist, and Charles Arn conducted a study to
determine the relationship between a church’s ability to love and outreach. They studied
8,658 people from thirty-nine denominations and 168 churches. They defined love as an
attitude and an action that can be learned and practiced. “Love is intentionally doing
something caring or helpful for another person, in Jesus’ name, regardless of the cost or
consequences to oneself” (25). They gave eight reasons why love should be the priority
of the church. Loving churches
1. see sinners repent and become Christians;
2. authenticate their message;
3. contribute to the joy, health, and vitality of their members;
4. attract members;
5. assimilate and hold people;
6. run more smoothly;
7. are obedient to God’s command; and,
8. are the best hope for changing our world (125-31).
Natural Church Development Opposition
Schwarz’s theories have encountered some opposition, most notably in a book
review in the Journal of the American Society for Church Growth. In the article John
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Elias and Flavil Yeakley contend “that his book is fatally flawed by the pseudo-scientific
way the material is presented” (83). In addition the authors question the absence of such
scientific components as statistical significance, correlation coefficients, reliability
measures, and construct validity. While they do not question the essential qualities
Schwarz identifies, they note that the “eight factors generated in the item analysis do not
include local contextual, national contextual, and national institutional factors” (90).
Finally, the authors dismiss Schwarz’s claims saying, “To our knowledge, no researcher
in the field of Christian ministry has every claimed such a grandiose accomplishment as
discovering universal principles” (91). The last statement suggests that the authors are
responding emotionally to Schwarz’s findings.
A second objection leveled against Schwarz’s findings appeared in the fall 1998
issue of the same journal. In this article Daniel E. Simpson questions the tone of
Schwarz’s response to the first article. Simpson viewed Schwarz’s comments about
church growth as being unfortunate and even arrogant in tone (58).
In this same journal article Schwarz responds to his critics. Schwarz maintains
that the book (Natural Church) was not a “scientific book.” The book reflects the
findings of “our research project (that is scientific in the empirical sense of social
sciences) and is based on other foundational writings (that are scientific in the theological
sense), but in itself it is not intended to be a scientific book” (Elias and Yeakley 72).
Schwarz’s book rather than being a scientific book is designed to introduce one to the
system of Natural Church Development.
The avoidance of footnoting, references to literature, and quotations was a
deliberate decision for Schwarz. He maintains that he took this approach because the
literature references are already contained in other materials. In addition Schwarz
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maintains that the state of the church growth discussion is very different in Germany and
America and he wished to produce an international rather than a local tone in the book
(Elias and Yeakley 72).
The tone of the book is such because it is designed for those who are already
familiar with church growth and for whatever reason are turned off by it. While Schwarz
himself is not nearly as critical of the church growth movement as many others, he
proposes that you do see “untheological pragmatism there, you do find manipulative
marketing methods there, you do find preoccupation with ‘can-do’ mentality there” (Elias
and Yeakley 73). Schwarz makes this comment concerning the impact of the church
growth movement on the local church.
“So the kind of “church growth procedure” may be labeled as a mere
“straw man” in the light of the most important literature on church growth:
but if we move from literature and footnotes to the hearts and heads of
thousands of Christians, you see that it is a part of reality.” (73)
Schwarz later mentions that he is not “hostile toward church growth” as
much as he emphasizes different issues than classical church growth thinking (75).
In terms of the scientific underpinnings of Natural Church Development, Schalk’s
study was made available in English, and I have included in my next chapter a summary
of the findings on the statistical validity and reliability of the Natural Church
Development instrument.
Schwarz addresses Elias and Yeakley’s criticisms in his book Paradigm Shift in
the Church. In it he explains, “Church growth involves spiritual, institutional and
contextual factors. In many cases, revivals are influenced by contextual factors whereas
spiritual and institutional factors can largely be reproduced, this is not true of contextual
factors” (261). In Schwarz’s study, he carefully aims for cross-cultural principles that
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could be applied regardless of context. In her study, Linda J. Adams writes, “Schwarz
and Schalk did account for national context by norming the scores separately for each
nation” (64).
As for Schwarz’s broad-based claims, I do not believe that one should allow the
nature of his comments to cloud the importance of his study. If Schwarz’s research is
true, it offers a compellingly clear and helpful model for churches to employ in moving
toward greater health. Schwarz’s instrument allows a church to evaluate very subjective
aspects of ministry and develop an organic, biblical model for the church. For the
purposes of this study, I am less concerned with the tone of Schwarz’s writing as I am
with the validity of his principles.
Because I will be working with Schwarz’s model throughout my study, I have
explored in greater depth each of Schwarz’s eight characteristics in this section. Every
church demonstrates each quality characteristic. The issue, Schwarz suggests, is one of
degree (Natural Church 79).
Concluding Remarks on Schwarz
According to Schwarz healthy or whole churches are those that are strong in all
eight functional areas. In Schwarz’s study the median score for all churches was a score
of fifty. His study concluded that “growing churches clearly scored above the qualitative
median in each of the eight categories, and declining churches were similarly below the
median” (Natural Church 38).
Schwarz discovered that no one quality leads to growth in churches but rather
involves the interplay of all eight elements. “The key is found in the harmonious
interplay of all eight elements” (Natural Church 39). In his research he came up with
what he calls his “65 hypothesis.” The hypothesis asserts that churches that measure
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above “65” in every characteristic will experience quantitative growth (40). Testing the
65 hypothesis is beyond the scope of this study. Schwarz also theorizes that by adjusting
the “minimum factor” (the area of least strength), the health of a church should improve
and in theory, allow the church room to grow (50). According to Schwarz biblical shalom
or wholeness is manifested in the church in eight distinct ways. In order to direct each
church toward greater health (shalom), each area needs to be improved (38).
The questions I examine in the next section have to do with the role of strong
leadership in the introduction of change. In addition I examine the importance of an
outside consultant in effectively applying the results of Schwarz.
The Change Process
In his book Strategies for Change, Schaller tells a story about change and the
human tendency to resist:
The story has been told of the faithful, devout and hardworking Roman
Catholic nun who suddenly died as she was completing her fortieth year of
teaching in the same parochial school in an inner-city parish. She was
ushered into heaven and taken to a large and beautiful classroom that had
one wall filled with bookshelves and sunlight streaming in from windows
on two sides. It was explained to her the room also was equipped with all
of the most advanced technological pedagogical instructional equipment
including remote controlled projectors in the ceiling for showing
videotapes on a screen, a computer at every desk, and a variety of remote
control devices. “Sister, this is where you will spend eternity.”
“On, no!” she exclaimed. “I wouldn’t know what to do here. I spent all
my life in a small classroom with plaster walls, a hardwood floor,
blackboards, a tiny bookcase for our library, and two pictures on the walls,
one of the Pope and the other of George Washington. Every year I was
given a new box of chalk and two reams of colored mimeograph paper.
Once, about twenty years ago, we got new desks for all the children.
That’s what I’m used to. I wouldn’t know how to teach in a room like
this.”
“Sorry, Sister,” came the reply. “All of those classrooms are down
below.” The moral of the story is that everyone has two choices-adapt or
go to hell. (9-10)
The ability to change is critical for all organizations but even more so for
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plateaued and declining churches. Unless they are willing to adapt, many churches will
continue to decline and eventually die.
In this section I examine the change process itself. I review what is being said
about organizational change with a particular focus on the church, and focus my attention
on the connection between biblical shalom and change.
Dealing with Change Resistance
The ability to adapt or change is essential for the Church to become the healthy
functioning body God designed it to be, and churches often resist the necessary changes
sometimes fiercely. As has been said, the most often heard words in the church are,
“We’ve never done it that way before.” In normal healthy congregations, adaptation is
natural and normal (Steinke, Healthy Congregations 68-69).
The resistance to change is a universal issue for everyone including those in
church leadership. People resist changes even when they are in their best interest.
Maxwell lists at least a dozen reasons that people resist change. For example, he cites
issues such as the disruption of routine, the fear of the unknown, the fear of failure, and
the comfort level of people (Developing the Leader within 57-58).
When leading a church toward greater health and wholeness leaders often simply
take an external, programmatic approach to change and renewal. The problem with this
approach is that “change is not the same as transition. Change is situational: the new site,
the new boss, the new team roles, the new policy. Transition is the psychological process
people go through to come to terms with a situation” (Bridges 3). Introducing change can
be a dangerous undertaking when leaders ignore the internal transitions, which also must
take place. While systemic changes are important in church health, they must be
undergirded and preceded by an internal transformational process. Like an iceberg, what
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goes on below the surface in a congregation is of greater concern than what can actually
be seen.
According to Warren W. Burke, often people are not necessarily resisting change
itself. He suggests that congregations are more concerned about the possibility of loss
that accompanies change. The degree of resistance depends on the kind of change and
how well the members understand it (52). One loss associated with change is that of the
known. Members must make a shift from the familiar to the unfamiliar; therefore, one of
the keys to bringing about change is communicating the benefits of a change to the
congregation. When people see the benefits of change as outweighing the risks, they tend
to be more open to change. Another perceived loss is the freedom of choice. Burke
believes that when people believe their freedom of choice is in jeopardy, their immediate
reaction is to safeguard that freedom. This reaction, he says, is so strong that those
involved may even change their own opinions just to maintain opposition to those who
seem to be infringing on their choice (52). One way to mitigate some of the sense of loss
brought on by change is to add new ministries before taking things away (Schaller,
Interventionist 146). Another key, according to Burke, is to involve as many people in the
decision-making process as possible (53).
Understanding the climate for change is critical when initiating change in the
church. Schaller has identified several different climates for change in the local change.
Churches, for varieties of reasons, can be adversarial toward change (Schaller, Strategies
for Change 31). This scenario is often a result of internal conflict in the church.
Generally, the change agent is wise to wait until the conflict is resolved and unity
(shalom) restored before implementing change (31).
A second attitude with regard to change is apathy. Some churches are either too
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comfortable or simply too disinterested to initiate significant change. In his book
Strategies for Change, Schaller makes this assertion:
When this turns out to be an accurate diagnosis, the first step is to activate
that passive parish. Sometimes this process will include efforts to rally
support for overdue changes. More often the focus will be on redefining
purpose, role, and goals. Without a reasonably broad-based agreement on
purpose and role, it is nearly impossible, except in the midst of a widely
perceived crisis, to formulate and implement meaningful goals. (34)
Occasionally, change resistance has to do with the pastor. In some contexts the
pastor casts the decisive vote on most changes and for whatever reason is not committed
to making changes (Strategies for Change 36). My hope is that this issue should be
factored out in the selection process.
Change Checklists
Various authors have suggested change checklists when creating a climate for
change. Both Schaller and Maxwell in his book Developing the Leader within You
mention several key considerations for initiating change.
The wise leader, Maxwell says, makes sure that he has the trust of the people
before making changes (Developing the Leader within 66). In addition the leader must
demonstrate that he or she is making personal changes before asking others to change
(67). Personal authenticity and humility in the leader are also key variables in
communicating the need for change to congregants.
Wise leaders have an understanding of the history of the organizations they lead
before they implement change. The longer an organization has gone without change the
more difficult the task of introducing change. The leader needs to have an understanding
of why things are the way they are before making changes (Maxwell, Developing the
Leader within 68). Leaders, according to Maxwell, need to “check the change” in their
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pocket before introducing change. How much “change” a leader has “in his pocket” is
directly related to the strength of the pastor’s relationship with that congregation (68).
Wise leaders consult the primary influencers before changes are made. With any
proposed change the support of the influencers is essential (68).
Maxwell suggests that leaders must allow people take ownership of the change.
To create ownership leaders must first inform people in advance so they can think about
the implications of the change. Second, they must give a clear explanation of the overall
objectives of the change. Third, they must indicate how the changes will benefit people.
Fourth, they must include those most affected in the change process. Leaders must keep
the channels of communication in the organization open when initiating change.
Leadership must remain flexible and adaptable as changes are initiated. Finally, the
leader must have a continual belief and commitment to the proposed change (Maxwell,
Developing the Leader within 70, 71).
In his book Diffusion of Innovations, Everett M. Rogers suggests a sequence for
initiating change in an organization. First, the change agent must demonstrate a need for
change. Second, information must be exchanged in order to create credibility for the
change agent. Third, an accurate diagnosis of the problem must be given. Fourth, the
change needs to engender motivation in the client with regard to change. Fifth, the intent
to change must be translated into actions. Sixth, the change agent must help stabilize the
adoption of the changes and prevent discontinuance. Finally, the change agents’ end goal
is to help clients develop their own ability to be their own change agents (337).
In his book Leading Change, Kotter gives a process for successful change. He
suggests that proposed changes fail for at least eight different reasons.
“By far the biggest mistake people make when trying to change organizations is
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to plunge ahead without establishing a high enough sense of urgency in fellow managers
and employees” (Kotter, Leading Change 4). In order to initiate change effectively,
leaders must create a sense of urgency. They must communicate clearly to the
organization (church) that the proposed changes are not optional. They must
communicate that the very future of the organization depends upon the needed change.
Secondly, Kotter makes the point that “in successful transformations, the
president, division general manager, or department head plus another five, fifteen, or fifty
people with a commitment to improved performance pull together as a team” (Leading
Change 6). For change to be successfully initiated a powerfully supportive coalition of
people is needed to communicate and promote the needed changes.
A third reason why changes fail is that leaders underestimate the importance of a
clear and compelling vision. People need to know why change is needed. They need to
understand the reason behind the change and the ultimate goal of making the change
(Kotter, Leading Change 8).
Fourthly, “people will not make sacrifices, even if they are unhappy with the
status quo, unless they think the potential benefits of change are attractive and unless they
really believe a transformation is possible” (Kotter, Leading Change 9). In order for an
organization to “buy into” a perceived change, there needs to be an enormous amount of
communication from the leadership of the organization concerning the benefits of
changing.
According to Kotter, “new initiatives fail far too often when employees, even
though they embrace a new vision, feel disempowered by huge obstacles in their paths”
(Leading Change 10). Obstacles that can block change can come from several different
sources. They can come from strategic leaders who have not fully bought into the change.
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They can come from organizational structure that limits change. Kotter writes, “One
well-placed blocker can stop an entire change effort” (10).
The sixth impediment to successful change is a failure to create short-term wins.
Time is needed for changes to process through an organization. Unless people see some
sense of growth or change, they may become discouraged and give up, therefore, the wise
leader tries to create some short-term wins. Kotter makes this statement in his book
Leading Change:
Creating short-term wins is different from hoping for short-term wins. The
latter is passive, the former active. In a successful transformation,
managers actively look for ways to obtain clear performance
improvements, establish goals in the yearly planning system, achieve these
objectives, and reward the people involved. (11)
The seventh reason changes fail is that managers “declare victory too soon.”
While Kotter believes that celebration is an important part of implementing changes, the
manager needs to be careful not to assume that the job is done before the “changes sink
deeply into the culture, which for an entire company can take three to ten years” (Leading
Change 13).
Kotter believes the last mistake organizations make has to do with not “anchoring
the changes deeply within the culture” (Leading Change 14). In other words the effective
change agent needs to make sure that the vision is cast and recast, that wins are
celebrated, and that values are constantly reinforced if changes are to last successfully.
Another impediment to change has to do with leaders themselves. Kotter, Collins,
and others talk about the kind of leader needed to turn around organizations. Jim Collins
refers to leaders who have an unusual amount of humility and professional will. He refers
to them as “Level 5 leaders” (39).
Kotter talks about the kind of personal qualities leaders must possess in order to
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bring about change. Qualities, he believes, we bring with us from childhood (Force for
Change 108). Leadership, Kotter notes, involves establishing direction, aligning people,
and motivating and inspiring individuals (5). Management, Kotter notes, involves the
maintenance of existing structures and “never creates useful change” (7). Bold leadership
is required to turn around a plateaued or declining organization. Inititating change
requires a leader with high levels of energy as the hours and challenges can be extremely
exhausting (105-06). Dynamic leadership, according to Kotter, is a function of
drive/energy level, intelligence, mental/emotional health, and integrity (108). Other
important issues includes a “propensity for risk-taking” (109). Kotter notes that one’s
ability to risk is shaped in their childhood, but also in career experiences as adults.
Another question I examined in the study is the personality of pastors themselves
in terms of initiating change. During the project the DISC personality profile was utilized
in order to assess each pastor’s personality.
A final issue explored was the matter of reframing the organization. Lee G.
Bolman and Terrance E. Deal suggest the importance of leaders who are “versatile and
flexible, who are artists as well as analysts” (xiv). Leaders of plateaued and/or declining
organizations, the authors suggest, can bring effective change simply by responding more
creatively to the organizations they lead (xiv).
Change and Biblical Shalom
Healthy organisms have the ability to adapt and change. Disease, on the other
hand, is a sign of an organization’s failure to adapt (Steinke, Healthy Congregations 69).
The struggle to adapt is a direct result of a church’s lack of wholeness (biblical shalom).
As Schaller writes, “Without authentic spiritual and relational vitality in a local gathering
of believers, the church does not have the resources that are demanded to engage
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transformation” (Strategies for Change 27).
For Schwarz, the first step in moving a church toward greater wholeness and
health is establishing “spiritual momentum” (Natural Church 106). Furthermore, Schwarz
writes, “Natural church development is not a strategy to create spiritual momentum. It
comes where spiritual momentum already exists and shows practical steps to attract more
and more people” (10).
The Role of the Consultant
In order to move a church toward greater health, sometimes outside help is
necessary. Occasionally, congregations can become stuck in their disease and need
outside support to strengthen the health of the church (Steinke, Healthy Congregations
18). In this section I did a brief review of literature regarding the consulting process,
specifically and then look more specifically at church consulting.
The Consulting Process
Many, including Schaller, recognize Bellman’s book, The Consultant’s Calling,
as the definitive text for those considering the role of a consultant. In his book Bellman
gives the reader an insider’s look at the role of the consultant. He suggests a number of
helpful principles with regard to the consulting process.
First, consultants need to remember where the work “begins.” Bellman suggests
that consultants are often tempted to avoid doing what needs to be done now. When
consultants begin to focus on what “could happen next in a company,” they are at risk of
being sidetracked from what needs to be done. When the consultant begins to hope for a
client company that is “more enlightened” than the one with which they are currently
working, or finally when consultants gripe about the clients’ organization culture, they
are at risk of missing the work at hand (85). The principle is that the consultant needs to
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work with the client at hand “warts and all.”
The second principle is that “simple works.” Regardless of the size of the
organization, simple is better. Rather than suggesting dozens of ideas for change, change
agents are wise in suggesting just a few changes with great clarity (Bellman 86).
Next consultants need to “get out of the way.” Specifically, they must let clients
lead their organizations. Consultants must resist the temptation to become managers,
must celebrate the clients’ accomplishments and must keep quiet while the clients learn
(Bellman 87).
Consultants must recognize that change hurts. Change, regardless of the nature
and degree, is painful for organizations. Consultants must allow organizations to hurt
(rather than taking on the pain) but must also stay sensitive to the pain clients experience
(Bellman 89).
Effective consultants take risks along with those they help. Bellman writes,
“Imagine how the client sees this risky opportunity…. Now, are you willing to risk as
much to help that client? Will you put yourself on the line to the same extent as the client
does?” (90).
Consultants create context. They help clients be themselves but in a different way
(Bellman 91). Shifting context can involve as simple a step as rearranging the office or
holding longer meetings to do problem solving or providing more feedback on
performance.
One of the most important jobs of consultants is to “seed hope.” Clients need to
know that they can change the problems they face. “Hope comes when new perspectives
generate new alternatives” (Bellman 93). Consultants need to help their people look at the
organizations through “new eyes” in order to gain a new vision for what can be done.
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Seeding hope may involve helping people understand the difference between what is and
what could be or may involve helping people see the progress that’s being made as
problems are faced (94). It may involve praising individuals for what they are
accomplishing or simply helping an organization see what they are “doing right.”
Organizations (and consultants) can easily become preoccupied with what the
organization is doing wrong. As consultants focus on hope, they bring balance to
organization’s perspective (94).
Effective consultants persevere. They recognize the long-term nature of their
relationship with clients.
Consultants need to “find the client in themselves.” In other words as they look at
the issues the client is facing, the consultant needs to look into him or herself to see if he
or she has experience that may correspond to the client’s problem.
Finally effective consultants understand that they are their best intervention.
While the consultant’s recommendations, techniques, and suggestions are helpful, they
are no substitute for the personal presence of the consultant. When the consultant is in the
room typically the client group holds better meetings than when he or she is not (Bellman
99). In addition when the consultant is in the room he or she becomes “totems” so to
speak. The consultant simply by his/her presence stands for where the organization
wishes to go or what it stands for (99). The consultant, simply by virtue of his or her
presence, can be helpful to an organization in its effort to change.
The Consultant and Change
According to Rogers the change agent acts as a bridge between two different
systems. They are people with one foot in each of two different worlds (336). As such the
consultant need to keep a number of important things in mind with regard to change. The
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first (and perhaps most important) is that organizations change slowly. The trauma and
energy involved in making changes are reminders that changes should not be initiated
unless there are compelling reasons for making the changes. In my mind advancing
God’s kingdom is in of itself a compelling reason for the church to consider change. The
Church is Christ’s “Bride”, therefore, Christians are obligated to help her become the best
she can be.
Secondly, the consultant must keep in mind that in introducing change the
tendency is to minimize what’s already been accomplished in the organization. In
diminishing what’s been accomplished in the past, the consultant runs the risk of
damaging his or her most important asset which is trust. The consultant must find ways to
affirm what has been done in the past and respect past decisions even those that were
mistaken (Bellman 74). One way to do this is to immerse oneself in the history of the
organization. The consultant needs to make an effort to find out what has happened in the
past and affirm what has been done.
Next, the consultant is wise to remember that organizations are flawed. They are
flawed simply because they are made up of flawed people. Realizing this will help free
the consultant and client of much (unnecessary) stress and pressure. Even when everyone
in the organization is “on the same page” there still will be difficulties (Bellman 69). The
goal is not to make the organization perfect but to help it improve.
Another concern consultants/coaches must be aware of is a tendency to provide
quick and overly simplistic solutions. Coaching, Logan and Carlton maintain, is not
necessarily giving advice or acting the expert as much as giving support (19) The coach’s
job, they maintain is not to give advice as much as listen to the mentoree and ask good
questions. Ideally, the coach helps facilitate the mentoree discovering the truth for
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themselves.
Consultants must finally be willing to accept the fact that organizations don’t
work perfectly and may not even make sense (Bellman 72). For this reason the consultant
must expect a certain amount of irrationality and illogic. Effective consultants have the
wisdom and humility to know that they do not have all the answers and that even their
best effort may be met with resistance.
In my study, I am working under the assumption that an outside advisor can be
helpful in leading the change process. When faced with the need for change the local
pastor has only three options. The first is to resign and let someone else handle the
problem. The second is to involve an outside interventionist. The third option is for the
creative, transformational pastor to take charge and implement changes by themselves
(Schaller, Interventionist 20). Churches will be selected for participation in this study
based on their desire to make changes and work with an outside consultant.
In his book Schaller gives his reasons for rejecting nineteen out of twenty requests
for help. Schaller claims that by accepting most consulting invitations he would be
expected to sprinkle some magic dust over a complex problem and cause it to disappear
or help put out a fire that already burned the house down several years earlier. Finally,
Schaller refuses to get involved when the potential client does not present a clear reason
for seeking an interventionist (Interventionist 37).
Therefore, an important question for the interventionist becomes “why am I
here?” (Schaller, Interventionist 38). In each intervention, Schaller interviews the
decision-making entities in the church including the pastor and governing boards (38). In
these meetings he asks groups or individuals why they have invited him to come. As I
enter into dialogue with the churches for my project it will be important to clarify the
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expectations of each church’s leadership concerning my role. The key to my counsel
being accepted will be the attitudes and expectations of those in leadership.
For consultants to be effective they need to be in partnership with the client.
“Partnership is created when the client’s investment in your unique combination of
abilities equals your investment in the client’s unique combination of opportunities”
(Bellman 120). Important issues in a strong partnership include the balance of power
between consultant and client, the desires or wants of the client, the abilities of the
consultant to address the issues, and finally the “fit” of the consultant with the client
(120-24). Fit includes such things as more agreement on the nature of the problem than
disagreement, being on the same wavelength, and seeing the organization the same way
(124).
In his book The Interventionist, Schaller makes a number of observations
concerning the role of the interventionist.
1. The best way to influence institutional behavior is to ask questions (Schaller,
Interventionist 15). More can be learned by asking questions than by giving answers (24).
2. The ability to be a change agent is a gift, but it also is a skill that can be
developed. Schaller lists ten components or skill-sets, including the ability to formulate
relevant questions, an eagerness to learn and a larger conceptual framework for analyzing
data from a single congregation (Interventionist 21).
3. Short lists for large recommendations are better than long ones. As a general
rule, two recommendations are better than four, four better than eight, and eight is too
many. When suggesting changes the major issue for the consultant becomes one of
degree. Consultants must understand a church’s tolerance for change (Schaller,
Interventionist 51-52).
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4. In a dysfunctional church, the decision-making process often is identified as a
battle for control. In contrast healthy churches show evidence of obedience to the gospel,
a sincere search to learn the will of the Lord, prayer and cooperation, listening rather than
screaming, the call to be faithful rather than the urge to prevail, and the predominance of
reason rather than exclusion (Schaller, Interventionist 125).
5. To be helpful, the interventionist needs to push congregational leaders to focus
on their top priority. Schaller refers often to this challenge as identifying the
organization’s top priority. He asks leaders to identify their most significant core issues,
primary focus, or greatest opportunities (Interventionist 129).
6. Radical change in a smaller congregation usually means accepting the proposal
that they should place reaching the unchurched ahead of taking care of today’s members.
For large multi-staff congregations, radical change more likely means accepting the
proposal to replace individualized assignments for paid program staff members with a
central strategy supported by staff teams (Schaller, Interventionist 147).
7. Schaller suggests that intervening in the life of a congregation is a legitimate
evangelistic activity, every bit as legitimate as the role of the evangelist, church planters,
and rallies (Interventionist 149).
A number of factors are involved in the success of consultants as change agents.
First, change agents must work hard to maintain good communication with clients.
Contacting clients is key to the acceptance of innovations (Rogers 339).
A second factor in the introduction of successful change has to do with the
orientation of change agents. Typically, change agents who are more client oriented have
a higher degree of success (Rogers 340).
A third factor in the success of change agents has to do with the compatibility of
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the proposed change with the clients’ needs. Suggested changes that clearly address the
needs of the client have a higher degree of adoption (Rogers 340).
Finally, change agents’ success is enhanced by the degree of empathy the change
agents have toward clients (Rogers 342). Beyond the necessary spiritual qualifications
interventionists need to be reflective working with clients. As such “more can be learned
by the interventionist by asking questions than by giving answers” (Schaller,
Interventionist 24). Strong consultants are good listeners. A number of questions can be
helpful to the prospective interventionist. Some of the relevant questions, include “Where
am I?,” or in other words, “What kind of congregation is this?” Other questions the
interventionist must address include, “What can I affirm of what is currently
happening?,” “Who drives the decision-making process?,” “Who are the allies?,” and
finally “What is the central issue?” (35-47).
In addition good interventionists are honest with themselves about their own
“baggage.” By baggage Schaller is referring to assumptions, priorities, and concepts that
might cloud one’s thinking and create biases in a given situation (Interventionist 24).
Interventionists might, for example, have a bias regarding church music or church polity,
which might be a hindrance in working with a church with differing formats. If
consultants are to be effective their attitudes must be inquisitive rather than judgmental
(35).
Ideally church growth consultants or interventionists function strictly as change
agents. As such, they are not looking for personal power and influence as much as
helping congregations achieve their purposes and goals through the combined
contributions of others throughout congregations (Schaller, Interventionist 98). The
consultants’ role is to act as a catalyst to develop the latent gifts and energies already in
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existence in congregations.
Dangers Consultants Face
Strong church consultants have as a goal helping clients begin to think for
themselves concerning change as opposed to solving their problems for them (Schein 89). In the consulting relationship one risk is that of creating dependency. Senge describes
this danger in terms of “shifting the burden to the intervenor” (61). The danger of
consultation or intervention is that the “client” can easily, in Senge’s words, shift the
burden of responsibility to consultants or other “helpers” who make the company
dependent on them, instead of training the client managers to solve problems themselves
(62). The result of this type of relationship is that the clients’ ability to make good
decisions themselves begins to atrophy. Put another way, if clients simply depend upon
the “experts” they may solve their immediate problem but not develop the skills that
would allow them to solve similar problems in the future (Schein 9).
Undermining an organization’s ability to make decisions for itself is a subtle
example of abuse of the consultants’ power. Bellman lists four possible abuses of power
that consultants face. The first abuse is what he calls “knowing best.” Consultants often
feel that they have all the answers. This abuse is reinforced by clients who want to
believe consultants always know what to do, have special talents, can do no wrong and
want to get it all right etc. (165). Consulting can feed “godlike” fantasies for people if
they are not careful. The reality is that in the same situation consultants would have the
same confusion clients do. Consultants are wise to stay humble in their interaction with
clients.
The second danger is manipulation. Unless they are careful consultants can seek
outcomes in intentionally deceitful ways. Manipulation undermines trust, which is
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essential to an effective relationship. Manipulation can be resisted in a number of ways.
One is for consultants to simply be honest with people about why they are dealing with
them. Second, consultants can be up front with people concerning what they will do with
what they have learned. A third way to avoid manipulation is for consultants to be honest
about their differences, respecting positions that are different from their own and
encouraging people (who take a different position) to find others who can support them
(Bellman 169).
The third abuse has to do with pretense. Unless they are careful consultants can
pretend with clients by claiming to know more than they do, exaggerating their
accomplishments, or by pretending to do more work than they actually are. Related to
this third abuse is outright deception. If consultants are not careful, they can begin to see
themselves in a “godlike” way, concluding that truth will be either too hard for clients to
handle, assuming that deception is actually better for clients, or that the consultants
simply “know best.”
In each instance consultants violate the clients’ trust, express disrespect for the
clients’ organization, and, finally, run the risk of “fooling themselves” (Bellman 173).
For each of these reasons (and others) consultants need to be authentic as they deal with
others.
Concluding Remarks on Consulting
Consultants face a number of different challenges. One challenge is to help focus
the church leadership on the fundamental issues. I believe, along with Senge, that “the
root of our difficulties is neither recalcitrant problems nor evil adversaries—but
ourselves. There is a fundamental mismatch between the nature of reality in complex
systems and our predominant ways of thinking about that reality” (63). Helping the
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leaders of the various churches learn to think clearly about reality is one of the challenges
the consultant faces in their role as a change agent.
Another challenge consultants face is the establishment of a strong rapport with
the leadership of the various churches (Schaller, Interventionist 56). Rapport requires a
strong amount of trust. In order to establish trust, client churches need to sense a level of
competency in the consultants. Other factors that can increase trust include active
listening, a willingness to listen to trivia, a lot of patience, and a continuing focus on the
client churches’ agenda (56).
Another issue that requires sensitivity on the interventionists’ part has to do with
change. Schaller suggests that interventionists identify five to fifteen potential scenarios
for the future (Interventionist 52). Depending upon the scenario, churches may need to
make larger rather than smaller changes. The relevant issue for consultants as well as
leadership to consider has to do with the amount of change churches can endure. A
church that has recently gone through a great deal of upheaval, for example, is less able
emotionally to make a series of major changes.
For the purpose of this project, I encouraged each church to fix their attention on
the “minimum factor.” Rather than changing the entire ministry wholesale, my
encouragement is for each church to focus its energy on one area at a time. If Schwarz’s
theory is correct, even small changes in the minimum areas should result in greater
health, which will lead to growth.
Finally, the last challenge the consultant faces is themselves. In order to promote
their own agendas, consultants are often tempted to compromise the client/consultant
relationship. In order to be faithful to the concept of shalom the consultant must work
hard at remaining open and honest with those with whom they work.
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Conclusion
Biblical shalom is wholeness, soundness, prosperity and health. God’s expressed
desire is that his people experience shalom and be a means of shalom for the world at
large. Shalom has the same meaning in the New Testament as it does in the Old, except
that shalom is now found in Jesus.
While shalom is God’s plan for his people, it is not the experience of all or even
most congregations in America today. The evidence shows that the vast majority of
churches in are either in plateau or decline. Schwarz’s Natural Church Development is
designed to help identify the essential components of shalom in the Church in order to
restore shalom/health in the local church.
In order for churches to experience shalom, the church needs to make some
adjustments. The simple truth is unless many churches change, many will not survive.
Unfortunately, human nature tends to resist change. Complicating the process is the fact
that unhealthy organizational systems often lack the strength (health) to make needed
changes.
Understanding the process involved in successfully making changes is essential if
the Church is to move toward greater health and shalom. While some churches have the
necessary expertise to make the needed changes, many churches do not. An outside
consultant can be helpful not only in raising the issue of church health but also in helping
guide and support leadership throughout the process of change. Consultants, by virtue of
their very presence, represent change, progress, and improvement to an organization.
Effective consultants, who ask the right questions and understand their limitations and the
potential pitfalls inherent in their role, can be an enormous asset to churches and pastors
in need of outside support.
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Without doubt change can be painful. That pain can be mediated to an extent,
however, if leadership acts prayerfully and wisely. I conclude this section with a prayer
from a book written by Richard Kriegbaum, entitled Leadership Prayers:
God, this organization is perpetually on the road to the future: relocating,
reorganizing, revisiting, restructuring, retooling, reinventing. In all this
change results in an endless string of bruises, dislocation, cuts, strains and
breaks. No matter how I do it, and no matter how necessary it is, every
change hurts someone. Comfort me, Father, so your healing can flow to
those I lead. I feel for those who hurt, but for the good of everyone, we
need to keep going. Heal us. (34)
In this project, my hope is that I can assist a select group of pastors and churches make
the needed adjustments in order to move toward greater health. My goal is to see each
congregation experience greater shalom and be an instrument of God’s shalom in the
world.
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CHAPTER 3
DESIGN OF THE STUDY
The Problem
In some circles church growth is viewed almost as an end unto itself. Pastors are
bombarded regularly with various gimmicks and ideas, which are sure to increase the
numbers. In these environments pastors are dazzled at the prospect of programs that
promise quick attendance increases, rushing home to implement the “new idea,” only to
be met with less than enthusiastic responses.
Divorcing church growth from church health can be a dangerous thing to do.
While emphasizing church growth may increase attendance numbers, it does not
necessarily develop healthy functional congregations. In other words, church growth does
not always result in biblical shalom. Improving church health, on the other hand, always
results in growth according to Schwarz (Natural Church 10).
A biblical approach to church growth looks holistically at the church, recognizing
that before a church looks at the issue of growth it needs to look carefully at the level of
biblical shalom in the congregation. Healthy churches are churches that are in vital
communion with God and are organized according to biblical principles.
Purpose and Research Questions
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the impact of the application of
Christian Schwarz’s eight quality characteristics in reversing the status of three plateaued
and/or declining Christian and Missionary Alliance congregations. In addition my intent
was to examine the role of an outside consultant in helping churches to apply church
health principles. The research questions in this survey reflect these two issues.
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Research Question #1
What level of church health currently exists in three preselected churches as
measured by the Natural Church Development survey?
The answer to this question gives a baseline reading of the health of each
congregation involved in the study. Using Schwarz’s testing instrument, each church was
evaluated on three different occasions to assess the level of health among the eight
quality characteristics of each respective church.
Research Question #2
What changes occur in each church’s health and growth as a result of using its
current strengths to build up its weaknesses?
This project was built on the premise that by aggressively using a church’s
strengths to address its weaknesses, notable changes in the church’s health will result.
Research Question #3
What contextual factors appear to be associated with the observed changes in each
church’s health and growth?
Contextual factors that might affect the churches in the study include such issues
as community growth, change in status of churches in the community, and staff additions.
These variables have been controlled by a posttest interview, which was conducted with
each pastor and board (see Appendix B).
Research Question #4
What role does outside intervention play in the application of Schwarz’s eight
principles?
One assumption I have is that churches (particularly those that are plateaued
and/or declining) can benefit from an outside voice. The complexities of modern ministry
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as well as the shortage of truly transformational leaders necessitate the involvement of
interventionists.
By interviewing church leaders from the prospective churches I determined
whether the role of an outside consultant was peripheral or essential in bringing about the
necessary changes that lead to health.
Methodology
This was an evaluative study conducted in the experimental mode utilizing quasiexperimental methodology. Once the churches were selected to participate in this project,
I immediately contacted the pastors involved in the study. Throughout the project I
maintained regular phone contact with each pastor and, for the last six months of the
project, met with each man face to face. During this time I sought to understand the life
and history of each church involved and to communicate the Schwarz material as well as
the change process itself to each pastor.
Once satisfied with each pastor’s understanding of the process, each church took
the first survey. After receiving each church’s result I met with each board to explain the
meaning of the results and help devise a strategy to address the minimum factor.
Thirty members were selected from the core of each church and were asked to
complete their respective questionnaires from Natural Church Development. These
questionnaires were sent to Natural Church Development to be tabulated and the results
were sent to each church. The results of the survey created a “snapshot” of the churches
sampled in order to identify the strengths and weaknesses of each church in eight specific
areas. These eight areas include the following:
1. Empowering leadership,
2. Gift-oriented ministry,
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3. Passionate spirituality,
4. Functional structures,
5. Inspiring worship services,
6. Holistic small groups,
7. Need-oriented evangelism, and
8. Loving relationships.
When the results from each church were tabulated, I worked with each board to
develop a strategy unique to each congregation. The strategy used the greatest strength(s)
to address the area(s) of greatest weakness(es). Over the following months, I continued to
maintain regular phone contact with each pastor involved in the project. Throughout the
testing period I stayed in regular contact with each pastor in order to discuss, strategize
and offer needed encouragement. After six months, the Schwarz instrument was issued a
second time to determine any changes in the areas surveyed. This process was repeated
with a third survey being taken at the end of the next six months creating a “multiple
group interrupted time series” quasi-experimental design diagrammed as follows:
Group A:

O

X

O

X

O

Group B:

O

X

O

X

O

Group C:

O

X

O

X

O

The “Os” in the diagram represent pre-, mid- and posttesting of each church’s
health. The “Xs” represent the “treatment” (strategy) I assisted each church in developing
and employing over the testing period. The strategy each church employed depended
upon the outcome of the various surveys.
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Throughout the process I kept a journal in order to record each pastor’s questions,
reactions, and outcomes of our meetings together.
In addition to these statistical measures provided by Schwarz, the senior pastors
of each church were interviewed to record their reactions to the project specifically with
regard to the importance of an outside consultant in implementing the necessary changes.
Variables
The dependent variables in this study are Christian Schwarz’s eight characteristics
of church health and the change in growth (measured by Sunday morning attendance)
each church experienced. The independent variable was the consulting process itself.
Once the results of the NCDQ were received, a strategy was employed to build up
the minimum factors in each church by using each church’s strengths. This strategy is the
“treatment” for each church in question. The goal was to determine if each church, with
the involvement of a consultant, would improve its overall health. The assumption was
that as the health of each church improves, changes in each church’s growth rate would
result.
Population and Sample
The population for this study consisted of the congregations of the three plateaued
and declining churches in southwest Florida. The first church included in the study is
First Alliance Church, the church I currently serve. For purposes of anonymity I will refer
to the other churches as Wesleyan and Second Alliance. Four criteria were established by
which to select pastors and churches for participation in the study.
1. Churches were selected based on the desire of each governing board and pastor
to participate in the study.
2. The district superintendent of each denomination must recommend each church
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for participation in the study. They must give their “blessing” in order for each church to
participate.
3. Each pastor must commit to his or her respective church throughout the testing
period.
4. Finally, in order to factor out any anomalies which might account for a
downturn in attendance, each church selected had to be plateaued and/or declining in its
numerical growth for a minimum of five years.
Instrumentation
The instrument employed in this study was the NCDQ developed by Christoph
Schalk, a German social scientist and psychologist. In a massive research project
conducted by Schalk and Schwarz, this survey was administered in eighteen languages in
over one thousand churches in thirty-two countries on six continents. Over 4.2 million
pieces of data were collected and analyzed. In each church studied, the values were
normed to a median of fifty. Declining churches typically scored below the median while
growing churches scored above the median in each of the eight essential areas (Schwarz,
Natural Church 38) Since Schalk revised the study as part of his doctoral studies at the
University of Wuerzburg, the results have been examined on 34,314 persons in 1,188
churches in thirty-two countries (Schwarz and Schalk 232).
The scores represent standard scores based on a mean of 50 with a standard
deviation of 15. The eight scales of the church profile based on the revised questionnaire
(as a result of Schalk’s study) have a reliability beween r=0.75 and r=0.89 depending on
the specific scale (Adams 97). Table 3.1 presents these findings.
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Table 3.1. Reliability of the Revised NCD Questionnaire
______________________________________
Quality Characteristic

Reliability

Empowering leadership

0.84

Gift-oriented ministry

0.87

Passionate spirituality

0.74

Functional structures

0.82

Inspiring worship service

0.77

Holistic small groups

0.89

Need-oriented evangelism

0.82

Loving relationships

0.77

____________________________________
Source: Schwarz and Schalk 37-44.

The validity of the church profile was ensured in three ways.
1. A “confirmatory factor analysis” was used to determine if the theoretically
designed data structure could be found in the data. The result was that the eight
characteristics not only made sense on paper but were scientifically sound.
2. The external criterion of the growth of the churches showed a high correlation
between growth and the eight characteristics.
3. Schwarz and Schalk’s analysis determined that the questions assigned to each
quality area have a high correlation with each other (up to +0.82) while a low correlation
corresponds to the questions assigned to other quality characteristics (233-34).
The result of Schwarz and Schalk’s study was to identify eight essential qualities
that can be measured quantitatively. The various components of each quality include the
following:
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1. Empowering leadership—for this quality the survey evaluates the match of the
pastor, congregation, and delegation as well as sharing of ministry, leadership through
equipping, supporting, mentoring, and motivating change;
2. Gift-oriented ministry—the survey evaluates such areas as understanding gifts,
matching gifts with tasks, coaching, and gift-mobilization system;
3. Passionate spirituality—the survey evaluates personal spiritual disciplines,
corporate spiritual disciplines, and enthusiasm about the church;
4. Functional structures—the survey evaluates organizational structures, systems,
and leadership, which allows for the multiplication of ministry;
5. Inspiring worship services—the survey evaluates feelings of inspiration, life
transformational preaching, visitor friendliness, and God-centered and celebrative music;
6. Holistic small groups—the survey evaluates the atmosphere of transparency
and trust in the church. It looks at the spiritual orientation of the groups, relevance to
daily life, and multiplication of disciples, leaders and groups;
7. Need-oriented evangelism—the survey evaluates personal evangelism,
identification of those with the gift of evangelism, church-wide evangelism strategies,
seeker sensitivity and assimilation of new Christians; and,
8. Loving relationships—the survey evaluates the atmosphere of joy, of trust,
interdependent relationships, encouragement and conflict resolution (Schwarz, Natural
Church 22-37).
The NCDQ was designed to evaluate the health of local congregations. What was
discovered, however, is that a correlation exists between church health and growth. They
discovered that if a church scored above 65 (on a scale of 1 to 100) in all eight areas the
church is almost certain to grow. Schwarz refers to this as the “65 hypothesis” (Natural
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Church 40). This hypothesis states that whenever all eight values score 65 or higher, the
statistical probability that the church is growing is 99.4 percent (40).
Data Collection
The NCDQ contains ninety-one questions on four pages. In each church the test
was administered to thirty subjects who were identified as a sampling of the core
membership of church. While the subjects were essentially the same during the testing
period, there was a variance as each church went through normal transitions (moving,
deaths, change of churches, etc.). Once each survey was taken it was mailed off to
ChurchSmart for computerized tabulation.
Upon receiving the results of the first survey a strategy was developed in
conjunction with each board and pastor to address each church’s minimum factor. After
six months, the survey was administered a second time to determine any changes in the
health of the church. Again a strategy was formulated and implemented to address each
church’s minimum factor. After a second six-month period the church was tested a third
and final time to determine any changes in health.
At the end of the project, I interviewed each pastor and governing board. The
interviews were tape recorded and then transcribed. The subjects had the results of the
last survey shortly before the interview began and were encouraged to read them. The
interviews posed the following open-ended questions to determine the value of the
Schwarz instrument and the relevance of outside help in implementing Schwarz’s
principles.
The first set of questions was asked of the respective governing boards:
1.

What is your understanding of church health?

2.

How has Natural Church Development contributed to your church’s well-
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being?
3.

In what ways do you think the survey results gave an accurate assessment of

the church’s health?
4.

Was the pastor/consultant able to explain clearly the concept of church

5.

Were there any changes in the setting of the church that might account for

health?

the changes in the church’s health?
6.

What other comments would you like to make about the project as a whole?

The first three questions have to do with Natural Church Development in general.
The fourth question has to do with the role of the consultant. The fifth question has to do
with the setting itself. The last question has to do with the project as a whole.
A slightly different set of questions was asked of each pastor with a greater
emphasis on the role of the consultant.
1.

What do you feel were the strengths and the weaknesses of the NCD

approach to church health?
2.

Were there any changes in the setting of the church that might account for

the changes in the church’s health?
3.

What were the strengths and/or weaknesses of having a consultant involved

in applying NCD principles?
4.

How did having an outside consultant make a difference in implementing the

principles of church health?
5.

What other comments would you like to make about the project as a whole?

The first question relates to Natural Church Development in general. The second
question relates to the setting. Questions 3 and 4 have to do with the role of the
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consultant. Question 5 has to do with the project as a whole and gives the various leaders
an opportunity to give input on anything they see of importance to the project. These
interviews were recorded and the responses can be found in Appendix B.
Data Analysis
In order to analyze the data, I read carefully the transcriptions from the various
interviews. Once I read these, I noted recurring concepts and language in order to identify
significant agreement and disagreement between the various perspectives.
Once the findings were analyzed and categorized, I made some interpretations
letting the interviews help me categorize the raw data. I looked for cause and effect
relationships as well as other relationships of significance. The results of this analysis
appear in Chapter 4 with my conclusions appearing in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 4
THE FINDINGS
Little did I know when I started this project that I would find myself transitioning
from my church in Glens Falls, New York, into another plateaued Christian and
Missionary Alliance church. While preparing for this study, my family and I determined
that the Lord was moving us on to another ministry. By God’s leading we ended up at
First Alliance Church in Port Charlotte, Florida. First Alliance is a church that, while
having a stellar history, has plateaued over the past ten years.
After relocating to Florida, I faced two immediate tasks. First, I needed to
convince the leadership of First Alliance church to participate in this project. Second, I
had to find two other pastors and churches that would agree to participate in the study.
The leaders of First Alliance readily agreed that the study could be beneficial. Identifying
the other churches however, proved to be more difficult as I was unfamiliar with the
pastors and the churches in the area. Originally, I had intended to work with three other
plateaued and declining Christian and Missionary Alliance churches. Finding three other
Alliance churches that met the criteria of my project that were within reasonable
proximity of my church proved to be impossible. Eventually, I was able to find three
plateaued churches that were willing to participate in the study, two from my own
denomination, and one from the Wesleyan denomination. Shortly after the first survey
was taken, one of the Alliance churches had a pastoral transition, which meant they no
longer fit the criteria of the study.
While agreeing to the study in principle, the participating pastors and leaders
could not agree on the timing of the first survey. As a result First Alliance took the first
survey several months before the other two churches. Thus, in order to get “in sync” with
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the other churches, our church waited to take the second and third surveys at
approximately the same time as the other two.
After identifying thirty prospective survey participants, each church took the
survey three different times. After each survey was taken, the results were discussed with
the various governing boards, and an implementation plan was formulated to address
each church’s minimum factor.
Changes in Church Health
All three churches are located in southwest Florida. In addition to my own church
(First Alliance), I worked with two other churches. In order to maintain the anonymity of
the other two congregations I will refer to them as Second Alliance and Wesleyan
Church. Second Alliance and Wesleyan are located in Lee County while First Alliance
Church is located in Charlotte County. Recent census data indicates that Lee County has
grown at a rate of 31.6 percent while Charlotte County has grown at a 27.6 percentage
rate over the past year. Both counties are growing at a faster rate than other counties in
the state of Florida as a whole (23.5 percent). Notable in the growth of both counties is
the percentage of those over sixty-five years of age. Of the population growth in Lee
County, 25.4 percent were people over sixty-five years of age, while the percentage was
37.4 percent in Charlotte County. At one time Charlotte County had the highest
percentage of retirees in the nation.
First Alliance Church has existed for nearly forty-five years. The facility is
located on five acres in the center of Port Charlotte. The attendance at the beginning of
the project was three hundred plus. The church has five full-time staff members and three
support personnel. At the time the project began, I had been senior pastor at First
Alliance for eighteen months.
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The second church to be profiled was Second Alliance. The church is thirty-two
years old. On any given Sunday, Second Alliance has approximately fifty people in
attendance. The pastor of the church is thirty-nine years old and had served Second
Alliance for four years when the study began.
The third church to be profiled was Wesleyan Church. Wesleyan Church has been
in existence for fifteen years. On any given Sunday, Wesleyan has approximately 130 in
attendance. The pastor of the church is forty-nine years old and had served the church for
nearly six years when the study began.
Each church took the survey three different times. Following are the results of the
three surveys and the implementation strategies following each survey.
Changes in Church Profiles
In June 2002 I sent a letter to inform my congregation of the coming NCD
Survey. The letter indicated that thirty participants would be chosen to take the survey by
a selection team of lay leaders and myself. The criteria included the following:
1.

Thirty participants would take each survey;

2.

The survey would represent a cross section of the members of the

congregation by age⎯long-time members, short-time members, current leadership, and
past leadership;
3.

Each participant must be actively involved in the church; and,

4.

Each participant must be a member of a Sunday school class, small group, or

Bible study.
After the thirty participants were selected, a letter was sent informing them of the
time and date of the first survey. Within two weeks of the survey’s completion,
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ChurchSmart Resources mailed back the results of the survey including graphs,
comments about the survey, and how the results of First Alliance compared to other
churches. In addition ChurchSmart included several comments about the minimum and
maximum factors. Each church also received a copy of Schwarz and Schalk’s book,
Implementation Guide to Natural Church Development. Table 4.1 indicates the results of
the three surveys.

Table 4.1. First Alliance Church Quality Characteristics
________________________________________________________________________
Quality Characteristic

August 2002

April 2003

November 2003

Empowering leadership

59

55

49

Gift-oriented ministry

63

60

69

Passionate spirituality

65

69

65

Functional structures

58

61

62

Inspiring worship service

66

64

61

Holistic small groups

52

73

76

Need-oriented evangelism

63

71

67

Loving relationships

64

64

76

Average

61

65

66

________________________________________________________________________
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Empowering Leadership
Gift-Oriented Ministry
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Nov-03
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Apr-03
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Need-Oriented Evangelism
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Average

0
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Figure 4.1. Comparison of First Alliance survey scores.

The NCD Survey also takes into account the attendance trend as an indicator of
health. The pastor’s survey asked for adult attendance, but First Alliance records kept
locally and sent to the denomination annually only record the total of all age groups
present during the worship service. I have included 1998 in the record because it
represents the previous five years before my coming to serve as pastor. Using the totals
submitted to the denomination, the attendance trend is shown in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2. First Alliance Worship Attendance 1998-2003

Worship Attendance
% Change

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

346

325

305

341

473

630

-6.0

-6.15

+12.00

+39.00

+32.00
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Figure 4.2. First Alliance worship attendance from 1998-2003.

The first survey of First Alliance revealed that all eight of the quality
characteristics were above the national median of fifty. The average score was sixty-one
indicating that First Alliance Church was above average in quality according to Schwarz.
The only area scoring below average in quality was Holistic Small Groups. Several areas
including Passionate Spirituality and Inspiring Worship were at or above the sixty-five
level.
After analyzing the results of the first survey, the implementation committee at
First Alliance mapped out a strategy for how to strengthen the church in the area of its
greatest weakness. The survey determined that Holistic Small Groups was the minimum
factor. In response to the survey results the implementation committee decided upon the
following steps:
1.

Offer a test small group led by the senior pastor to help develop new leaders
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and cast vision;
2.

“Advertise” small groups more clearly to the congregation as a whole;

3.

Begin to pray and look for “felt needs” in the church, which could develop

into new small groups;
4.

Give opportunity for people to give testimony on Sunday morning about

small groups;
5.

Preach a Sunday morning series on relationships/small groups; and,

6.

Discontinue Sunday night service in order to devote more time and energy to

the small group ministry.
The second survey revealed that First Alliance Church saw marked improvement
in several areas, most notably holistic small groups and need-oriented evangelism.
Holistic small groups saw an increase of twenty-one points over the testing period while
need-oriented evangelism saw an increase of nine points. On the other hand, First
Alliance experienced a decline in several areas, including empowering leadership and
gift-oriented ministry. Empowering leadership slipped four points over the testing period
while gift-oriented ministry slipped three points.
In his implementation guide, Schwarz suggests that empowering leadership is a
relatively frequent minimum factor, particularly in growing churches with a high quality
index (Schwarz and Schalk 47). According to Schwarz, rapidly growing congregations
put increased pressure on current leadership. He also suggests that it may be one of the
simplest areas to turn around in that it involves a relatively small group of core leaders.
Schwarz indicates that a low score in the area of gift-oriented ministry is not an indicator
of poor quality in individual ministries, as much as the work done in the church is not gift
oriented enough (Schwarz and Schalk 55). He suggests that a poor score in this area may
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result from a serious work overload among key volunteers.
After receiving the results of the second survey, the implementation committee
came up with a series of steps to address the issue:
1.

Eliminate certain programs and/or limit the addition of new programs or

activities in order to ease the burden on current leadership;
2.

Challenge each staff/lay leader to begin mentoring and developing

prospective leaders;
3.

Encourage staff to attend at least one outside leadership conference in the

next six months and bring at least one leader with them;
4.

Invite an outside consultant to work with the staff in the area of

empowerment;
5.

Teach and preach a series on the issue of gift-oriented ministry; and,

6.

Conduct at least one seminar in the next six months to help people discover

their spiritual gifts.
Following the implementation of the results of the second survey, First Alliance
Church took the survey a third time in November 2003. The third survey revealed
continuing decreases in empowering leadership and inspiring worship. In addition the
survey noted continued increases in the areas of holistic small groups and loving
relationships.
Upon receiving the results of the third survey, the church’s attendance was
retaken. The average attendance for the months just prior to and including November
2003 was determined to be 630, a 32 percent increase from the previous year.

Second Alliance Survey Results
In August 2002 Pastor Greg informed his leaders and, in turn, the congregation of
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their involvement in the project. In September 2002 he mailed out a letter to prospective
participants in the study. Greg was encouraged to select the survey participants based on
the same criteria used for First Alliance. Because of the relatively small number of adults
attending the church, Greg had difficulty finding thirty survey participants. Each survey
taken at Second Alliance had less than thirty participants. While less than the thirty
Schwarz recommends, this number is considered acceptable by Natural Church
Development. Table 4.3 indicates the results of the three surveys.

Table 4.3. Second Alliance Quality Characteristics
_______________________________________________________________________
Quality Characteristic

October 2002

June 2003

November 2003

Empowering leadership

48

47

35

Gift-oriented ministry

24

56

46

Passionate spirituality

44

58

50

Functional structures

32

36

34

Inspiring worship services

45

43

44

Holistic small groups

39

44

53

Need-oriented evangelism

50

49

60

Loving relationships

33

53

40

Average

39

48

45

_______________________________________________________________________
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Figure 4.3. Comparison of Second Alliance survey scores.

The NCD Survey also takes into account the attendance trend as an indicator of
health. The pastor’s survey asked for adult attendance, but Second Alliance’s records
kept locally and sent to the denomination annually only record the total of all age groups
present during the worship service. Using the totals submitted to the denomination
annually, the attendance trend is shown in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4. Second Alliance Church Worship Attendance 1998-2003

Worship Attendance
% Change

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

53

49

44

45

46

42

+2.3

+2.22

-7.5

-10.2

-10.5
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Figure 4.4. Second Alliance worship attendance from 1998-2003.

After Second Alliance received the results of its first survey, Pastor Greg invited
me to meet with his governing board in order to discuss the results and answer any
possible questions. During the meeting the pastor asked me to help interpret the results of
the survey for the board and help the committee in establishing steps of implementation.
The first survey revealed that seven of the eight quality characteristics were below
the national median of fifty. The average score for Second Alliance was thirty-nine, also
below the national median. Only the maximum factor, need-oriented evangelism, hit
exactly fifty. The minimum factor for Second Alliance was the area of gift-oriented
ministry. In addition the church showed significant deficiencies in the area of functional
structures and loving relationships. Eventually, Second Alliance’s board settled on the
following strategy in order to raise the level of gift-oriented ministry:
1.

The church decided to eliminate the day care ministry in order to ease the

burden on the current volunteers and pastor;
2.

The pastor agreed to use a spiritual gift discovery assessment tool on
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Wednesday evenings and in his weekly senior adult Bible study;
3.

The pastor agreed to preach a series on the necessity of gift-based ministry;

4.

The church considered eliminating other ministries currently led by people

not gifted to serve in such positions;
5.

Several board members were given “time off” to rest and reassess God’s call

on their lives; and,
6.

The worship team was reconfigured along the lines of each member’s

gifting.
Following the implementation of these steps, Second Alliance was surveyed a
second time. Although five of the eight areas were still below the national median of
fifty, the survey indicated marked improvement in a number of areas. For example, giftoriented ministry, the previous minimum factor, gained thirty-two points, while loving
relationships gained twenty points. The overall average score for Second Alliance
increased by nine points. The second survey revealed that functional structures was the
new minimum factor.
Following the results of the second survey, an implementation strategy was
devised to address the area of functional structures:
1.

The church decided to evaluate every ministry according to purpose.

Specifically, the church looked at whether evangelism and equipping were being given
adequate attention;
2.

With the permission of the local district of the denomination, the church

officially dissolved its governing board. In its place the church retained an administrative
task and ministry team who could help the pastor devise future outreach strategies; and,
3.

The pastor began an evangelistic visitation team in order to work to his
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strength, train lay workers and put greater focus on evangelism.
Following the implementation of the survey’s results, the church was surveyed a
third time. The survey indicated little or no change in the area of functional structures,
decreases in empowering leadership and loving relationships. It also recorded significant
increases in the areas of need-oriented evangelism and holistic small groups. Functional
structures was again determined to be the minimum factor.
After the final survey was taken, the church’s attendance was tabulated. The final
six months of the survey period saw the church’s attendance decline slightly.

Wesleyan Church Survey Results
The third church involved in the project was a nearby Wesleyan congregation. In
August 2002 Pastor Rick informed his congregation of its participation in the study, and
in September 2002, he mailed out a letter to prospective participants. Rick was
encouraged to select the survey participants based on the same criteria. After some time
Rick was able to find thirty participants who were willing to take the survey. Table 4.5
indicates the result of the three surveys.
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Table 4.5. Wesleyan Church Quality Characteristics
________________________________________________________________________
Quality Characteristic

October 2002

July 2003

November 2003

Empowering leadership

44

24

31

Gift-oriented ministry

41

39

35

Passionate spirituality

49

39

40

Functional structures

37

28

32

Inspiring worship service

42

33

39

Holistic small groups

49

43

40

Need-oriented Evangelism

43

42

42

Loving relationships

45

38

40

Average

43

36

39

________________________________________________________________________

Wesleyan Quality Characteristics
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Figure 4.5. Comparison of Wesleyan Church survey scores
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The NCD survey also takes into account the attendance trend as an indicator of
health. The pastor’s survey asked for adult attendance, but just as at First Alliance and
Second Alliance, Wesleyan Church’s records are kept locally. In addition attendance
records sent to the denomination include the total of all age groups present during the
worship service. Using the totals submitted to the denomination annually, the attendance
trend is shown in Table 4.6.

Table 4.6. Wesleyan Church Worship Attendance 1998-2003

Worship Attendance
% Change

1998
118

1999
139

2000
135

2001
138

2002
135

2003
130

+17.7

-2.87

+2.22

-2.17

-2.6

Worship Attendance
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Figure 4.6. Wesleyan Church worship attendance from 1998-2003.

The first survey revealed that all eight of Wesleyan’s characteristics were under
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the national median of fifty. The average score for Wesleyan was forty-three. Functional
structures was determined to be the area of greatest weakness for Wesleyan Church.
The board of the church discussed the results of the survey and had difficulty
formulating a clear plan. Pastor Rick indicated that the church had difficulty getting a
“handle” on the area of functional structures. As a result no specific plan was formulated
following the first survey.
Following approximately six months Wesleyan Church took the survey a second
time. The second survey revealed that Wesleyan Church had experienced a significant
decline in all eight of Schwarz characteristics. The average score for Wesleyan was
thirty-six. This survey revealed that all eight of the quality characteristics were below the
national median of fifty. The church’s lowest score was in the area of empowering
leadership, which scored twenty-four. Despite the drop in the scores, Pastor Rick was
encouraged by the Schwarz assessment that this was the area where the “invested
energies will probably bring the greatest results for the growth of the church” (Schwarz
and Schalk 47).
Following the second survey, the committee formulated the following strategy:
1.

Introduce newly elected (LBA) board members in morning worship services;

2.

Introduce newly elected and current Trustees;

3.

Install all church officers on a Sunday morning;

4.

Have one ministry director report each Sunday morning;

5.

Have each ministry director begin monthly departmental meetings;

6. “Over communicate” the five purposes of the church to the congregation;
7.

Add directors’ names to wall sign;

8.

Help LBA members discover their spiritual gifts;
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9.

Develop plan for church-wide spiritual gifts discovery;

10.

Post directors’ names on bulletin board; and,

11.

Order business cards for directors.

Following the implementation of these various steps, Wesleyan Church was
surveyed a third time. Although empowering leadership remained the minimum factor,
the survey did reveal a slight increase in this characteristic. In addition the overall
average score of the church increased. The attendance at the time of the final survey was
determined to be one hundred and thirty, a slight decrease from the prior year.
Contextual Factors

All three churches are located in Southwest Florida. The counties in which they
are located have a high number of retired people, and each church’s attendance reflects
the relatively high percentage of seniors. Over 50 percent of both Wesleyan church’s and
Second Alliance’s adult members are over sixty-five years of age. At First Alliance
approximately 30 percent of the adult attendees are over sixty-five years old. The relative
youthfulness of First Alliance compared to the other two churches was significant for this
study. Implementing the results of Schwarz involves focus on the future and a willingness
to undergo significant change. Change is typically resisted by older adults because it
“destroys the stability and the security they expect” (McIntosh 47). In congregations with
such high percentages of senior adults, change has the potential to create great anxiety.
Another significant contextual feature is the educational level of the community
and churches. The pastor of Second Alliance and Wesleyan Church commented that
board members were relatively uneducated and had difficulty understanding the concepts
of Schwarz. As a result each board felt somewhat “suspicious” of the process. In contrast
the governing board at First Alliance Church is composed of a highly educated group of
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leaders. The majority are college graduates, and several own their own businesses. The
relatively higher social status and education level is significant according to Rogers in the
change agent and client relationship (346).
Wesleyan Church comes from a denomination with a strong emphasis on personal
holiness. In this denomination’s tradition, the emphasis is placed on discovering spiritual
solutions to problems. As a result of this predisposition, according to Pastor Rick, the
people at Wesleyan tend to overspiritualize the church’s issues. Rick added that many of
Wesleyan’s leaders believe “if God wants it to happen it will” and conversely “if it
doesn’t happen, I guess God didn’t want it.” In the minds of several at Wesleyan, not
only was the survey unhelpful, but in fact it was a detriment to the church’s health.
The histories of each church were other important contextual factors. The
following is a short description of each congregation’s history.
First Alliance Church History

Like most churches, First Alliance began as a small Bible study group back in the
late 1950’s. In July 1961, the church held its first public service in the Charlotte Harbor
Community Building. As the church grew eventually the denomination purchased a five
acre tract of land at its current location. Construction on the first facility began on
Thanksgiving Day 1963. After much prayer, little money, and an abundance of hard
work, the first phase of the facility was completed.
Throughout the 1960s the church experienced moderate growth under a series of
pastors. In October 1969 the church began construction of the fellowship hall and
adjoining classrooms. During that year the Rev. John Croston was selected to be the
pastor.
Under Croston’s ministry the church grew rapidly. Rev. Croston was known as a
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strong personal evangelist committed to the growth of the church. In 1973, Croston and
his wife began the Sunshine Day Care as an outreach to young families in the area as well
as an after school program.
During Croston’s years the church installed closed circuit televisions in some of
the classrooms to handle the overflow worship attendance on Sunday mornings. Almost a
decade after his arrival, ground was broken on the church’s current five hundred seat
sanctuary. During Croston’s ministry the church exceeded the five hundred mark in
attendance.
During this time the church was able to send out a number of pastors and
missionaries. In addition the church was able to plant two daughter churches in
neighboring communities. Schwarz comments that nothing “demonstrates the health of a
congregation as much as the willingness and ability to give birth to new congregations”
(Natural Church 69). Eventually Rev. Croston moved on to missionary work in Australia.
In 1986 Rev. Croston returned after a six-year absence and once again became the
senior pastor. The chemistry that had been there during Croston’s early years, however,
was absent, and after just two years Croston left the church.
The pastors who followed Croston experienced mixed reactions. After two very
difficult years, one pastor was asked to leave. A second pastor came with the purpose of
bringing healing into the church. While his ministry was generally well received, during
his tenure a split occurred in the congregation when a number of the younger families left
the church to form a newer more contemporary congregation. Over the fifteen-year
period, the church’s attendance fluctuated but never reached the level of attendance it had
enjoyed under Croston.
I interviewed for the senior pastor position at First Alliance in May 2001. When I
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arrived the church was at an all-time low in morale and attendance. Attendance had
slipped into the low three hundreds, and the church had become dispirited. During my
interview for the position, I was honest with the leaders that I would initiate significant
change if hired. For the most part I found the leadership open and receptive to my ideas
and eager to see the church turn around.
Shortly after arriving at First Alliance, while still on my “honeymoon” and prior
to the Schwarz survey, I immediately initiated several changes. For example, the church
had a contemporary worship service on Saturday evenings, which was poorly attended
and had led to a split several years before. By the time of my arrival the service had
dwindled to just a few dozen people. Prior to my coming I informed the church of my
desire to move the service to Sunday morning alongside the more traditional service. At a
congregational meeting, the church took a vote on moving the contemporary service to
Sunday morning. While not received positively initially, once the contemporary service
was moved to Sunday morning, First Alliance immediately saw an influx of younger
families.
When I arrived the day care and after-school programs, which at one time had
been an asset to the church, were seriously eroding the church’s resources. While the
board and previous pastors had long recognized the need for action, none were willing to
confront the issue. During my first months at the church the decision was made to close
both ministries.
While closing these ministries took a huge toll on me personally (angry parents
and workers), it proved to be a rallying point for the leaders of the church and for the
church itself. The challenge of closing the day care served to unify the governing board.
In addition the energy previously devoted to managing the day care and after-school
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programs was now freed up to be used for ministry. The church’s facilities, which had
been unavailable for use, were now available to be used by various ministries throughout
the week. When we finally closed these ministries, several board members remarked that
the board should have closed them years before. Several even remarked that they felt
“guilt” that I had to take the church through this process. Each of these steps, rather than
hurting my stock in the congregation and board’s eyes, actually helped raise my
credibility and give the church momentum as the project began.
Wesleyan Church History

Wesleyan Church has been in the Cape Coral area for fifteen years. The church
started largely as a result of one man’s desire to start a Wesleyan church in Lee County.
Eventually, the Florida district appointed a pastor, a nearby pastor joined them, and
together the three of them became the primary leaders to launch the church.
The church held its first public service fourteen years ago in September 1988.
While the church got off to a good start, a controversy developed early on with another
Wesleyan church that to this day has left the original core feeling somewhat ambivalent.
No one speaks of the conflict today, although many are aware that a problem exists.
Initially, the church met in various rented facilities for Sunday services and met in
home groups during the week in place of Sunday school, Sunday evening services and
Wednesday prayer meeting. During this time Rick believes the church successfully
included people and developed a genuine family fellowship. Eventually the church
moved to a permanent location in a yet to be developed part of Cape Coral.
Interestingly, the new building was too small to hold the number of people who
had been attending in the rented facilities, and as a result attendance dropped. Once in the
building, the church also decided to abandon the small group ministry in favor a more
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traditional schedule of Sunday morning Sunday school and worship, Sunday evening
service, and Wednesday prayer meeting. Pastor Rick feels these decisions were critical
turning points in the church’s history.
Eventually the founding pastor retired. Today, he continues to attend and exert
significant influence at Wesleyan. The church’s second pastor led the church through its
relocation but resigned shortly thereafter. The founding pastor served as interim pastor
until the arrival of a third pastor and then again when this pastor departed two years later.
The current pastor, Rick Stephens, came to Calvary Wesleyan six years ago. Over the six
years, the church has remained consistent in its attendance.
Wesleyan has had relatively little overt conflict over the years. According to
Pastor Rick, the absence of conflict was a result of “good people who are not prone to
criticism and complaining.” Conflict, Rick noted, is viewed as undesirable by the
congregation and to be avoided at all costs. He believes the cliché, “keep the peace at any
price” tends to characterize the beliefs and behaviors of the congregation.
Rick has worked hard over the years to help the church learn to face and resolve
potential disagreements. His goal has been to “keep the temperature low” so the church
does not have a “boil over.” He believes that a major confrontation where all the issues
were brought to the table would be too much stress for the church and ultimately
counterproductive. While pace of progress has been excruciatingly slow, Rick is
committed to seeing the church “push through” to becoming what God desires. When I
suggested the Schwarz survey to Rick, he was excited about participating. His hope was
that the survey might help leaders face some of the underlying problems, which are
hindering the church’s growth.
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Second Alliance Church History

Second Alliance is over thirty years old. Rev. William Stephens, who at the time
was on the staff at the Village Church in Shell Point, served as the founding pastor. Not
having a full pastoral salary and thanks to the gift of land, the church was able to build
and dedicate a facility in 1971. Shortly after construction the church began looking for a
full-time pastor.
In 1972, Rev. Bill Adams was called to be the pastor at what was known then as
“Skyline Bible Church.” Under his leadership the church reached its largest attendance of
just over one hundred in attendance. During his ministry a strong Awana program was
started, which drew many younger families into the church. Nevertheless, a conflict arose
among the leadership of the church in 1981, which led to a decline in attendance.
Following Adams’ departure the church hired a new senior pastor. During his
ministry the church started a day care program. Again the church experienced some
growth and the church’s attendance topped one hundred. Again, however, a conflict
among the day care leadership led to a decline in attendance.
Between 1984-1994 the church experienced growth largely due to the Awana
program. The growth was not steady, however, and the church had frequent “dips” in
attendance. Eventually, an even greater conflict within the leadership erupted concerning
the day care ministry. This conflict resulted in a church split, which led to a serious
decline in attendance over the next four years. In addition both the Awana program and
day care ministry experienced declines.
In the spring of 1998 the pastor retired but remained part of the congregation. An
interim pastor was assigned by the district in order to lead to a smoother transition. The
interim pastor, however, experienced conflict with the day care staff and recommended
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the closure of the day care ministry.
In September 1998, Greg Sund was hired as the senior pastor. The previous
pastor, wife, and family continued to attend the church with the former pastor’s wife
remaining as the day care center’s director. The relationship between the pastor/church
and the day care became extremely strained during this time.
The strain led to continued conflict in the church and eventually resulted in the
departure of several key leaders. The pastor had several conflicts with the day care
director and eventually asked for the director’s resignation. In May 2001, the day care
director (previous pastor’s wife) announced her planned retirement. At the same time her
health began to decline significantly. At this time the former pastor and his wife left the
church. The congregation was told (by leadership) that the couple had decided to “take a
sabbatical.” The day care director eventually retired in November 2001 and passed away
shortly thereafter. At the funeral one member remarked that the pastor was “responsible”
for her death. The conflict further escalated with the district superintendent being called
in and the former pastor confronting the current pastor. Several families left the church at
this time. While this conflict passed, the effects have lingered to this day.
While the church was shaken by the director’s departure, the church decided to
maintain the day care and move on. Eventually, a new director was hired who
subsequently resigned eight months later. The decision was made eventually (partly in
response to the Schwarz survey) to close the day care permanently.
Other Contextual Factors

1.

Both First Alliance and Wesleyan participated in the “40 Days of Purpose”

campaign during the testing period. This campaign is designed to promote spiritual
growth as well as a more “purposeful” approach to life and ministry. Both boards
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acknowledged that the campaign had an impact on the survey results. First Alliance
Church saw an increase in the area of holistic small groups and loving relationships as a
result of the campaign. As a result of the rapid growth during the campaign, First
Alliance saw a further dip in the area of empowering relationships. In addition, as a result
of the campaign, little attention was given to the implementation strategy (in the area of
empowering relationships) resulting in a significant impact on the scores of the second
surveys. The second survey was taken just prior to the end of the forty days of purpose
campaign. While the campaign was received well by most at Wesleyan, for others it
created great anxiety. This anxiety is reflected in part by the precipitous drop in the
scores of the second survey.
2.

Another contextual issue at First Alliance had to do with the massive

programmatic changes during the testing period. During the testing period, the church
was transitioned from being a largely traditional and programmatic church to a more
contemporary, small group-based congregation. This decision had an impact on the
results of the second and, more prominently, the third surveys. As the worship became
more contemporary, it was less satisfactory to many of the more traditional members.
These changes also impacted the area of passionate spirituality as the prayer meeting was
discontinued in favor of small group prayer. While loving relationships did increase over
the testing period, the decision to transition left a segment of the leadership feeling
relatively alienated and “disempowered.” These feelings of disempowerment, along with
the rapid growth the church experienced in connection to the campaign, had an impact on
the third survey results, which showed an even further drop in the area of empowering
leadership.
3.

The dissolution of formal church organization at Second Alliance had a
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significant impact on the third survey. While the majority of the church voted positively
for the dissolution, a segment of the board abstained on the vote and clearly expressed
their displeasure. This conflict had an impact on the results of the third survey as the
church saw a drop in the area of empowering leadership. As the decision was discussed in
the church, the feud between Greg and the board became more public. This conflict had a
significant impact on the area of loving relationships.
4. At the time of the first survey, I had been at First Alliance for approximately
one year. In many respects I was still on my “honeymoon” when we took the survey for
the first time. Rick and Greg, on the other hand, were long past the honeymoon period
prior to the first survey.
5.

Schwarz emphasizes that the survey is not designed to build momentum as

much as build on momentum the church already possesses (Natural Church 107). After
my arrival and just prior to taking the first survey in August 2002, First Alliance Church
had already seen an attendance increase of over one hundred. During the year in which
the survey was implemented, several notable staff changes occurred at First Alliance,
which helped increase the momentum. These changes included the addition of a worship
pastor, an assistant pastor, and a new children’s director, who replaced a more
controversial staff member. Each staff addition positively affected the momentum of the
church. Neither Wesleyan nor Second Alliance appeared to have momentum going into
the project. Arguably, Second Alliance had negative momentum, while Wesleyan had
little or no momentum.
6.

First Alliance is a significantly larger church than Second Alliance and

Wesleyan. In 1982 First Alliance averaged over five hundred in attendance and at the
time of the first survey was over three hundred in attendance. Rogers notes that a positive
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correlation exists between receptiveness to change and size. He notes that “larger
organizations are more innovative” (379).
7.

At Second Alliance and Wesleyan, the previous pastors still had a great deal

of influence. At Wesleyan the founding pastor still attended the church and was on the
governing board at the time of the first survey. While the previous pastor at Second
Alliance had left the church at the time the surveys were taken, he had significant ties
with the leaders in the congregation. Schaller notes that a past orientation can work
against change in a church (Strategies for Change 27) and can communicate a status quo
mind-set. In contrast to these men’s experience I was told several times that by the time I
arrived “the ghost of John Croston” was finally gone. In addition, the interim pastor just
prior to my coming did a marvelous job of preparing the church for my coming. Dr. Paul
Alford, who had been the president of an Alliance College in the area served as the
interim before my coming and is highly esteemed by the congregation. During that time
he consistently and carefully prepared the congregation for my arrival and for the
changes that were about to come. His comments made an enormous impact on the church
and helped “set the table” for my coming.
8.

Early on in the project, Pastor Greg experienced a mysterious illness.

Eventually, Greg was diagnosed with a serious lactate intolerance. Kotter has noted that
implementing change requires high levels of energy as the hours and challenges can be
extremely exhausting (Leading Change 105-06). Greg’s physical problems had a serious
impact on his ability to lead the church during the early months of this project.
9.

Another contextual issue had to do with the experience of the pastors

themselves. Neither Rick nor Greg had previous experience transitioning a plateaued
church. Kotter and others have noted the importance of previous experience in
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implementing change. Having an idea of “what could be” helped me visualize at First
Alliance what “would be” if our church was healthy and inspired me to continue to make
change regardless of the cost.
The Role of the Coach

For a variety of reasons, understanding the role of the coach turned out to be the
biggest challenge I faced in this project. I met with each pastor several times prior to the
first survey to discuss church health and Schwarz. Both were amenable to the project and
agreed to talk to their respective boards, and each board agreed to participate.
My first encounter with each governing board occurred shortly after the first
survey was taken. Each board seemed confused as to my role. Without a formal
agreement with each church, the expectations were not clear. As I met with each board, I
noted that each had very little understanding of Schwarz. Also, the atmosphere seemed
somewhat strained at both meetings.
After those first meetings I realized I needed much more information about each
church and pastor. I phoned the pastors on a weekly basis to get to know them and
understand each situation better. During each call I asked many questions and spent a
great deal of time listening to them tell their stories. I kept a journal in order to record my
observations from each conversation.
As time progressed I began to have a better understanding of each pastor and
church. Several different times when I called to see how things were progressing, the
pastors admitted that “nothing had been done” and thanked me for holding them
accountable. Both pastors assured me that apart from my encouragement they might have
just given up. Many times when I phoned, I simply listened to the pastor’s concerns and
gave encouragement as best I could.
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In order to better understand Greg and Rick, I encouraged each of them to take the
DISC personality profile. The DISC revealed that I have a developer profile, Greg has a
promoter profile, and Rick a creative profile. Understanding each pastor’s personality
strengths and weaknesses proved to be enormously beneficial to me as a coach.
Promoters, for example, are motivated by approval and popularity. Their greatest
fear is the loss of social acceptance and self-worth. They are good at relieving tension and
promoting projects. On the other hand, they tend to be overly optimistic, and under
pressure they can become careless, sentimental, and disorganized. They tend to judge
others by their verbal skills. Because of an inordinate desire for people’s approval,
promoters tend to put off confrontation and lack a sense of urgency. For the coach one of
the chief challenges with the promoter is to keep him/her “on task.”
My objective with Greg and Rick was to help them draw on their strengths while
also staying aware of their weaknesses. I encouraged Greg to be careful in his evaluation
of his critics but then to challenge them when necessary. I also encouraged him to stay on
task and to stay realistic as he faced various challenges at Second Alliance.
The goal of creators is for dominance (control) and unique accomplishments.
Creators judge others by personal standards or by their progressive ideas. Creators are
good at initiating or designing change, but they tend to be blunt and/or condescending.
Under pressure they tend to become bored and sulk when they are restrained. My
encouragement for Rick was to be creative in promoting change but to do it with
sensitivity and tact. I spoke to him about the importance of warmth and authenticity as he
worked with the other leaders at Wesleyan. I challenged him to be aware of his potential
challenges, including his tendency to be condescending toward others who were slow to
warm up to his ideas.
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Finally, the DISC profile helped me see some of my own weaknesses as both
change agent and coach. The profile identified my weaknesses as being strong-willed and
somewhat impatient. Developers tend to lack empathy and can have difficulty working
with others. Throughout this project I recognized each of these weaknesses. I resolved to
become more empathetic with Rick and Greg. In order to combat my tendency to be
individualistic and impatient, I met with each pastor on a bi-weekly basis. During these
meetings we talked about Schwarz, their churches, and ministry in general.
Oftentimes throughout the year, I wondered how I was doing. In their book
Coaching 101, Logan and Carlton offer a number of helpful suggestions designed to
maximize the coaching relationship, including surveying the mentoree periodically to
determine effectiveness. Six months into the project I sent questions to each pastor to
determine the value of the coaching relationship and determine how I might be able to
make improvements. Their responses indicated they wanted more personal contact with
me as well as with each other. As a result, in addition to weekly phone calls, I began
meeting monthly with both Greg and Rick to encourage them and discuss various issues.
Each of us found these meetings to be very helpful. In addition to my having direct
access to each one, we were able to encourage each other and, at times, commiserate with
each other. In addition we were able to discuss concepts and questions that were pertinent
to both men.
Summary

After analyzing the data I noted the following conclusions:
1.

The Natural Church Development survey is helpful in diagnosing a church’s

health and identifying areas of weakness;
2.

Church context is critical in implementing Schwarz. Because the church is an
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organism and therefore, constantly changing, applying the results of Schwarz can seem
like churches are shooting at a “moving target”;
3.

Strong senior pastor leadership is essential in implementing Schwarz;

4.

Coaches help pastors of plateaued churches stay encouraged and accountable

as they implement change;
5.

In order to get “buy in” from lay leaders in the implementation of Schwarz,

coaches are well advised to spend much time establishing rapport with church leadership
and communicating the concepts of church health and Natural Church Development;
6.

The results revealed no clear connection between improving the minimum

factor and numerical growth in each church; and,
7.

Relatively healthy churches are better able to process change than relatively

unhealthy ones.
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this study was to determine if the application of research based on
eight central qualities of healthy churches as defined by Christian Schwarz and the
implementation of changes stemming from this research would transform First Alliance
Church and two other plateaued congregations in southwest Florida. In addition I sought
to determine the importance of outside coaching in the implementation of Schwarz in the
congregations.
The project began with identifying two other plateaued and/or declining churches,
in addition to my congregation at First Alliance Church, that would be willing to
participate in the study. As the leader/change agent at First Alliance, I worked along with
an implementation team to effect treatment in light of the first and second NCD surveys
while also exploring the history of change in the church. In addition I worked jointly with
two other pastors and governing boards in order to implement changes in light of the first
and second surveys while also exploring the history of change in their respective
churches.
Drawing conclusions from the data collected in Chapter 4 was not a process of
simple, linear, causal analysis. A holistic approach that describes the interdependence and
relatedness of the complex factors is needed to understand the findings and the lessons
that can be learned from them.
The quantitative data from the NCD surveys, church attendance, and various
contextual data combined to bring each church to its current state. The Natural Church
Development approach to church health emphasizes a biotic paradigm that takes into
account the interaction between the organization (technocratic paradigm) and the
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organism (spiritualistic paradigm) in the life of a church. While an organization can be
manufactured, the church as an organism cannot be. Schwarz’s biotic paradigm
emphasizes the interaction between the organization, which deals with what is humanly
possible, and the organism, that deals with what is not humanly possible (Paradigm Shift
252-54). Churches need to allow certain conditions to occur so that growth automatisms
can produce growth naturally. Schwarz uses Jesus’ reference, “See how the lilies of the
field grow” (Matt. 6:28), to explain his idea of diligently studying the natural ways living
things develop in order to understand the growth principles of the kingdom of God
(Natural Church 9).
Applying the NCD principles in order to transform three plateaued congregations
to health/wholeness presented a real challenge. According to Schwarz’s “65 hypothesis,”
each church in the study was below the state of being a vibrantly healthy church, with the
two Cape Coral churches being significantly below. When each church gave attention to
their minimum factors, improvements did occur.
As I reflect theologically on the data, I wondered whether each church is
experienced greater shalom as a result of this project. Given the mixed results of Second
Alliance and Wesleyan’s scores it might not appear that each church’s health improved. I
do believe, however, that each church took steps in the right direction. The survey results,
as one board member, indicated at least prompted people to start asking questions. True
shalom requires honesty and authenticity. By this measure I believe each church took

steps toward greater shalom.
Synthesizing the Data

To understand the implications of the data reported in Chapter 4, the historical
background leading up to the treatment period must be combined with the treatment
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suggested by Schwarz to tell the story of each church. The average Quality Index score
rose slightly over the testing period for First Alliance. Second Alliance saw some
dramatic increases in its scores following the first survey and more modest gains after the
second. Wesleyan saw significant declines in the Quality Index following the first survey
and modest gains after the second. The average attendance at First Alliance jumped from
473 in the year 2002 to 630 in 2003. At Second Alliance the attendance went from 46 in
2002 to 42 in 2003. At Wesleyan the attendance went from 135 in 2002 to 130 in
November 2003.
Natural Church Development

Through the NCD survey, Christian Schwarz purports to give churches a tool to
measure the health of their congregations. I believe, as a result of my experience, that it is
more accurate to say that the survey helps identify the perceived health of the
congregation. The people at First Alliance perceived their church to be healthier than
those attending Wesleyan and Second Alliance. Perception, however, is important.
Wesleyan scored measurably lower on the second survey. My sense is that this
lower score was in part due to the core leaders anxiety about the survey and other
contextual factors. After the first survey results were received, the leaders at Wesleyan
talked about the results, but did nothing to change the structures of the church, and yet the
quality profile declined significantly. My interpretation of this is that the perception of
the people at Wesleyan was that the church was unhealthy.
At the other two churches, the treatment appeared to be effective and the biotic
paradigm proved itself in the twelve-month time frame. Each church saw significant
changes in its minimum factor as a result of the treatment.
The evaluation of what the study means begins with a look back to the histories of
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the various churches. Each church was “holding its own” in terms of attendance, but not
growing appreciably. In a rapidly growing area such as southwest Florida, a certain
amount of attendance increase is to be expected. When churches are plateaued, declining
or even growing at a slower rate than the community itself, one must question the health
of the church.
First Alliance, while busy and active, initially lacked the real closeness that only
small groups can engender, thus, the minimum factor in the first survey was holistic small
groups. As groups were established, the church began to experience genuine koinonia.
Transforming First Alliance from an active to a more closely knit church initially
involved a process of biblical preaching and challenge for everyone to participate in a
small group. Following the second survey, the church participated in the “40 days of
Purpose,” an intense spiritual growth campaign. One of the great emphases of the
campaign was to get every congregant into a small group. The third survey reflects the
increased emphasis on small groups. Nevertheless, as a result of the rapid growth of the
church, the rapid deployment of new leaders, and the lack of energy devoted to
empowerment, the church saw a further slippage in the area of empowering leadership.
For Second Alliance moving toward greater health first involved reevaluating
each ministry according to its effectiveness and communicating the importance of serving
according to spiritual gifts. Pastor Greg indicated that the tendency at Second Alliance
had been to put “warm bodies” in various positions in order to maintain the ministries of
the church. As a result the members were often overworked and miscast. Responding to
the Schwarz survey, the church began to take a hard look at each of its ministries and
leadership to determine whether the leaders were gifted to lead certain ministries. In
various venues Pastor Greg taught on the area of spiritual gifting. The result was
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significant increases in the survey scores in the area of gift-oriented ministry. The second
survey revealed functional structures as the minimum. In response the church evaluated
all ministries as to purpose and began to either eliminate or reframe ministries according
to purpose. The result was Second Alliance saw great improvement in this area.
After the second survey, the church reevaluated each program according to
purpose and function. As a result of this evaluation, several programs were eliminated
and others sharpened in terms of focus.
The dip Wesleyan Church saw in all characteristics in the second survey
illustrates the interrelatedness of all eight qualities. When a church has an increase in a
single area, all areas are impacted, and conversely when a church has a significant dip in
one or more areas, all other areas are impacted. The precipitous drop in the empowering
leadership score in the second survey was particularly notable and suggests that the core
leadership did not feel involved in the process. The upswing in the third survey scores
reflects the pastor’s efforts to include leaders in the process of implementing change as
well as the leaders’ better understanding of NCD itself.
The challenge at Wesleyan was to help develop a plurality of other leaders who
feel empowered and involved in the ministry itself. In addition the senior pastor needed
to find ways to include leaders in the process of initiating change. It also involved his
modeling for and training of the congregation in the area of personal authenticity.
Genuine peace (shalom) is characterized by a willingness to speak honestly and
forthrightly. Churches have a tendency to confuse cordiality with authentic love. For true
shalom to be experienced, believers must be willing to “speak the truth in love.” While

the leaders at Wesleyan may not have been comfortable with the results of the Schwarz
survey, the survey challenged the church to a greater degree of honesty with regard to its
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true condition.
The data indicates a parallel journey of both pastors and congregations on the
road to transformation and health. Truly, the health of the church starts “at the top.”
Without the continued growth of the leader, each church would not have developed as far
as it did. In fact, each leader could have been a major roadblock to growth according to
any number of church health writers (i.e., Warren; Maxwell).
The interdependence of the various characteristics is another key component of
Schwarz. Schwarz’s theory is that all of the church health characteristics interact with
each other. Church health begins in effect by viewing the church as a system. As Steinke
points out, a change made in one area will impact every other area (Healthy
Congregations 3).
This systemic view can be seen at each of the churches involved in the study. At
First Alliance, following the first survey, the church saw improvements not only in the
area of small groups but in several related areas. As the church grew, the church saw a
corresponding drop in empowered leadership, symptomatic of churches that are
outgrowing and overtaxing current leadership.
Second Alliance experienced similar results. As the church saw gains in the area
of gift-oriented ministry, they saw a corresponding increase in loving relationships. As
people discovered their gifts and began to serve one another, they began to enjoy one
another’s company. At Wesleyan the decline in all scores following the second survey,
while discouraging, served to further support Schwarz’s theory that the characteristics are
interrelated.
Finally, the data suggests no clear connection between improved health and
church growth. While Schwarz only guarantees growth for those churches whose scores
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are all at or above sixty-five, he does suggest that as the minimum factor is addressed, the
church will grow. While both Second Alliance and Wesleyan each saw improvement in
their minimum factors, neither experienced numerical growth. Both, in fact, experienced
declines in attendance during the course of the study.
Implementation of the Data

On the surface the implementation of the Schwarz results appear to be mixed.
At First Alliance a connection can be seen between the results of the second survey and
the implementation strategy. The first survey revealed the church’s minimum factor to be
holistic small groups. A strategy was developed to address the issue, which included the
pastor placing greater emphasis on small groups from the pulpit. More informally, the
implementation team worked on establishing community among themselves. Eventually,
the church started a small “turbo” group of key lay influencers, which was designed to
help promote small group ministry throughout the church and launch new groups. As a
result of these efforts, the church experienced a dramatic increase in the number of
people participating in small groups. The second survey reflects the results of these
efforts. The second survey revealed empowering leadership to be the minimum factor. As
has been mentioned, due to other ministry programming, the church was not able to
address the area of empowering leadership and saw a further decline in this area.
Second Alliance also saw a positive connection between the test results and
application. The first survey revealed that gift-oriented ministry was the weakest area.
Upon implementing the treatment, the church saw significant improvement in this area as
well as several others including loving relationships and passionate spirituality. The
second survey revealed functional structures as the minimum factor. After devising a
strategy to address this issue, the church saw their scores improve in this area as well as
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others.
Of the three churches, the Wesleyan church had the least positive results.
Following the results of the first survey, however, Wesleyan developed no coherent
strategy to address the minimum factor. After the second survey, Wesleyan’s board did
develop a clear strategy, and the results of the third survey were more encouraging as the
church saw an increase in its minimum factor.
Keys to Implementation

As I worked with each individual church, I noted a number of key issues in
implementing the data.
Church Context

The context of each church during the testing period had a significant impact on
the results. Each congregation experienced anxiety in relation to the changes necessitated
by the survey results. While a certain amount of anxiety is normal, too much can paralyze
a church.
Several factors seemed to help mitigate some of the anxiety at First Alliance. For
example, the relative size of the church allowed the church to absorb those chronically
anxious individuals who were unhappy with the changes. In addition the leadership of the
church was vigilant in dealing with chronically anxious individuals, a critical factor in
keeping anxiety in check. Finally, the positive momentum of the church helped instill
confidence in the leadership and quell people’s concerns.
At Second Alliance the anxiety level was very high. The small size of the
congregation seemed to exacerbate the anxiety as some feared for the survival of the
church. In addition the conflict between the pastor and key lay leaders exacerbated the
sense of anxiety. While the intervention of the district superintendent appeared to lessen
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tensions for a time, shortly thereafter conflict resumed and along with it the
accompanying anxiety.
For a variety of reasons, the anxiety level at Wesleyan Church was also very high.
The unspoken rule of non-confrontation at Wesleyan tended to keep concerns/frustrations
of people just below the surface rather than bringing them into the open where they could
be talked through and resolved.
Fueling the anxiety of all three churches, but in particular at Second Alliance and
Wesleyan, is the unusual percentage of retired people. Over 50 percent of the adult
attendees at Wesleyan and Second Alliance are over sixty-five years of age. Schaller
states that “when a new vision of a new tomorrow conflicts with the sacred traditions of
the past, it becomes easy to rally people to resist change and to seek to perpetuate
yesterday” (Strategies for Change 29).
Pastor Rick of Wesleyan invited me to meet with his leaders to help interpret the
results of the survey and help calm people’s fears. In the meeting I tried to encourage the
church by focusing on the positive aspects of the results. I tried to cast some vision with
the people and help them see the church’s opportunities. Rather than being encouraging,
my comments appeared to have a chilling effect on the board. Rick commented that now
the board felt an “obligation” to initiate change and were intimidated more than ever. He
even suggested that the low scores on the second survey, was in part, the core group’s
attempt to lower expectations and reduce anxiety.
As was noted at the end of Chapter 4, one of the complexities of implementing
Schwarz is the ever-changing context of the church. While the Schwarz survey was
helpful in identifying the minimum factors in each church, other contextual changes
seemed to “override” the strategy each church devised. For example at First Alliance,
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empowering leadership was the minimum factor following the second survey. While a
strategy was developed to address the issue, other initiatives conducted at the same time
affected the implementation. In addition the church went through a major transition with
regard to worship. My sense was that this had a significant impact on the outcome of the
third survey (an even lower score). At the same time the church participated in the “40
Days of Purpose” campaign, which further diverted congregational energy away from
empowering leadership into other areas (holistic small groups).
While these changes do not negate the results of the Schwarz surveys, they do
illustrate the complexity of addressing the minimum factor in a constantly changing
environment. Implementing Schwarz at times seemed (to each pastor) like trying to hit a
“moving target.”
Support of Lay Leaders

Exodus 17:12 portrays a dramatic scene with Aaron and Hur holding up Moses’
arms as he led the people of Israel in battle. This picture is particularly instructive when
implementing change in a plateaued or declining church. As Kotter, Maxwell, and others
have noted, no one person can bring change in a complex organization. Support from key
lay leaders is essential.
Prior to my coming to First Alliance, I had a mandate from key lay leadership to
initiate change. The climate among the leaders was one of doing whatever was needed to
bring the church back to health. When the Schwarz survey was suggested as a tool to help
strengthen the church’s health, the leaders were eager to participate.
Conversely, the leaders at Wesleyan and Second Alliance were suspicious of the
Schwarz instrument. During the implementation process, they were ambivalent at best
and at other times outright resistant. My sense is that this was a result of a number of
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factors including a lack of support for the senior pastor, and anxiety generated by a lack
of understanding of the Schwarz instrument and other contextual factors.
I discovered shortly after the project began that two of the key lay leaders at
Second Alliance had been unhappy with the pastor for some time. While they agreed
change was needed, each felt that a pastoral change was the most urgent need.
Eventually, the conflict between the pastor and leaders escalated to the point that the
district superintendent had to be called in to mediate. This conflict paralyzed the pastor at
times and made the application of Schwarz difficult at best.
The leaders at Wesleyan, on the other hand, while appearing to be pleased with
the pastor on the surface, were less than supportive. The Schwarz survey was perceived
to be unnecessary as things were already “ok” at the church. After my visit with the
board, I asked Pastor Rick how he thought my visit was perceived. He told me that things
went well but then offered that I may have “upset” some of his people. When I asked
how, he told me that by affirming the church, the leaders now felt a greater responsibility
and pressure to make changes. While the leaders at Wesleyan did not overtly express
their frustration with the pastor or the process, the dramatic drop in scores from the
second survey suggests serious unrest among the leadership. Rick indicated to me that the
Schwarz survey was perceived by many as just “one more growth gimmick” and not
“spiritual enough” to be taken seriously. According to Rick, what people at Wesleyan
thought was really needed was more prayer and “altar calls.”
In retrospect I realize that I failed to establish a strong rapport with the boards of
the other two churches. Both pastors agreed that I should have given each board more
input prior to the first survey. Neither pastor felt they had adequate “buy in” from leaders,
and felt that if I had spend more time “up front” explaining things and encouraging each
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board that would have been helpful. The board members from each church also agreed
that more explanation up front would have been helpful. Neither Greg nor Rick had the
motivation (to complete the project) or the understanding of Schwarz to adequately
encourage their boards. The interviews reveal that for the most part neither Second
Alliance nor Wesleyan’s boards had a clear understanding of church health. This lack of
understanding undoubtedly created some anxiety for each board and difficulties “buying
in” to NCD.
In contrast to Second Alliance and Wesleyan, at First Alliance I had a great deal
of support from our leaders. As has been mentioned my motivation to complete the
project as well as my better understanding of Schwarz gave me a greater ability to
encourage and instruct my board. My board’s understanding of Schwarz helped reduce
anxiety and increase a sense of “buy in” among the leadership.
As I reflect on my experience, my sense was that the climate for change varied
among each church’s leadership. At First Alliance the climate among the leaders was
positive concerning change, at Second Alliance the climate appeared to be somewhat
adversarial and at Wesleyan the climate was passive at best.
Senior Pastor Leadership

Leadership, Kotter notes, involves establishing direction, aligning people, and
motivating and inspiring individuals (Force for Change 5). Management, Kotter notes,
involves the maintenance of existing structures and “never creates useful change” (7).
Management is thus insufficient to turn around a plateaued or declining church. In order
to turn organizations around, leaders must be bold, creative, and energetic.
For a variety of reasons, my energy level was high going into the testing period. I
was relatively new at the church, having just completed my first year as the senior pastor.
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In addition I came to First Alliance having already seen a church transition toward greater
health. Due to my experience in Glens Falls, I came to First Alliance with a high degree
of optimism that change was possible. Finally, this project helped increase my motivation
to understand and apply Schwarz’s principles.
For a variety of reasons, neither of the other pastors had the same degree of
energy or optimism. At the beginning of this project, the pastor of Second Alliance had a
serious physical ailment. While his motivation for change was high, Greg’s energy level
due to his illness was low. Furthermore, as a result of his conflict with the previous
pastor, Greg’s credibility was low with two of his key leaders. This conflict further
undermined Greg’s ability to apply the results of Schwarz.
Pastor Rick also saw little interest or openness among leadership toward change.
The previous senior pastor, who appears to be supportive, has seriously undermined his
credibility over the years. With each new idea, the thinking seems to be “what does the
old pastor” think. The previous pastor’s passivity toward the Schwarz survey made things
more difficult for Rick.
Another advantage I had at First Alliance as a result of my previous experience at
Glens Falls was my ability to articulate a clear vision of the future. Change involves pain,
and Steinke notes that without a clear vision people “are not challenged to raise their
threshold for pain and thereby to respond to life instead of react against it” (How Your
Church Family Works 66). Throughout the process of change, I was able to visualize
what the church “could be” if it were truly healthy. Being able to visualize this
transformation allowed me to endure much of the pain of change and helped me to
communicate the necessary vision essential for the congregation to withstand such pain.
The DISC personality profile revealed that I am a high “D” developer type, while
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Greg is an “I” promoter type and Rick an “S” creator type. My sense is that our
personality types had some bearing on our ability to implement NCD.
While Greg’s promoter personality was helpful in articulating new ideas, he had
difficulties experiencing disapproval. In addition his personality type has a tendency to be
overly optimistic causing Greg to lack urgency in initiating change at times.
While Rick’s creator profile enabled him to come up with imaginative solutions,
he struggled interpersonally to adequately “win support” for his ideas. In addition his
tendency to be a “perfectionist” made it difficult for him to let people “fail” as they
implemented ideas.
For the Developer profile, the emphasis is on shaping the environment by
overcoming opposition to accomplish results. This profile it would seem to be a good
match for a plateaued/declining church where a sense of complacency already exists. In
addition those with the Developer profile are known to be strong-willed, determined and
decisive. All of these are essential qualities in establishing a sense of urgency and
following through on changes. While the profile has its weaknesses, in plateaued
churches it would seem to be somewhat advantageous.
I am more of a symbolic leader by nature. My strength is in helping people
visualize the future. Eliminating our Day Care for example proved to be highly symbolic
to First Alliance. What it communicated to the congregation was that our primary call
was as the church and our focus from that time on would be on building the church and
focusing on the future. Another “symbolic” project was the construction of a new
baptistery. The baptistery proved to be a visual reminder of our mission as we
immediately began to baptize people during our Sunday morning worship services. This
style of leadership seem particularly well suited to initiating change.
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Pastor Rick appears to have more of a political style. His approach was to try to
reconstruct his leadership team in such a manner as to reflect his own personal vision. As
he confronted passive resistance, I encouraged Rick to take a more personal approach in
dealing with people.
Pastor Greg has a more personal style of leadership. Greg is extremely relational
and works very well with people. Even his interpersonal skills, however, were not enough
to help him overcome the resistance of his key lay leaders. Eventually, he was able to use
a more political approach in order to reconstruct the board and somewhat marginalize the
opposition and allow newer, energized leaders to emerge.
Implementation and the Role of the Coach

All three pastors agreed that Schwarz and Schalk’s Implementation Guide,
designed to help churches address the minimum factor, was not helpful. The suggestions
were not always clear and did not “go far enough” in helping churches apply the results.
For this reason and others, both agreed that an outside coach was essential to
implementing the results of the survey.
Understanding the role of the coach was definitely “trial and error” for me. In the
process of working with the churches, I think I made every mistake imaginable. Initially,
I was far too quick to give advice, a temptation every coach faces according to Logan and
Schein. This temptation was heightened for me by the fact that our church was seeing
positive change. According to Schein wise coaches have to learn “when and how to be in
the role of expert and advice giver and when to be in the role of the facilitator and
catalyst” (19). As time passed I became more astute at asking the right questions and
helping the pastors discover and apply principles for themselves.
Prior to the first survey, I met several times with each pastor in order to explain
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Schwarz and the meaning of the survey. I did not, however, meet with each board prior to
the first survey. In retrospect not establishing rapport with each governing board was the
biggest mistake I made in the project. Neither pastor ever got significant “buy in” from
their boards. Because I had no real rapport with the boards, I was not able to help the
pastors in getting buy in from their boards. Each board remained suspicious and confused
about NCD throughout the testing period and never really grasped the value of Schwarz.
In retrospect I realize that by not establishing rapport with each board I demonstrated a
lack of sensitivity and a lack of “client orientation” (Rogers 340).
As time progressed, I did, however, improve in my understanding of coaching and
began to see the benefits in the lives of the two senior pastors. For example, under the
pressures of daily ministry pastors become easily sidetracked when instituting change.
Several times the pastors indicated that my phone calls helped them get “back on track.”
The process of implementing change is emotionally exhausting and trying for the senior
pastor, therefore, I spent a good deal of time simply listening to each pastor. Both pastors
commented on how much they appreciated having a listening ear.
As I grew in my understanding of the role of the coach, I was able to resist giving
unwanted counsel and was better able to listen to the pastors’ real concerns. As the
relationship with each one progressed, the trust level increased. Over time I was able to
listen and suggest ideas in a more natural and less offensive manner.
One of my tasks as a coach was to help the pastor understand their own
personalities and styles of leadership in order to increase their effectiveness. I encouraged
Rick for example to take a more relational approach with his leaders in order to calm
anxieties. I encouraged Greg to use symbols, such as personal testimonies, to help people
visualize the positive changes that were taking place in the church. I worked with each
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pastor to help him understand his particular style of leadership, its limitations, and how to
adopt a different style that might be better suited for certain situations.
During this project I had no formal agreement with either church. As a result, both
pastors and I struggled from time to time knowing what to expect of each other. As a
result of this confusion both pastors admitted initially that they were reluctant to “bother
me” with their concerns. Clarifying expectations is a critical component when relating to
clients according to Schaller (Interventionist 75). My sense was that a formalized
agreement where expectations were clearly stated would have greatly facilitated my
relationship with each church.
Future Challenges

Following this experience one challenge First Alliance faces is a tendency to
become complacent. While the church is healthier than it was, it is not as healthy as it
could or should be. First Alliance has yet to achieve a score of sixty-five and above in
every quality characteristic, and in the area of empowering leadership the church has
actually slipped below the national median of fifty.
The church must find a way to use its strength (loving relationships) to empower
the current leaders. While many of the leaders do not object to the changes that have been
made, they clearly feel somewhat disconnected from the decision-making process. In
order to better empower our leaders I challenged each staff member to attend at least one
training seminar in the next six months and take at least one (preferably more) lay leader
with them. In addition we began meeting monthly with our leaders in order to inform and
train. Finally, we resolved to slow down the process of change for a time and look more
realistically at how to include leaders in decisions that affect their various ministries.
Another challenge the church faces is to continue “integrating” the congregation
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without alienating people. Over the last several years the church has had both a more
traditional service and a very contemporary worship service. In essence First Alliance has
two different congregations. The first group is older, retired, and traditional in their
thinking. The second group is younger, still working, raising children, and more
contemporary in their thinking. While each group has been reasonably happy with the
church, the dissimilarity between the two groups and services has created some
suspicions and anxiety. Though transitioning the music has helped integrate the church,
much work remains to be done in this area.
For Second Alliance the major challenge is to resolve the conflict between the
pastor and two key lay leaders, which has crippled the church’s momentum and threatens
its future. The church must stay focused on the “problem as the problem.” The
perception among several key lay leaders at Second Alliance is that the pastor is the
problem. As long as attention is focused on the pastor (a problem that cannot be
resolved), the church’s attention is being diverted from the real issues (which can be
resolved). At some point I believe the two difficult leaders at Second Alliance will need
to be replaced. Collins discovers that truly great organizations “first got the right people
on the bus and then figured out where to drive it” (41). He also suggests that vision
follows personnel. Neither pastor at Wesleyan or Second Alliance has the kind of
leadership support needed to implement change effectively. In one case the leadership
appears to be hostile and in the other passive at best implementing needed changes. Until
the leadership issue is resolved the prospects of positive change are slim.
At Wesleyan Pastor Rick needs to find a way to defuse some of the anxiety in the
congregation, particularly among his leaders. Specifically, he needs to do a better job of
including his leaders in the decision making of the church. Rick needs to come alongside
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those who passively resist his leadership and help them identify the real issues. In
addition Rick will need to cultivate close relationships with his top leaders in order to
communicate his heart and win their trust. Rick also needs to communicate urgency to his
leaders and congregation.
Finally, both Greg and Rick must find a way to establish momentum in their
churches. My sense is that Schwarz is most effective in churches that already have
momentum, not as a means to generate momentum.
Another challenge each church must confront is the tendency toward a past
orientation. Schaller points out that for change to occur churches need to focus on the
future as opposed to the past (Strategies for Change 28). The pressure to become an
aging, voluntary organization is real for any institution, but in southwest Florida, with its
high percentage of retired people, the pressure is particularly acute. Schaller suggests that
“when a new vision of a new tomorrow conflicts with the sacred traditions of the past, it
becomes easy to rally people to resist change and to seek to perpetuate yesterday” (29).
The ongoing challenge for each pastor and congregation is to celebrate the past and yet
continue to focus its energies on a new vision for tomorrow.
A final challenge each of these pastors face is to understand his own style of
leadership and, when necessary, adapt his style in order to reframe his church. Each of us
needs a better awareness of our limitations, needs to adapt to our situations, and needs to
surround ourselves with people who can complement us.
Finally, I think another question each pastor must ask himself is, “Given my gifts,
experience, heart and energy, am I the person God would use to bring change in this
church?” Implementing change in a plateaued/declining church is a unique call that
requires a high energy level and unique call from God.
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Limitations on Study

In this study I functioned as change agent, coach, and researcher. Having each of
these roles affected my project. For example both pastors questioned whether I could
adequately guide (coach) them because my church (First Alliance) was so much larger
than the ones they serve. At times each pastor had trouble identifying with me or heeding
my counsel because of the difference sizes of our churches.
My role as pastor of First Alliance and researcher affected the outcome of this
project. As pastor and researcher I had a double motivation to communicate the principles
of Schwarz and see our church implement the various changes. My motivation to
communicate Schwarz was clearly greater than the other two pastors throughout the
project.
As a coach I would typically spend more time assessing whether I should be
involved with a church. As a researcher, however, my only concern was to find three
plateaued churches and begin implementing the principles.
The differing roles affected me in other ways. For example when I went to do the
final interview with each board, I went as a researcher not a coach or a pastor. In this
setting it was difficult for me not to try to address the questions the boards still had about
Schwarz and encourage the boards to support their pastors.
Items for Further Study

One item of interest to me has to do with the profile of the pastor/leader who can
effectively implement change in a plateaued or declining church. Throughout this project
I had the sense that some personalities are more suited for this kind of work than others.
My denomination has a program designed to help identify potential church planters. I
wonder if a similar tool exists or could be developed to determine the profile of the leader
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best suited to implement change in a plateaued/declining church?
When the survey was taken several times both Wesleyan and Second Alliance had
less than the recommended number of thirty participants. On several occasions Second
Alliance had closer to twenty participants. In smaller churches it is difficult if not
impossible to come up with thirty adult survey participants. When contacted Natural
Church Development indicated that this was an acceptable number. The question I have
is how few is too few? Is there a minimum number at which the results are no longer
reliable? This question is outside the parameters of this study.
In regard to the NCD survey itself, I would like to see the area of loving
relationships more fully explored. loving relationships scored relatively high in the initial
surveys of each church that participated in this project. The precipitous drop in the results
of the second survey at Wesleyan suggests that despite the survey results, relationships
may not have been as strong as the first survey indicated. While the leaders of Wesleyan
were cordial initially, the results of the second survey indicated significant tension
simmering below the surface. Schwarz determines loving relationships in large measure
by the amount of laughter in the church and the time people spend together outside of
church. My sense is that his analysis of love is deficient. Authentic concern, according to
the Apostle Paul, also requires a willingness to “speak the truth in love” (Eph. 4:15).
Steinke defines a church not really as a family, which he believes is more committed and
intense, but as an emotional unit that experiences many of the same processes of a family
(How Your Church Family Works xi). As such, a certain level of honesty and forgiveness
between people on all fronts is necessary in order to overcome the difficulties of both
positive and negative changes that affect all relationships in the church (122-23). Several
different times at First Alliance, I met with key leaders who disagreed with changes. At
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times I had to ask for forgiveness for attitudes I displayed and at times forgiveness was
asked of me. My sense was that Second Alliance and Wesleyan lacked the level of
honesty and trust needed to process significant change.
Another issue to be explored has to do with the amount of time between each
survey. For this project the survey was taken every six months. Each pastor thought that
this was too soon to devise and implement a strategy for the minimum factor. The
question in my mind is how soon is too soon and how long is too long?
Another question has to do with the survey participants themselves. As the year
progressed each church experienced some change in the individuals taking the survey.
This no doubt impacted the results. As First Alliance grew rapidly the core of the church
began to shift. The feeling among some was that the people who took the survey the first
time were no longer the significant core at the time of the third survey affecting the
results adversely.
With regard to coaching I would like to do more research on the importance of
formal agreements. How effective is a formal agreement/contract in gaining greater “buy
in” from church leaders? My sense is that a formal agreement would have been helpful.
A final issue of interest for me has to do with the readiness of a congregation to
change. It would appear to me that there is a connection between a church’s relative
health (momentum) and its capacity to implement change. While the Schwarz survey
helps churches see where change may be needed, it does not ascertain the readiness of a
congregation to make change. I would like to see a tool developed that could determine a
congregation’s readiness to change.
Concluding Thoughts
Shalom is God’s dream for his church, yet it can be very elusive. Shalom is a
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product of following the leading of the Holy Spirit. Following the Holy Spirit’s leading
requires that one recognize the reality of their situation (repent) and yet continue to stay
hopeful that change is possible. Following the Spirit is risky, yet exhilarating and life
altering. To the degree that pastors and churches are willing to follow the Spirit of God,
they experience his peace. Church health and shalom cannot be separated. Pastors need
the shalom of God to lead their churches through the challenge of change, and churches
need God’s shalom to implement the changes necessary to become healthy. While First
Alliance was plateaued like the other two congregations, it was measurably healthier at
the beginning, which helped facilitate the changes recommended by Schwarz. In addition
the leadership of the church was significantly more unified and supportive of me than
was true for the other pastors
A church’s ability to tolerate change is directly impacted by the level of shalom
already extant in the church and its leadership. The Schwarz instrument is designed to
help enhance shalom and yet implementing the results is to a large degree dependent
upon shalom. A certain degree of health is a necessary for one to be honest about their
sickness. Not every church is ready or willing to face its dysfunction. Just like any
dysfunctional family, unhealthy churches have a predisposition toward denial. Because of
a commitment to the “status quo,” seeing reality can be very threatening to some people.
In this regard the NCD survey can be both helpful and threatening. For those who have a
desire to become healthy, the survey was a “Godsend.” For others, however, by exposing
each church’s weaknesses, the survey created a great deal of anxiety.
In unhealthy families the person who exposes the truth is often perceived to be the
enemy. Like dysfunctional families, unhealthy churches have a way of misplacing their
frustration oftentimes on the pastors and their ideas. While pastors do carry some of the
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burden they often become unfair “scapegoats” for congregations.
I learned a great deal about the complexity of implementing change in a
plateaued/declining church over these past months. I discovered that implementing
change involves more than simply diagnosing a church’s weaknesses and includes a host
of other variables including the pastor’s leadership style, the level of trust between pastor
and key lay leaders, and a congregation’s willingness to take an honest look at their
situation.
Schwarz has developed a helpful tool in helping churches assess their strengths
and weaknesses. As good as the tool is however, I does not go far enough, particularly for
churches that are plateaued or declining. Churches are organisms as Schwarz maintains
(Natural Church 62), and, as such require more than technical assessments. Pastors and
Boards, particularly in plateaued/declining churches, require a great deal of
encouragement, personal attention and prayer. The survey is, in effect, a technical
solution to a spiritual problem (the establishment of shalom). While Schwarz appears to
acknowledge this, the survey reinforces the perception that a church’s problems can be
solved technically.
Coaches (can) add a very needed “personal” touch to the entire process.
Coaching, however, done right requires a great deal of energy and time. Coaches are well
advised to spend a great deal of time up front establishing rapport with the pastors and
leaders of churches. During this time they spend a good deal of time explaining the
survey instrument itself. Apart from a clear explanation the survey instrument can create
a great deal of anxiety for churches.
As I reflect on this project I do not believe two of the churches were ready to have
an assessment done, or begin to implement changes. Systemic problems in each church as
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well as tension between pastors and their boards made it difficult if not impossible to
implement the results. In retrospect, I believe it would have been helpful if more time has
been given assessing each church’s readiness and willingness to participate. Any church
can take a survey; implementing a strategy that leads to greater health (shalom), however,
requires a great deal of motivation and prayer.
This project helped me see the importance of the senior pastor in implementing
change. The leader who plans to bring change into a plateaued church must have a great
deal of tenacity. Initiating and leading change is a distinct call from God for which not all
pastors are suited. While the Schwarz survey is helpful in surfacing areas of weakness in
the church, creatively implementing the results requires creative, energetic, and spiritdirected pastoral leadership.
While the senior pastor’s role cannot be overstated, implementing change in a
plateaued church is far too complex for one person to accomplish, no matter how gifted.
Apart from the support of key lay leaders, initiating change is all but impossible. Strong
lay leaders give the pastor the encouragement and support needed in implementing
change as well as much needed prayer support.
I learned a great deal about coaching through this project. Coaches, I discovered,
are part cheerleaders, part confidants, part advisors, and part accountability partners. The
key to good coaching is good listening skills. While coaches can be helpful, they also
have limitations. Coaches, for example, are dependent upon the quality of their players,
specifically, on their teachableness and willingness to learn. Coaches must be sensitive to
those with whom they work, being careful not to give advice too quickly, yet ready to
give advice when asked. While my task orientation was helpful in casting vision at First
Alliance in order to create urgency and bring about change, it was detrimental at times,
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working with the other boards and pastors. Coaching the other pastors and boards
required a much more cohesive style of leadership, which was a big adjustment for me.
I learned in the course of this project that in the day-to-day demands of ministry
the important is easily sacrificed on the altar of the urgent. Even in churches where
change is desperately needed, pastors (and coaches) can easily lose their focus. Each
pastor agreed that my phone calls and encouragement helped keep them focused and
motivated. Both felt that apart from the accountability of a coach, they would have done
little or nothing to apply the results.
The Natural Church Development model provided a relatively simple, biblical
model of the church and a base for discussing church health that will continue at our
church (First Alliance) long after this project is over. The survey instrument gave our
church “tracks to run on” as it sought to improve the health of the congregation. I
anticipate using the survey again in another year to monitor First Alliance’s continued
progress.
The relationship of this project to other studies and the existing body of
knowledge is that it provides a case study in the subject of church health in a select group
of churches in southwest Florida. This project may be read in order to evaluate what was
done and to glean what can be learned from that experience or what can be accomplished
in a better way. In addition this project gives some insight into the matter of coaching.
The limitations of this study are that the findings are limited to a small group of plateaued
and declining churches in southwest Florida.
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APPENDIX A
Christian and Missionary Alliance Church Plants and Closures 1970-99*

Year
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000*
2001*
2002*
2003*
Totals

Starts
23
12
8
22
24
49
29
39
45
75
88
88
97
96
93
69
77
152
80
85
78
82
74
66
78
70
72
48
63
58
40
59
58
41
2038

Closures
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
2
14
25
25
28
42
30
38
33
54
76
57
52
46
48
46
71
51
53
57
67
54
38
43
56
40
1167

*includes churches that chose to affiliate or cease affiliating with denomination.
#Church starts and closures from 1970-99 done by the Data Basis Management
Office of the Christian and Missionary Alliance Church Ministries Division
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APPENDIX B
Interviews with Boards and Pastors

W. Scott Borden
First Alliance Church
Record of Interview
December 2003
First Alliance Governing Board: Each of these interviews were conducted upon the
receipt of the results of the final NCDQ. The interviews were each transcribed on tape
and transcribed. For this interview a subset of the board was interviewed who I have
named MJ, SR, and DK.
1.

What is your understanding of church health?

MJ: I think a healthy church is one that has adequate leadership and well-trained
leadership, people that are leading in their areas of giftedness and gaining the trust and
confidence of the people they’re leading And the leaders complement the ministry of the
pastor and staff. So it’s kind of like coming full circle and completing; it’s kind of like
the extension of the pastoral staff.
SR: It leads to natural growth also. I mean if those things are met growth should just be a
natural result.
DK: I think a balance with the areas we’ve been discussing, in order for a church to be
healthy you have to have a balance in all of those areas⎯to truly be healthy and not just
one off on one scale and one off the other scale. I think they have to have a balance to
have a healthy church.
2. How has Natural Church Development contributed to your church’s
well-being?
DK: By the evaluations that we see, we have increased each time overall. So that’s
telling me that we are a healthy church and that we’re growing.
SR: It’s identified our areas of weakness for us to work on.
MJ: It’s fostered a new degree of understanding. A lot of people have been involved in
this survey. I mean obviously you know, by the way the questions are asked what it’s
steering toward, it really makes you think. Are we really there yet? Are we really seeing
this? And, that’s why I hate doing questionnaires. That’s why when I saw it the first time
I said to her, I want to do a complete analysis of each one, of course with the questions,
we can’t do that. But you know, by the time we took it a second time and a third time, I
think I tended to answer questions more spontaneously because I was seeing more of
these things happening in the life of the church. Like the small groups or relating to each
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other as far as leadership is concerned. So it has certainly changed my focus a little bit.
I’m watching the improving health of the church.
DK: I’d also say for myself because I was just brought in as an elder right before we
started these surveys, I know it helped me get a better understanding of what the church
needed. And helped me get a better insight. So that helped me in that degree.
3. In what ways do you think the survey results gave an accurate
assessment of the church’s health?
DK: I really believe it did to one extent like with the small groups because when we
started, the small groups were not that big and you can just see the increase and the
percentages since we started the small groups. After the 40 Days I think it’s a good
indicator. I would just say probably one thing we need to look at closely is the questions
we missed to help us determine a little bit more if we have gone down what’s causing
that through the questions that are being asked.
4.
health?

Was the pastor/consultant able to explain clearly the concept of church

MJ: Yes. I think so.
SR: Yes.
DK: Yes, I think so, because you sat down with us and you shared with us what you
were doing and what it was all about. You gave us the material to read so I think that
helped us to have a better understanding.
MJ: Even for our church here, this has been such a radical shift and change in culture.
With everything we’ve done over the past couple years has been such a radical
divergence from what we’ve done over the previous three or four years and the history of
the church. I was thinking that even for the questionnaire and I would read and I think for
our satisfaction and as we went and looked at some of those questions I think a lot of
people interpret those questions based on their personal feelings about the change maybe
more than trying to analyze the ministry of the church. I think that’s part of what your
trying to look at and get honest answers and honest responses from people regarding in
this area of empowering leadership because the previous culture was: it was all
concentrated at the top, the management did everything and that’s where everybody
looked for the ministry to take place, to be done and that’s why people don’t run around
so easily because we’ve got so few people doing. If we still try to enforce that culture on
everything that we’re doing, we would have been dead more than a year and a half ago.
But getting more people focused on the vision, which is what we’re doing with the
church, and this is how we can get there, I think that’s been the most important factor as
far as explaining growth of the church and what not. It helps us to grasp the vision
because if it’s a plan that fits in with the vision and complements the vision people are
going to have a higher level of comfort and confidence really in the leadership, and the
leadership will take it from there.
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DK: You bring up something important too MK. I was just thinking as you were talking
there, he [Pastor Scott] asked the question, “Did I explain the concept of church health?”
I would say one of the things we could have done differently in presenting this was first
of all, any time you do a survey where the thing says, “All the time” or “Part of the time”,
or whatever the answers to the questions are, to get the interpretation of what that means
because everybody is different. If I say, “Something is great–I think it’s great,” somebody
else might not think “great” but they might think “good” because their perception of what
‘great’, ‘good’ or whatever the words they use is sometimes different. Sometimes if you
can interpret what those mean, some kind of measurement, it is easier to get a clear
survey. It’s more concise as far as people thinking the same way.
5. Were there any changes in the setting of the church that might account
for the changes in the church’s health?
DK: I say the 40 Days of Purpose made a big change for the last survey, especially with
the small groups.
MJ: Small groups and our relationships. It’s changing the relative position that a lot of
people have in the church. They are able to view the church from a whole new
perspective. I think if they’re looking at it from within a small group, as opposed to being
isolated out there in a large number of people, I think that it’s probably not a great
number of people but I think it’s a significant number of people, particularly newcomers,
have really gained a new focus.
SR: In a small group atmosphere, people have the opportunity to vent and share things
and get response and find that there may have been another perspective that I may not
have seen or understood. It gives helpful instruction in a safe place where I’m not going
to necessarily going to get slack for what I said. I might find understanding for what I’m
saying ⎯ sympathy. People are just feeling comfortable saying what’s on their mind and
again, finding out from somebody else a different perspective about why something
happened in the church here and what’s going on.
DK: Yeah, because I think what we’re all doing here in the small groups is we’re
educating to a certain extent because sometimes they have those questions like, “Why is
this happening,” or “We heard with the music,” and when you [Scott] brought it up, they
didn’t understand before and when you start discussing and talking about it, then that gets
them thinking and getting a better grasp of it. So I thought if anything with our small
group, it brought the people closer to the church and the direction the church is going in.
We got a lot of buy in with that, even from the people who were on the fence. I think they
started realizing that ⎯ “Hey, we’re moving in the right direction.”
SR: They started understanding the purpose of the church. A lot of times, people think,
“this is my church,” and they have all those personal feelings about the church.
6.

What other comments would you like to make about the project as a
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whole?
DK: I would say, maybe one area we could have looked at is possibly getting a more
diverse group of people. New members who have only been here a few months and
getting their perspective vs. the ones who were here at the beginning, because if you look
at the group of people we had, they were all people who at one time or another were
leaders in the church. It might have been a good idea to get a perspective of the people
who were outside of that group looking in. I know some of the questions regarding
empowering leadership they may not have been able to answer that. But I think we’d
have had different perspectives that way. That’s just one of the thoughts that I had.
SR: We may have been able to have at least some survey for them to answer.
DK: I also feel like, you know, if we go back to the second sheet we did and see where
we were low, did we really try to focus on improvement in that area? We really didn’t.
We talked about the numbers and the percentages, but we didn’t really reflect on what
can we do to make that difference over the next six months or so before we take that
survey again. I think we would’ve seen even greater results. Now, I think, some of them
like: loving relationships and small groups and the gifts came through the 40 Days, but
other things like: empowering leadership, even bring those people in when we see the
numbers down and do a discussion on “How do you interpret ‘Empowering
Leadership’?” What do you think is missing here and do a sit down survey with them
and put together an action plan to make it perfect. I think that’s something we should be
doing here. You know, find the places where we are low and bring these people in as a
group and discuss these issues. Because in order to properly evaluate that number, we
need to know [from the survey takers], what were you thinking? What did this question
mean to you? Why were they thinking that? And then put an action plan step together on
how we’re going to do it.
MJ: Probably lead that in to the earlier questions. Why at that period of time would it
have gone down? We’re back to the perception of the individual survey takers. Because
[in practice] I can’t see where and why it’s gone down. The only thing I can imagine is
that the perception of those taking the survey has changed and/or been altered. Perhaps
new people taking the test? This goes back to interpretation.
SR: I agree that the perspective of these certain issues says a lot. The interpretation of
these people on various projects that they feel hasn’t been addressed or it has and they
just haven’t seen it or felt it. If somebody has a personal area of ministry that they feel
hasn’t gotten enough attention, they may tend to feel strongly in that area. This influences
their responses.
DK: I look at need-oriented ministry as being, “Are my needs being met?” And if you
look at the purpose of the church is, it’s bringing the un-churched in, so maybe someone
feels that they’re needs aren’t being met because of our new purpose. That could be
another viewpoint on it. Not that their needs aren’t being met, but they might not feel it as
much as the unchurched person because that’s the direction the church is moving in,
which we need to be aware of because people need to know that their needs can be met in
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small groups. But again, that’s something that you mentioned in regard to coaching.
That’s the thing that could be missing. Coaching the leaders to coach in order to bring
about those needs.
END OF INTERVIEW
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W. Scott Borden
First Alliance Church
Record of Interview
December 2003

Pastors Greg and Rick: Each of these interviews were conducted immediately
following the results of the last NCD survey.
1. What do you feel were the strengths and weaknesses of the NCD
approach to church health?
Rick: OK, from my perspective, I think it gives a focus. A lot of times, for churches, it’s
hard to find a focus. Everyone’s got a different opinion, and it gives you an outside
source as a way to focus. It gives you some tracks to run on. And it narrows it down
enough to say, “Work on one of these at a time.” So I think it helps in the sense that it
gives you that focus and it narrows it to a manageable field so that you can have
something that you can work on. That’s a good strength. One of the weaknesses I felt was
in the implementation. The question and things that it asked weren’t really helpful to
either myself or my board so we spent some time working through those questions. For
the most part though, it was very helpful.
Greg: I agree, the follow-up helps, but the process of accomplishing that is difficult. I
questioned whether or not they really understood the local church. The suggestions were
OK, but the process struck me as a bit esoteric⎯a bit out of reality. There needs to be a
better connection between the objective (even a academic, statistical analysis of where
the rubber meets the road). I felt like they were strong on the one but weak on making the
applications. I thought the strengths were that it was objective. It gave us an outside
picture of who we are that was free from our own internal biases. We as pastors like to
think that our churches are good at certain things and, this gave us a much more objective
opinion and gave us a workable plan to help us improve. That was excellent. That ability
to see ourselves as we can’t see ourselves when we’re up close. To me, it was extremely
helpful. It gives you a bite-size piece of where you can start. It shows you where you can
start and what will help the most. Sometimes, I think we’d like to start with what we just
want to start with or what we think we should start with. And our people even say, “If we
could only do this _______” and fill in the blank. With this, in spite of the intuition
you’ve got or the training you’ve had or people’s prejudices, this is where you can start if
you just trust it and work on it. It’s an excellent perspective with a good diagnosis and
prescription.
Rick: One of things I also liked about it was that it gives a focus to some of the tangible
aspects of the church health issue. When you say church health, everybody’s got a
different perspective, and what they say is basically, THIS is what is required in order to
have a healthy church. So this is what you work with as opposed to people’s opinions or
what they’re previous experience has been. So it did help, I think, for the most part. It did
help with the church that was problematic and helped institute the church growth
methodology.
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Greg: That’s one of the greatest things. If you fix the things that are broken, the church
can function as a whole unit. And that’s what I thought about that health unit.
Rick: One of the other things as far as weakness goes, I felt like, the survey didn’t really
help address the seniors. If I were to compare age wise, I’d say three quarters and 80%
over 55 came back incomplete. I think that age group is uncomfortable with questions
that really get into the crack and how much time you spend with somebody. That’s the
comment I got from somebody. That they felt some of the questions were too personal
and inappropriate.
Greg: I didn’t get any comments like that. But I remember the reaction to the survey
were similar to that; but I don’t call that a weakness in the system, I’d call that just a trait
of our church. There are people that don’t think that you should think that much about the
church. They’re what I call over-spiritualized rather than concretely looking at what
should we do and how should we do it. They just want to spiritualize everything and say,
“Well, just trust God,” and all that touchy-feely stuff that gets you nowhere and makes
you not accountable to anything. This gives you some accountability and something to
work from and also a measurement to go by. In terms of a weakness, I don’t consider that
a weakness in the system. I think that just tells me something about our church. Maybe
we’re not willing to take a close look at ourselves or maybe we’re just suspicious of
anything that doesn’t fit our past framework. That’s a little different from what Rick said.
2. Were there any changes in the setting of the church that might account
for the changes in the church’s health?
Rick: I could name many outside influences that could have affected the results. Right
now, we’re finishing up the 40 Days of Purpose Campaign. That was arguably better
received than I’ve ever seen. We got many positive comments week in and week out all
the way through. But at the end of that time, that was it. Back to normal. I think the 40
Days and the NCD really goes together because the “Purpose” stuff gives you a
framework for working on your purpose and NCD measures how well your
accomplishing those purposes.

Well, you know that there is that continuum, the NCD itself says, that certain kinds of
churches, and we’re a heritage of that kind of church, are resistant to this kind of thing.
The Holiness Movement people are all about God acting in the unusual way rather than
them stepping up to act in the way that God might lead and make plain and simple
decisions.
Greg: Context issues. Probably for us, at the beginning of this, we had some problems. I
think actually in some respect, it was a positive factor because what I think it did was
take some tension off the relational conflict that I had with two leaders and so you’ve got
also, my health crisis and the conflict I had with those two leaders. Those two factors, my
health crisis, and then we had an infusion of new people. About three new couples came
in between February and May. They were very leadership-type people that were very
positive and came in and made a very positive infusion and so I think those two things
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helped moderate the impact of the negative relational conflict with those two leaders. It
probably affected the second survey in a positive way.
Rick: But that underlines the way the NCD process doesn’t help the fundamental issues.
That probably shouldn’t be overlooked. One of the underlying factors that makes our
church less than healthy is three fold anxiety. We talked about that one time when you
recommended that book to me on how your church family works. That three fold anxiety
which, I think, is more prominent and more difficult than most of our people know, that
anxiety level only makes things worse when people get upset and start asking, “Why are
we doing this survey?” Because that raises the anxiety level among those people who are
anxious. I don’t know that that was any influence on the results. But …

I think the anxiety levels affected the second survey. Those anxiety levels that have been
there for years thinks, peace at any price. People might think what are we doing this
survey for? We should just pray. The anxiety level builds in response to that and so to
drain off the anxiety someone or something has to be the focus of the anxiety. Mainly it’s
someone and ends up being the pastor.
3. What were the strengths and/or weaknesses to having a consultant
involved in applying NCD principals?
Rick: Strengths would be a sounding board. Have you considered this, or thought about
that. Typically we don’t have anybody there to do that and give you perspective. I think
at some of our meetings together was partly that, too. It wasn’t just the two of us, it was
the three of us together. I think it kind of prodded us to do things that we might not have
done. Because when you meet resistance, you tend to say, “Oh, Boy,” and with the fact
that we were working on this project together you tend to nudge each other in the right
direction although we probably didn’t nudge very easily. [laughs]
Greg: I agree with those strengths. It provides that accountability. It also keeps you
focused because there are so many different things that you have a tendency to want to
stop and go do something else, and you just really need to try to keep that focus. I think
the outside perspective and help makes you do that, and I think the weakness is not
having enough of it, especially at the beginning. You know, a lot of contact early on. Like
meeting initially with the board and the pastor and just making sure everybody
understands where were going and that implementation plan that we’ve put together. And
then, as it’s being implemented, back off a little bit and next time not having quite as
much contact so that slowly the leadership will start taking the initiative more, but
initially, they will have had a bit more hands-on help and being trained on how to do it.
Rick: I think that might have changed the dynamics; however, to do that, we would have
had a longer process earlier. We would’ve had to lay out a system or series of meetings
and it would’ve required you to have been here to take the lead on this instead of us. The
weakness of that is it puts the outside person in a terrible spot because you don’t know
the church as well, so I mean, there’s trade-offs to that. [laughs] I mean, the advantage is
that you don’t know the church as well and the disadvantage is that you don’t know the
church very well. You can look at it both ways. If the church buys into the outside person
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and the survey, you could come in and have no problems, but otherwise, if they don’t buy
into it won’t help anything.
4. How did having an outside consultant make a difference in
implementing the principles of church health?
Greg: I think it my church wouldn’t have done it if it weren’t for outside influences.
Even though our scores were better the second time around, it still didn’t really motivate
anyone and definitely not motivated to do it a third time.
Rick: I don’t think our church would’ve even heard about it!

Greg: I don’t think the shortness of time really made a difference. I don’t think eighteen
months after the first survey made a difference.
Rick: But you have to understand, we can look at this and say, “Taking an objective look
at yourself is not always pleasant.” When you look in the mirror to comb your hair and
you don’t have any hair you know, we have to deal with that. OK? But a church looks in
the mirror and wants to feel like we’re all wonderful and it’s a bunch of happy people
that love each other and it sees that wait a minute there’s a problem here we need to work
on. There’s a certain amount of pain there. It causes anxiety, and to push through that
takes strength. This survey for us couldn’t get to the basic issues of anxiety. It wasn’t
designed to do that. It was designed to help a relatively functional group do better, but in
terms of our church there were health issues left unaddressed. At the same time, the
frequency of the surveys may not work in our situation. It might have been too often.
Maybe, if we did it annually, and then even if the church didn’t buy into it, if you get the
pastors particular input and get some allies to say, we need to work on this even if we
don’t have a broad-base support. If indeed you say, we need to bring this number up, then
your church would improve.
5.

What other comments would you like to make about the project as a

whole?
Greg: I think, now this isn’t real conducive for your dissertation, but I think if you took
maybe three years to take the survey, wait twelve to eighteen months to take the survey
again. And then have the coaching all along. Again, where the coaching would start of
intensive and then gradually over the three or four year period lighten up, I think that
would work. I do think that having more than one church involved (having the three of
us) working on the project was very helpful. I don’t necessarily think that’s something
that’s a part of NCD but ended up being very beneficial. So you’re not alone, and you’re
watching it be implemented in different context and areas. I know that no one really
wants to stretch their dissertation over three or four years, but I think it would highlight
the strengths of the NCD process and possibly create a more favorable outcome.
Rick: I agree that a longer period of time would have been better. It’s unfortunate
because we live in an era where businesses have to survive and react quickly. As a
church, we tend to not think that necessarily. We just want to go along and not face the
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truth. Because of that, it would take us longer to process something, probably more than
six months to see a change. I think the NCD helps us and possibly as we move along
maybe we can learn to move quickly. At the same time, I don’t think we park on one
survey for long because the dynamics of the church change so quickly and whether that’s
six months or twelve months or eighteen months, I don’t know, but I think you have to
recognize that what we see in the results every six months has been different every time.
For some reason, that means things have changed. So if we park on one survey for too
long then we might miss the fact that we need to change again over here. Also, not
parking long enough means that there may be slippage in that area that needed
improvement. That’s the ongoing dynamic. When I first saw this stuff I thought for sure
it would help our church and other churches as well. I still feel that way.
END OF INTERVIEW
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W. Scott Borden
First Alliance Church
Record of Interview
December 2003
Wesleyan Governing Board: In total there were six board members at this meeting.
Only four, however, felt qualified to answer the questions. In this transcript I refer to
these four as #1, #2, #3, and #4.
1.

What is your understanding of church health?

#1: To me it’s attitude of the people of morale. That morale for a Christian is boosted by
an evangelical message, the gospel, and having new people coming in because of that.
It’s also more than that. People coming then [Sunday mornings] and also to Bible studies
and prayer times and things like that.
#2: I agree with what Gordan said. Did you practice?
#3: I also think that with church health, you can relate it to human health, in that all parts
have to work together to make a whole.
#1: Along with health of the body is growth, growth in numbers, growth in maturity and
people.
#2: If you have something wrong, and you don’t take care of it, one part affects the
other.
2. How has Natural Church Development contributed to your church’s
well-being?
#2: I have no idea.
#3: I’m not so sure that it has. Has it?
#1: The only thing it contributed in my mind was that it brought to light some of the
questions. Probably helped that we took the third one (survey) in the sense that it made
the survey takers aware of some new questions and things to think about. I don’t know
that it helped here at our church.
3. In what ways do you think the survey results gave an accurate
assessment of church’s health?
#1: Does anybody really remember the results? I remember the first one, we were weak
on small groups and functional structures. There was something else, too. I don’t know if
this had any bearing on this, but the second survey was limited a little more than the first
in the sense that there were people standing around and they were like, “I want to take
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this survey.”
#2: The first time it was by invitation only.
#3: Do you think it has to do with anything about being really honest about your
answers. Like, the first survey, maybe we were a little more “pie-in-the-sky” and tended
to be a little more positive, and the second time, maybe we realized this is serious and
took our answers a little more seriously.
#1: If I may speak to the 40 Days of Purpose, I think it’s more of a positive thing. We
saw some good goals to reach for, and we hadn’t reached them. Maybe that’s we went
down on ourselves because we realized that we had bigger goals to reach.
4.
health?

Was the pastor/consultant able to explain clearly the concept of church

#1: I don’t remember.
#4: The survey? I don’t remember.
5. Were there any changes in the setting of the church that might account
for the changes in the church’s health?
#4: Since the last survey?
#2: I would say so because we all enjoyed and worked hard toward the 40 Days of
Purpose, but when it was done it was like, OK, it’s done now. Maybe I think that because
I was the campaign director. We didn’t want to go on with any of the ongoing classes,
and we just went back to the way things used to be. I was disappointed. Maybe we didn’t
accomplish as much as I had hoped we would during the 40 Days of Purpose. Because
now there’s a lot of churches that are doing the campaign and really following through
afterward, and I think they’re growing.
#1: One of the changes that we did get was this board.
#2: That’s right.
#1: Although we did have some over there.
#2: Pastor _______ resigned because he said there were too many family people on the
board. I think he’s just tired.
#4: I think he lost inspiration.
#2: So we have two really big spots to fill now.
6.

What other comments would you like to make about the project as a
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whole?
#2: It will be really interesting to see the first, second, and third results. Will this third
survey be as accurate as the first two? The first two times there were thirty
questionnaires and this last time I think there were only twenty-three. So will it be as
accurate? How would they do that?
#3: I don’t remember taking the second one.
#1: I don’t remember the questions being particularly difficult. I think they were all good
questions. I don’t remember any irrelevant ones. The questions were not organized in
such a way that all the questions weren’t in order of all yeses or nos. It makes it so you
can’t try to outguess the survey. It seemed they were in a good order.
#4: I think maybe it should have been introduced a little bit more. I think if it had been,
we might have done more with the results. I don’t know how much that would have
changed but it wasn’t really introduced very well. By the time I took the survey the third
time, I remember the questions from the other times. I didn’t have to think too much
about the questions.
#2: Nothing else.
END OF INTERVIEW
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W. Scott Borden
First Alliance Church
Record of Interview
December 2003
Second Alliance Governing Board: This board is comprised of four members, three of
whom were there when we surveyed the church the first time. Again, for purposes of
anonymity, I refer to them as #1, #2, #3, and #4.
1.

What is your understanding of church health?

#1: Outside the survey, church health to me is the relationship inside the church with the
people that attend. That is a reflection of what they get from us. I’m shocked that over the
years, our attendance has stayed basically the same. There has to be a reason people don’t
continue to come and stay. As to “why” church health? I still go back to a few years ago.
We promised Greg before we moved down here to attend this church and lend our
support.
#2: I think one thing about church health is that if you’re healthy, you’ll be growing, and
if you’re not growing, you’re not healthy. To me, it seems like we’re not growing so the
church isn’t healthy.
#3: To me, I’ve been coming here for twenty years and it’s always been looking like this.
We’ve done a survey every five years, and it’s always average. It’s always like this. It’s
not always the same people that stay it’s a few. It’s just that old revolving door. I’ve
heard somebody call it that before, and it’s been that way for twenty years. That would
indicate that it’s not the leadership because the leadership has changed over that time
period.
#1: You can take that further saying it’s the people inside the church itself. People on the
outside can’t see that friendship, that bond.
#4: Again, this has nothing to do with the church. This whole area just happens to be
very transient. You’ve got “six-monthers”, “three-monthers”, whatever, and so you have
an influx in the wintertime from the people that come from the north. The other thing we
notice in this area, people tend to be reclusive. Our neighbors, other than being casually
social, if you try to go beyond that, if you’re not a part of their social structure, or what
they consider to be their social structure, they hold back. They are reserved. It’s not like
where we came from up north. We used to meet in people’s homes. You don’t get that
down here. I don’t know if it’s the area or what it is.
2. How has Natural Church Development contributed to your church’s
well-being?
#2: Nope.
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#3: I don’t think so.
#2: I mean, after all, this is the first time we’ve ever had any input in that kind of way
and what these surveys are all about, and I don’t really think they say anything. I
personally don’t like surveys. Surveys can go in any direction they want and make it out
into whatever you want to make it out as far as I’m concerned because you cannot get a
true actual prediction of what is going on.
#3: Back to the thing I was saying about the surveys. I’ve taken it a couple of times.
There are a lot of questions on there, and a lot of them relay back to the same question
just asked a different way. A lot of them aren’t relevant to the small church per se
because we don’t have, like, this group or that thing that this question pertains to. So you
give it a score of average or just leave it blank or however people choose to do it, and that
may not give a clear representation of what your church is about.
#2: The surveys helped me in this sense. I’ve always disliked surveys in the sense that
you always know who took it. I think people our age have a tendency to dislike surveys.
#4: I think some of the questions are confusing. Like if it says, have you met with people
outside the church? I mean, that can be misleading. Are they looking for one person or
several people? How do you answer that?
#3: The question number 2 is the same as 48 but they answer it two different ways, the
same person, because they don’t understand the question.
3. In what ways do you think the survey results gave an accurate
assessment of church’s health?
#3: After seeing the results of this one, I’m not sure. All the ones that went down and the
ones that went up, do we really understand why?
#2: You know the way you can do that is to ask the individuals “why did you say that?”
You can’t do that. There’s no way, well, I suppose you could. Again, if we were an open,
honest, Christian church, all these should be off the book. But because we, speaking for
myself, not being able to open up in this environment, you’re not going to get an honest
answer from people about why they answered the question one way or another. I have
always thought that the church should be evangelical. In other words, you should always
be reaching out to the lost. And if you have a blessed society, that the group of people
there and they’re all saved, they’re not reaching out, and other people aren’t coming in to
be a part of it. It’s difficult. I go by a scriptural standard that if you make a commitment,
you should stand by it. I made a commitment to Greg, and I hope I’m doing a good job of
that in leadership.
4.
health?

Was the pastor/consultant able to clearly explain the concept of church

#3: I’m still not clear on what some of these things mean.
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#2: I may have not been at that meeting so I pass.
#4: I was here.
#2: But again, a lot of this is, again, I’m going to throw it back on me, I’ve taken a
position where I don’t really think I’m spiritually mature enough to be an elder because I
don’t think I’m walking in a realm that I think an elder should be walking in, according to
Scripture. As I pointed out before, if you can’t control your children, how can you try to
help other adults as an elder? So, there, some of these things are just common sense
things, but I think a lot of this boils down to, “Are we an organization that is walking
with the Lord in the way that we should be?”
5. Were there any changes in the setting of the church that might account
for the changes in the church’s health?
#1: Communications.
#3: John already gave an example as far as certain messages or whatever.
#1: The other thing was, we are in the process of doing another organizational structure.
We’re moving from where the congregation elects who is going to serve to now where
the district elects who’ll run the church. So I think that some people feel left out. I have a
problem with that, you see, what I call the church, the body of Christ, which is an
organism being overrun by an organization. OK? I fought this at all the meetings I’ve
attended, and I’ve watched the organization overtake the organism, which is why I didn’t
want to join anymore churches because it was doctor so and so and attorney so and so
and do you really know if they’re walking with the Lord? In this case I’m comfortable
with it because of the size of our church. Now I’m more familiar with some of the leading
things that led up to why we’re here. I believe it all in the end, like with my wife and the
decision that had to be made with the Daycare and a lot of people weren’t happy with the
decision that had to be made. So I really look at this [the church] as the organizational
structure overrides the organism. That’s why I think you’re looking at loving
relationships going down and empowering leadership is down. Because now the people
see it as “you’re taking away from us”.
#3: That may be true. Being on the board, I know why we are doing it, but maybe you’re
right, maybe they don’t know why. Maybe they don’t understand we’re going back to the
developing church mostly because what national is doing about how they want their
boards run within their churches. We’re doing that because we don’t have enough
members to do things otherwise. We though as a board that we were doing the right
thing.
6.

What other comments would you like to make about the project as a

whole?
#4: Some people feel like they’re just left out. They feel like they’re not involved, which
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is a big thing.
#2: No, I would not do the survey again. I’d say sometimes it does point out some good
things, but you really have to be careful how you interpret this thing. And you don’t
know what group (whether they were members or not members) that answered this thing.
#3: Or if they left questions blank, it shows up as a negative, and that’s not a clear
representation either.
END OF INTERVIEW
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